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Introduction

Dear Customer
Welcome to the latest
Reece Safety Catalogue ...
Once again we have expanded our product range to meet the changing
demands of our market and applications. We have added longer shackles
to our own padlock range and now offer a very compact padlock range with
a variety of shackle lengths. We have added further product groups and can
now satisfy the full needs of a Permit Office and the range we now offer is
shown on page 64.
We are very pleased to have partnered up with EA Technology to deliver
Arc Flash surveys which marries up well with our improved Arc Flash clothing
range and we have also teamed up with Cresent who are leaders in producing
online training modules which have been tailored to suit our market.
We are better equipped to meet the urgent demands for products and we
maintain our ample stock levels in our Elland based warehouse where
most standard product orders leave the same day. Further investment
in engraving and sign making has given greater agility in response
times for bespoke work.
Customer service remains our core focus and we look forward to
continue dealing with you through this catalogue whether you
are a large organisation or a small independent trader.
Andy Graham
M.D. Reece Safety
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SAFETY PADLOCKS
Nylon bodied, brass, aluminium and xenoy
safety padlocks.

9 - 22

LOCKOUT HASPS
Steel, aluminium and non conductive nylon.

TAGS, LABELS & SCAFFTAG®

23 - 32
33 - 46
47 - 58

Gate, ball and butterfly valve lockouts, cable lockouts,
car seals and pull seals.

GROUP LOCKOUT

Introduction

Lockout boxes and permit to work stations and forms
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PERMIT OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Control key lock boxes and card safes

GAS DETECTORS

Portable and Fixed gas detectors from Crowcon,
BW and GFG

ONLINE TRAINING

70

CRESENT online training modules for key specialist areas

LOCKOUT STATIONS

71 - 76

KEY CABINETS & TRACKER SOLUTIONS

77 - 82

Key and padlock cabinets, key tracker systems.

MCB, MCCB, main switches, fuse lockouts, voltage tester
kits, electrical lockout kits, plug and push button lockouts.

MECHANICAL LOCKOUT
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With and without covers for brass and nylon safety
padlocks and devices.

Reusable and disposable tags and labels,
Scafftag® range.

ELECTRICAL LOCKOUT

ATEX RADIOS AND LIGHTING

ATEX and standard radios and ATEX portable lighting

LIVE ELECTRICAL SAFETY

83 - 90

Arc flash clothing and helmets, electrical safety gloves,
matting, rescue hooks and substation rescue kits
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SAFETY SIGNS, LABELS & BARRIERS

91 - 97

Complementary products to support Safe Systems of Work
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Next day delivery available on thousands of items

Ordering Made Easy

Ordering Made Easy
NO ACCOUNT? NO PROBLEM! Just let us know your requirements with your
company details to open an instant 30 day credit account (subject to status).
• Orders can be placed by phone, fax and email.
• We also accept most major credit cards
– Amex, Visa, MasterCard and P-card.
• No minimum order value.
• Free delivery on orders over £150 net within mainland UK.
For orders less than £150 net there is a small carriage charge of £8.50.
Please enquire for shipments outside the UK.
• If required, goods can be collected from our address.
Please telephone to arrange for your order to be ready for collection.
• Many products are available from stock with next day delivery.
• All prices exclude VAT which will be charged at the current rate where applicable.

Why REECE SAFETY

What our customers say

At Reece we pride ourselves on giving the very best advice and having a great
range of products which we can normally deliver the next day. Our customers
love our no nonsense approach and many of them have been with
us for years.
Our range has been developed over 15 years by working with our customers
on building bespoke lockout solutions. We can build many products to suit
your specific requirements and can provide fully customised padlocks, tags
and lockout stations.
We know that often you need products quickly so carry £3m of stock in our
30,000 sq ft warehouse in Elland, West Yorkshire. To summarise, we offer:
• Excellent technical advice.
• In depth knowledge of specialist safety products.
• £3m stock for next day delivery.
• FREE on site consultation.
• Guaranteed no duplicate padlocks with our Sentinel padlock recording system.
• 2 year warranty on all our lockout tagout products.

“I contacted Reece Safety to discuss some
detailed plans for our Energy from Waste plant.
Their technical consultant came to see us to
discuss our plans and put together a complete
proposal for the permit office which includes Key Safes, Card Safes,
Gas Detection, Padlocks and our design of
lockout stations throughout the plant.
We wanted to create localised lockout stations
in all areas so that they had sufficient locks,
devices and tags to carry out the day to day
isolations and also shutdown/outages without
the need to come back to the permit office.
Together we identified all of our isolation
points and the different energy sources which
enabled us to put together Bespoke Isolation Stations around the
plant for specific areas and machines. We then organised the Locks,
Electrical and Mechanical lockout
devices and then designated the
locks to an individual Isolation
point by having them engraved
accordingly.
I would recommend this approach;
it has been easy to deal with Reece
as they know the industry well and nothing was too much trouble. Our
site has led the way for other SITA Suez plants doing the same over the
coming months within the group.”
Daz Watson, Senior Ops Technician
Suez Sita, Kirklees EfW

REECE SAFETY PRODUCTS LTD

Unit B9, Lowfields Close, Lowfields Business Park, Elland,
West Yorkshire HX5 9DX
T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070
email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Recently Reece Safety were
asked to deliver a joint
presentation to the industry
on a MPA Health & Safety
Open Day at Hanson Cefn
Mawr Quarry. This was a great
success with a number of
operatives gaining a better
understanding of the aspect and mostly the different equipment
available to isolate and lock off various energy sources not just
electrical.

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Why Reece

Hanson have now been working with Reece Safety for a number
of years and have really been a critical part of rolling out our
LOTOTO policy.Their continuous support has really assisted sites
to improve the managing and implementation of isolation and lock
off equipment to meet the needs of various divisions within the
business.
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What is Lockout/Tagout
Every year thousands of workers get killed or injured
across the Globe while performing repairs or maintenance
on industrial equipment or machinery. Many of these
accidents are caused by the uncontrolled release of energy
– Electrical, Chemical, Thermal, Kinetic – all forms can be
deadly. Regulations exist requiring that all energy sources
are isolated and “locked out” while machines are being
serviced or repaired.

Simple steps for Locking Out
1

2

“Lockout” describes a procedure in which power switches, valves, levers, etc. are
blocked from operation to isolate the energy source. During this process, special
plastic caps, boxes or cables (lockout devices) are used to cover the switch or
valve and are secured with a padlock where the last worker determines when it
can be re-energised.
“Tagout” refers to the practice of attaching a WARNING or DANGER sign or even
an individual note to an energy switch such as those described above.
In many cases, both actions are combined into Lockout/Tagout so that the worker
is no longer able to reactivate the machine and at the same time is informed
about the process to take further actions (e.g. calling the responsible colleague
or commencing the next service step). Many companies issue each worker
authorised to apply Lockout/Tagout with their own personalised padlock and/or tag
imprinted with his/her name.

1. Plan and prepare

2. Shut down
equipment in a
normal manner

3

4

Legislation requires all employers to use Lockout/Tagout equipment to remove the
risk of serious injuries or fatalities. It’s the responsibility of the individuals to strictly
follow whichever system has been chosen for their workplace.

What is Lockout/Tagout
A Lockout is a method of keeping equipment from being set in motion
and endangering workers:
• A disconnect switch, circuit breaker, valve or other energy
isolation mechanism is put in the safe or off position.
• A safety device is placed over the energy-isolating mechanism
to hold it in the safe position. This is where Reece Safety
Lockout/Tagout products are essential.
• A padlock is attached so that the equipment can
not be energised.

3. Disconnect energy 4. Application of
isolation devices
Lockout/tagout
devices
5

6

In a Tagout, the energy-isolation device is placed in the safe position
and a written warning is attached to it. All lockout and tagout materials
are supplied by the employer. Each device must be:
• Durable to withstand wear.
• Substantial, so it will not come off easily.
• Capable of identifying the person who applied it.
Many companies issue each worker authorised to apply Lockout/Tagout
with their own personal padlock imprinted with his/her name.

How to use Lockout/Tagout

Using Lockout/Tagout

4

Lockout/Tagout is necessary whenever you are performing service or
maintenance in proximity to a machine where you could be injured by:

5. Render all stored
and residual
energy safe

6. Verify equipment
isolation

7

8

• Unexpected start up of the equipment.
• Release of stored energy.
Two situations which are most likely to need Lockout/Tagout:
• When you must remove or bypass a guard or other safety device.
• When you must place any part of your body where you could be
caught by moving machinery.
Some jobs for which Lockout/Tagout should be used are:
• Repairing electrical circuits.
• Cleaning or oiling machinery with moving parts.
• Clearing jammed mechanisms.
Legislation requires each employer to use Lockout/Tagout equipment.
It’s your responsibility to follow whichever system has been chosen for
your workplace.

7. Perform work
safely

8. Reactivation by
responsible person

See a detailed guide on page 22 for more guidance

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Regulations

Legislation covering Lockout/Tagout
UK
The Electricity at Work regulations 1989 (EAW
Regulations) apply to almost all places of work.
HSG85 is a generic Guidance Document covering
safe working practices for work on electrical
equipment and is produced to support the
Regulations.
Regulation 12
“isolation” means the disconnection and
separation of the electrical equipment from every
source of electrical energy in such a way that this
disconnection and separation is secure.
Regulation 13
Adequate provisions shall be taken to prevent
electrical equipment, which has been made dead
in order to prevent danger while work is being
carried out on or near that equipment, from being
electrically charged during that work if danger
may thereby arise.
BS7671:2008(2011) “Requirements for
Electrical Installations. IET Wiring Regulations.”
17th Edition
537.2.2.4
Provision shall be made for securing
off-load isolating devices against inadvertent or
unauthorised opening.
537.3.1.2
Suitable means shall be provided to prevent
electrical powered equipment becoming
unintentionally reactivated.
Provision and Use of Work Equipment
Regulations 1998.
Regulation 19 (1)
Every employer shall ensure that where
appropriate work equipment is provided with
suitable means to isolate it from all its sources
of energy.

EU
CEE89/655 “Council Directive 89/655/EEC of 30
November 1989 concerning the minimum safety
and health requirements for the use of work
equipment by workers at work”.
Article 19 The employer is committed to
guarantee the safety and protection of employees
and to take the necessary measures to reduce
risks to the minimum possible.
Article 46 The employer must ensure that
all safety procedures are strictly implemented
and regularly reviewed by appropriate means
Employees must use all necessary tools to carry
out maintenance they are responsible for and to
aid them in the case of accident or emergency.
Article 49 When carrying out isolated
maintencance, the equipment must be clearly
labelled Isolation of equipment from all possible
electrical energy sources; lock-out of devices in
the ‘off’ position; verification of isolation of all
energy sources close to the maintenance area.

USA
OSHA 1910.147 “The Control of Hazardous
Energy (Lockout/Tagout), Title 29 Code of Federal
Regulations”.
1910.147(c)(5)(ii)(B) Standardized. Lockout
and tagout devices shall be standardized within
the facility in at least one of the following criteria:
Colour; shape; or size; and additionally, in the
case of tagout devices, print and format shall be
standardized.
1910.147(c)(5)(ii)(C) Devices must be capable
of withstanding the environment to which they
are exposed for the maximum time of exposure
expected.
1910.147(c)(5)(ii)(C)(1) Lockout devices shall
be substantial enough to prevent removal without
the use of excessive force or unusual techniques,
such as with the use of bolt cutters or other metal
cutting tools.
1910.147(c)(5)(ii)(C)(2) Tagout devices,
including their means of attachment, shall be
substantial enough to prevent inadvertent or
accidental removal.
1910.147(c)(5)(ii)(C)(2) Lockout devices and
tagout devices shall indicate the identity of the
employee applying the device(s).

CALL US NOW TO DISCUSS
HOW WE CAN HELP YOU MEET
YOUR MANDATORY OBLIGATIONS
01422 310456 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Sitesafe by Reece Safety has been developed exclusively for our customers
following frequent requests for ongoing assistance in the management and
sustainability of a successful lockout tagout procedure reducing unnecessary
accidents and downtime.

WHAT IS SITE SAFE?
• Scheduled visits to site.
• Dedicated account management.

Commonly asked questions are:

• On site equipment checks.

How do we manage or monitor our Lockout system
after the initial implementation?

•	Isolation Log Review - Identifies Gaps
and Usage. A practical review of
current situation against the original
plan. Replenishment of missing or
damaged equipment at discounted
rates.

How do we know that original itinerary is
on site and used?
Can we put together a training package for all
skillsets including engineering, facilities, hygiene
and operators?
What can we do to periodically audit our system?
What do we do if we have a change of machinery
and how does that affect the LOTO system?

We have a range of options to suit your
circumstances and we can reduce the
worry of systems decline. Call us now
on 01422 310456 to discuss the options
suited to your business.

SAFETY CATALOGUE
Our Safety Catalogue contains the full array
of necessary signage and labelling relating
to safety across all business areas to safisfy
mandatory Health and Safety requirements.
The catalogue extends to cover common
products in the following areas:
• First Aid equipment.
• 5S cleaning stations and spill control.
• Bollards, barriers and warehouse safety.
• Fire safety equipment.
Use our website flipbook and call to order
www.safety-catalogue.co.uk

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Site Safe

Buying the appropriate lockout equipment is often a
significant investment but it doesn’t mean the task
is complete - it is just the beginning. You now need
to ensure that all personnel involved are using the
equipment as required and correctly.
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New Products
TRAINING MODULES
This year we are now able to satisfy the
growing need for training in specialised
areas of isolation, confined space, gas
detection etc.
We are very excited to have linked up
in partnership with one of the countries
top producers of online training
modules.
The courses can be purchased online
for a single use code as a virtual
product and larger volumes can be
purchased as a package in line with
volumes

COMPACT SAFETY
PADLOCKS
The lightweight Brady compact padlock
is now added to our range to address
the requirements of a more compact
and lighter weight padlock to suit high
level uses where there are growing
concerns of falling object damage.
The padlocks come in 4 shackle
lengths and also now with a steel
cable shackle where greater flexibility
is needed.
(Page 14)

(Page 70)

REMLIVE
We are now the Master Distributor
for the innovative range of products
by REMLIVE. The range addresses
the primary need to know when the
line is dead through constant visual
display of the seperate feeds into
the panel.
All lights out means everything is
safe to either open the panel or work
on the line.
(Page 42)

RESCUE STICK
STATIONS
Our in house development has
provided a product to suit our
top-selling range of High Voltage
rescue sticks. These stations secure
the stick for immediate access and
include Emergency First Aid in the
event of an incident.
They cover the full range of 45, 90
and 225kV sticks and held in stock for
immediate shipment.
(Page 86)

ATEX RADIOS AND
LIGHTING
We have now equipped several
facilities with Industrial radio
systems including full ATEX
approved Motorola handsets. We
will carry out a site survey and
deliver a full system to meet your
requirements.
Also new are the full range of ATEX
Zone 0 LED lights
(Page 69)

GAS DETECTORS
Many of our customers are involved in
some form of confined space working
and a growing number have asked us
to supply gas detection for portable and
fixed installations.
We can now offer a wide range of
products from the brand leaders and give
full backup with in-house service and
calibration.
We can also conduct a survey and
propose an installation for fixed gas
detection and then carry out the
installation and commissioning.
(Page 68)

New Products

ELECTRIANS
HELMETS AND FACE
SHIELDS

60

We have the full range of ARC rated
visors available from stock and we
have now added protective visors
designed for the electricians. These
visors protect the user from basic
electrical short-circuit arcs, hot solids
and molten metal.
Our E-shark helmet has the integrated
visor for easy use when needed.

BLIND FLANGE
LOCKOUT
A very specialised solution to
reinfoce the safety of the standard
practice of the blind flage when
shutting off feed lines. Once the
blind flange is inserted this device
secures the bolt and nut, either
side of the flange, to prevent
accidental removal before the
work is finished.
(Page 51)

(Page 88)

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Padlocks
A safety padlock is the most important part of
any lockout process. With over 40,000 key
combinations it means you will never have
duplicate locks.

In this section you will find:
• Brass body safety padlocks
• Aluminium body safety padlocks
• Nylon body safety padlocks
• Non-conductive safety padlocks
• Cable shackle padlocks
• Compact safety padlocks
• Small brass padlocks
• Stainless steel padlocks
• Xenoy safety padlocks
• Brass padlock plastic covers
• Key tags and key rings
• Danger boards

See Page

15

See Page

10

See Page

12

This service is completely free of charge, simply ask when
ordering your locks to be included.

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

Padlocks

Ensuring that each employee has a unique padlock key is a
cornerstone of any robust lockout programme. Our Sentinel
lock control programme guarantees your plant will be free of
duplicate locks both now and into the future.

Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery
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Safety Padlocks - brass
BRASS SAFETY PADLOCKS

PADLOCKS WITH CHAIN

Our range of British made brass padlocks are ideal
for use in lockout/tagout systems.

Any of the Reece Safety range of brass padlocks
can be supplied with 3mm x 21mm zinc plated
chain attached. Please specify padlock required
when ordering chain.

Padlock bodies and keys numbered as standard.
Padlock numbers recorded for each customer
to avoid duplications to site on future orders.
Over 40,000 individual locking mechanisms
available (enough for most lockout/tagout systems).
Rustproof brass bodies and shackles
(steel shackles can be supplied upon request).
Padlocks keyed to your specific requirements.

Bodies & keys
numbered as standard

Spark proof and able to withstand high temperatures.

HOW TO ORDER
When ordering padlocks, please specify the keying option required
by replacing the asterisk (*) in the product code with (right):

3 standard
keying options

D = Padlocks Keyed to Differ
K = Padlocks Keyed Alike
M = Padlocks Master & Differ

Code

Description

Price

CHAIN03
CHAIN06
CHAIN09
CHAIN12
CHAIN24
CHAIN36

75mm chain added to padlock
152mm chain added to padlock
225mm chain added to padlock
305mm chain added to padlock
610mm chain added to padlock
915mm chain added to padlock

£2.73
£3.24
£3.45
£4.02
£5.10
£6.13

STILL NOT SURE?

CALL US
01422 310456
Padlocks to Differ

Padlocks Keyed Alike

Padlocks Master & Differ

Each padlock is keyed
differently, supplied with
2 keys per lock. 40,000
individual padlocks available.

Each padlock is keyed the same 1 key will open all padlocks.

Each padlock is keyed differently,
supplied with 2 keys per lock.
A master key will override and
open any of these padlocks.
1000 individual padlocks available
on 1 master key.

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk
www.reecesafety.co.uk

STANDARD SHACKLES
Code
		

(A) Body
Size

(B) Shackle (C) Shackle
Clearance
Diameter

Weight Price Keyed Price Keyed Price Keyed
(g)
to Differ
Alike
Master & Differ

S32*

32mm

15mm

4.7mm

100g

£9.25

£9.82

£11.73

S38*

38mm

19mm

6.3mm

148g

£10.09

£10.66

£13.14

S51*

51mm

25mm

8.7mm

320g

£14.55

£15.11

£19.96

MEDIUM SHACKLES
Code
		

(A) Body
Size

(B) Shackle (C) Shackle
Clearance
Diameter

Weight Price Keyed Price Keyed Price Keyed
(g)
to Differ
Alike Master & Differ

M32*

32mm

32mm

4.7mm

100g

£9.75

£10.32

£12.24

M38*

38mm

38mm

6.3mm

154g

£10.66

£11.23

£13.70

M51*

51mm

45mm

8.7mm

328g

£15.17

£15.74

£20.47

Safety Padlocks - brass

LONG SHACKLES
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Code
		

(A) Body
Size

(B) Shackle (C) Shackle
Clearance
Diameter

Weight Price Keyed Price Keyed Price Keyed
(g)
to Differ
Alike
Master & Differ

L32*

32mm

51mm

4.7mm

104g

£10.26

£10.83

L38*

38mm

64mm

6.3mm

166g

£11.23

£11.78

£12.69
£14.04

L51*

51mm

80mm

8.7mm

364g

£16.24

£16.81

£21.09

KEYS
Overriding master keys for Master & Differ padlocks &
additional/replacement keys.
Code

Description

Price

MKEY
PKEY

Master key
Additional/repeat individual padlock key

£5.13
£3.21

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Safety Padlocks - padlock colour coding & engraving
PADLOCK ENGRAVING
Our padlocks can be fully customised to meet the exact requirements of your lockout procedure. We can engrave your engineer’s name, company logo or any other
combination of letters and numbers. A bespoke padlock promotes ownership and ensures the correct lock is used in the correct application. They are often used to
identify different groups of personnel such as contractors or cleaning staff. The engraving can be infilled in several different colours to highlight the message.
We can engrave all of our padlock range but, it is especially effective on our brass and aluminium range that have a full side to engrave.

COLOUR CODING
Padlock bodies and key heads can be colour coded to suit your lockout system. Often colours are used to identify departments or different types of personnel and
can be combined with engraving. Colours available; Red, white, blue, yellow, green and black.

ENGRAVING AND COLOUR CODING

Code

Description

Price

ENGRAVING

Engraving per character on padlock
bodies and keys

£0.35

COLOUR1

Colour coding padlock body

£2.78

COLOUR2

Colour coding key heads

£1.42

Ensuring that each employee has a unique padlock key is a cornerstone of any robust lockout programme. It guarantees that
only one person can open each padlock ensuring everyone’s safety.
The Sentinel lock control programme from Reece Safety guarantees your plant will be free of duplicate locks both now and into the future.
Being safe couldn’t be easier, all padlocks provided can be logged in our unique Sentinel registration system, all brass padlocks are recorded as standard.
Any repeat orders are checked against this database and new locks will be provided with new numbers to avoid duplication.
What’s more this service is completely free of charge and can be provided at either plant or company level, incorporating multiple sites. Please request when placing
your order.

For further information on how you can be duplicate free call + 44 (0)1422 310456

Duplicate locks can cost lives ...
T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Safety Padlocks - padlock colour coding & engraving

For clear identification in lockout/tagout systems, we offer a customised engraving
and colour coding service. Padlock bodies and keys can be engraved with details
e.g. clock numbers, initials, names etc and infilled in a colour (red, white, blue,
yellow, green, black). Padlock bodies and key heads can also be colour coded (any
colour) for clear, highly visible identification.
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Safety Padlocks - aluminium
REECE ALUMINIUM BODY SAFETY
PADLOCKS WITH STEEL SHACKLES
These Aluminium bodied safety padlocks are unique in the Lockout Safety
market in having lock numbers engraved on the body and key as standard
to ensure safe padlock control
High security key cylinder with 20,000 combinations.
Popular “Dimple” key to prevent unauthorised key additions.
Lightweight corrosion-resistant aluminium body.
Key retaining to prevent accidental key removal when unlocked.
9 Different vibrant anodised colours for clear identification.
Plain sides and face to allow clear additional engraving of names, logos etc.
Bodies and key heads stamped with key number as standard.
Non-magnetic and non-sparking.

Now
available with
long shackle
clearance
(75mm)

38mm (1 /2") wide x 44mm (1 /4") high bodies.
1

3

38mm (11/2") vertical shackle clearance.
Shackle diameter 6.4mm (1/4").
Weight: 134g, 38mm Shackle.
Weight: 148g, 75mm Shackle.

SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED DIFFERENTLY

SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED DIFFERENTLY

38mm Shackle Clearance

75mm Shackle Clearance

Code

Description

Price

Code

Description

AL38RED

RED Safety padlock keyed differently

£13.04

AL38REDLG

RED Safety padlock keyed differently

£14.64

AL38YLW

YELLOW Safety padlock keyed differently

£13.04

AL38YLWLG

YELLOW Safety padlock keyed differently

£14.64

AL38PRP

PURPLE Safety padlock keyed differently

£13.04

AL38PRPLG

PURPLE Safety padlock keyed differently

£14.64

AL38SVR

SILVER Safety padlock keyed differently

£13.04

AL38SVRLG

SILVER Safety padlock keyed differently

£14.64

AL38GRN

GREEN Safety padlock keyed differently

£13.04

AL38GRNLG

GREEN Safety padlock keyed differently

£14.64

AL38BLU

BLUE Safety padlock keyed differently

£13.04

AL38BLULG

BLUE Safety padlock keyed differently

£14.64

AL38ORJ

ORANGE Safety padlock keyed differently

£13.04

AL38ORJLG

ORANGE Safety padlock keyed differently

£14.64

AL38BLK

BLACK Safety padlock keyed differently

£13.04

AL38BLKLG

BLACK Safety padlock keyed differently

£14.64

AL38BRN

BROWN Safety padlock keyed differently

£13.04

AL38BRNLG

BROWN Safety padlock keyed differently

£14.64

Price

MASTER AND DIFFER AVAILABLE PLEASE CALL US FOR DETAILS

Safety Padlocks - aluminium

SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED ALIKE
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SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED ALIKE

38mm Shackle Clearance

75mm Shackle Clearance

Code

Description

Price

AL38REDK

RED Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50001

£13.97

AL38YLWK

YELLOW Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50003

£13.97

AL38PRPK

PURPLE Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50002

£13.97

AL38SVRK

SILVER Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50004

£13.97

AL38GRNK

GREEN Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50008

£13.97

AL38BLUK

BLUE Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50005

£13.97

AL38ORJK

ORANGE Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50009

£13.97

AL38BLKK

BLACK Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50006

£13.97

AL38BRNK

BROWN Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50007

£13.97

Code

Description

Price

PKEY

ADDITIONAL/REPEAT PADLOCK KEY

£3.21

Code

Description

AL38REDKLG

RED Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50011

£15.56

AL38YLWKLG

YELLOW Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50013

£15.56

AL38PRPKLG

PURPLE Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50012

£15.56

AL38SVRKLG

SILVER Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50024

£15.56

AL38GRNKLG

GREEN Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50018

£15.56

AL38BLUKLG

BLUE Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50015

£15.56

AL38ORJKLG

ORANGE Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50019

£15.56

AL38BLKKLG

BLACK Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50016

£15.56

AL38BRNKLG

BROWN Safety padlock keyed alike-KA50017

£15.56

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price

Safety Padlocks - nylon bodied, steel shackle
NYLON BODY SAFETY PADLOCKS WITH STEEL SHACKLES
These nylon body safety padlocks with steel shackles are a cost effective solution to meet your lockout requirements.
High security key cylinder with 20,000 combinations.
2 keys to each lock.
Bodies and keys stamped with key number as standard.
9 different colour options available for clear identification.

Now
available with
long shackle
clearance
(75mm)

Available keyed to differ, keyed alike and master and differ.
Standard safety/owner labelling on both sides included.
Can be engraved if required.
Durable and lightweight with non-conductive lock bodies.
38mm (11/2") wide x 44mm (13/4") high bodies, vertical shackle clearance.
38mm (11/2"), s hackle diameter 6.4mm (1/4").
Weight: 38mm (110g) 75mm (121g).

SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED DIFFERENTLY

SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED DIFFERENTLY

38mm Shackle Clearance

75mm Shackle Clearance

Code

Description

Code

Description

TT38RED

RED Safety padlock keyed differently

£10.59

TT38REDLG

RED Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.47

TT38YLW

YELLOW Safety padlock keyed differently

£10.59

TT38YLWLG

YELLOW Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.47

TT38PRP

PURPLE Safety padlock keyed differently

£10.59

TT38PRPLG

PURPLE Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.47

TT38WHT

WHITE Safety padlock keyed differently

£10.59

TT38WHTLG

WHITE Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.47

TT38GRN

GREEN Safety padlock keyed differently

£10.59

TT38GRNLG

GREEN Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.47

TT38BLU

BLUE Safety padlock keyed differently

£10.59

TT38BLULG

BLUE Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.47

TT38TEA

TEAL Safety padlock keyed differently

£10.59

TT38TEALG

TEAL Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.47

TT38ORJ

ORANGE Safety padlock keyed differently

£10.59

TT38ORJLG

ORANGE Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.47

TT38BLK

BLACK Safety padlock keyed differently

£10.59

TT38BLKLG

BLACK Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.47

Price

Price

MASTER AND DIFFER AVAILABLE PLEASE CALL US FOR DETAILS

SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED ALIKE

SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED ALIKE
75mm Shackle Clearance
Code

Price

Description

TT38REDK

RED Safety padlock keyed alike KA30003

£11.35

TT38REDKLG RED Safety padlock keyed alike KA30013

£12.23

TT38YLWK

YELLOW Safety padlock keyed alike KA30005

£11.35

TT38YLWKLG YELLOW Safety padlock keyed alike KA30015

£12.23

TT38PRPK

PURPLE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30002

£11.35

TT38PRPKLG PURPLE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30012

£12.23

TT38WHTK

WHITE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30009

£11.35

TT38WHTKLG WHITE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30019

£12.23

£11.35

TT38GRNKLG GREEN Safety padlock keyed alike KA30011

£12.23
£12.23

TT38GRNK

GREEN Safety padlock keyed alike KA30001

Price

Description

Code

TT38BLUK

BLUE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30007

£11.35

TT38BLUKLG BLUE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30017

TT38TEAK

TEAL Safety padlock keyed alike KA30004

£11.35

TT38TEAKLG TEAL Safety padlock keyed alike KA30014

£12.23

TT38ORJK

ORANGE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30006

£11.35

TT38ORJKLG ORANGE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30016

£12.23

TT38BLKK

BLACK Safety padlock keyed alike KA30008

£11.35

TT38BLKKLG BLACK Safety padlock keyed alike KA30018

£12.23

Code

Description

Price

PKEY

ADDITIONAL/REPEAT PADLOCK KEY

£3.21

Keyed to Differ
All locks have a different key

Master & Differ
Each padlock is keyed differently
the master key will open all padlocks

Keyed Alike
One key fits a series of locks

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Safety Padlocks - nylon bodied, steel shackle

38mm Shackle Clearance
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Safety Padlocks - nylon bodied, non-conductive shackle
NYLON BODY SAFETY PADLOCKS WITH NON-CONDUCTIVE PLASTIC SHACKLES
These nylon body safety padlocks with non-conductive plastic shackles are a cost effective solution to meet your lockout requirements.
High security key cylinder with 20,000 combinations.
2 keys to each lock.
Key retaining.
Bodies and keys stamped
with key number as standard.
9 different colour options
available for clear identification.
Available keyed to differ,
keyed alike and master and differ.
Standard safety/owner labelling
on both sides included.
Can be engraved if required.
Durable and lightweight with
non-conductive lock bodies.
38mm (11/2") wide x
44mm (13/4") high bodies,
vertical shackle clearance 38mm (11/2"),
shackle diameter 6.4mm (1/4").
Weight: 74g.

SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED ALIKE

Safety Padlocks - nylon bodied, non-conductive shackle

SAFETY PADLOCKS KEYED DIFFERENTLY
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Code

Description

Code

Description

NC38RED

RED Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.40

Price

NC38REDK

RED Safety padlock keyed alike KA30003

£12.60

NC38YLW

YELLOW Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.40

NC38YLWK

YELLOW Safety padlock keyed alike KA30005

£12.60

NC38PRP

PURPLE Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.40

NC38PRPK

PURPLE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30002

£12.60

NC38WHT

WHITE Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.40

NC38WHTK

WHITE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30009

£12.60

NC38GRN

GREEN Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.40

NC38GRNK

GREEN Safety padlock keyed alike KA30001

£12.60

NC38BLU

BLUE Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.40

NC38BLUK

BLUE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30007

£12.60

NC38TEA

TEAL Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.40

NC38TEAK

TEAL Safety padlock keyed alike KA30004

£12.60

NC38ORJ

ORANGE Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.40

NC38ORJK

ORANGE Safety padlock keyed alike KA30006

£12.60

NC38BLK

BLACK Safety padlock keyed differently

£11.40

NC38BLKK

BLACK Safety padlock keyed alike KA30008

£12.60

MASTER AND DIFFER AVAILABLE
PLEASE CALL US FOR DETAILS

SMALL BRASS PADLOCKS
• S25D available with 1800 individual
key combinations.
• Rustproof brass body.
• Lock and key number recording as standard.
• Ideal for applications where applying
a lock has restricted space.
• Weight: 58g.
4mm diameter shackle

Description

PKEY

15mm
12mm

25mm

Code

Description

Price

S20K

Keyed alike (steel shackle)

£5.00

Space restrictions often dictate it is only possible
to use a padlock with a very small shackle. Our
new Brass Safety padlock has a 3mm diameter
steel shackle on our standard 25mm body
padlock that gives 1,800 differs – essential
for any Safe System of Work.

S25D

Keyed to differ (brass shackle) £8.18

S25K

Keyed alike (brass shackle)

£8.57

Description

S25D-3	Keyed to Differ
(3mm dia. steel shackle)

£3.21

BRASS COMBINATION PADLOCKS

SMALL DIAMETER SHACKLE
BRASS PADLOCK

Code

Price

ADDITIONAL/REPEAT PADLOCK KEY

•	3mm diameter
steel shackle.
•	1,800 differs
now possible.
•	Lock number
stamped on
body and keys.
•	Rustproof
brass body.
•	Key Numbers
recorded.

3mm diameter shackle

20mm

Code

Price

Price

The Reece re-settable combination padlocks are
ideal for a wide range of applications, with a 4
digit combination giving an impressive 10,000
different possible combinations.
Combinations are factory set at 0000
and are easily changed
to a memorable number.
The chosen
combination
number can be
changed at any
time should a
breach of
security arise.

Code

Description

Price

BCT2035

21mm body, 22mm
clearance and 3mm
diameter shackle

£4.29

BCT1040

40mm body, 26mm
clearance and 5mm
diameter shackle

£6.79

£8.80

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Safety Padlocks - Xenoy and other padlocks
XENOY PADLOCKS
These XENOY lockout
padlocks are ideal for
lockout applications.
• Durable, lightweight with
non-conductive Xenoy
lock bodies.
• High security 6 pin cylinder
lock, up to100,000 different
locking mechanisms.
• 1 key to each lock.
• Key retaining ensures that 		
padlocks are not left unlocked.
• 8 different colour
options available for
clear identification.
• Available keyed to differ,
or keyed alike in 8 colour
coded suites.
• Standard ‘Do Not Remove’
label and write on property
labels included.
• Can be engraved if required.
• 38mm (11/2") wide x 44mm (13/4")
	high bodies, vertical shackle
clearance 38mm (11/2"), 
shackle diameter 6.4mm (1/4")
• Lock and key number
records for this range can be
maintained by Reece Safety
upon request.
• Weight: 88g

ZENEX PADLOCKS KEYED DIFFERENTLY
Code

Description

R410GRN

Zenoy padlock GREEN, keyed differently

£11.40

R410PRP

Zenoy padlock PURPLE, keyed differently

£11.40

R410RED

Zenoy padlock RED, keyed differently

£11.40

R410TEA

Zenoy padlock TEAL, keyed differently

£11.40

R410YLW

Zenoy padlock YELLOW, keyed differently

£11.40

R410ORJ

Zenoy padlock ORANGE, keyed differently

£11.40

R410BLU

Zenoy padlock BLUE, keyed differently

£11.40

R410BLK

Zenoy padlock BLACK, keyed differently

£11.40

Description

R410GRNK

Zenoy padlock GREEN, suite 3XX1412

£12.27

R410PRPK

Zenoy padlock PURPLE, suite 3XX1353

£12.27

R410REDK

Zenoy padlock RED, suite 3XX2155

£12.27

R410TEAK

Zenoy padlock TEAL, suite 5XX1723

£12.27

R410YLWK

Zenoy padlock YELLOW, suite 3XX5998

£12.27

R410ORJK

Zenoy padlock ORANGE, suite 4XX4246

£12.27

R410BLUK

Zenoy padlock BLUE, suite 3XX6795

£12.27

R410BLKK

Zenoy padlock BLACK, suite 3XX8094

£12.27

This marine grade padlock is fully manufactured
from stainless steel and is designed to be used in
very harsh/ aggressive environments.
• Stainless steel body/shackle.
• 5 pin high security cylinder mechanism.
• Supplied with random locking mechanisms.
• Double ball bearing deadlock.
• Key retaining when shackle is open.
• 40mm body, vertical
shackle clearance
51mm, shackle
diameter 7mm.
• Lock and key
number records 				
are not maintained
by Reece Safety
for this range.
• Weight: 74g

Description
Stainless steel padlock

Price
£25.75

Price

Padlocks
keyed alike

EXTREME CONDITIONS PROTECTIVE
COVERS FOR XENOY 410 SAFETY
PADLOCKS
• Safety Padlock Cover for R410 Xenoy padlocks.
• Seals shackle and keyway to help keep out sand,
dust and grime in extreme environments.
•	Rugged TPE (Thermoplastic Elastomer) weather resistant cover.
• Silicone-free cover.
• Also works with safety padlock Xenoy 406 padlocks.
• 12 per pack.

To perform service and maintenance
work on industrial equipment safely,
you must understand the importance
of energy control and the current
regulations. You must also know
how to apply energy isolation and
LOCKOUT/TAGOUT.
Code

Description

R410COV

Extreme conditions protection covers

Price
£18.07

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Safety Padlocks - Xenoy and other padlocks

Code

STAINLESS STEEL PADLOCKS

R2340

Padlocks
keyed differently

ZENEX PADLOCKS KEYED ALIKE

• Available with 2 standard
keying options, keyed to
differ or keyed alike.
• Other keying options can
be made upon request
(eg. Master & Differ).

Code

Price
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Safety Padlocks - lightweight compact padlock with aluminium and cable shackles
COMPACT SAFETY PADLOCKS
The Compact Safety Padlocks are a lightweight range of padlocks perfectly suited to energy isolation
programmes
•	Unique cylinder is insulated to protect workers from shocks when key is inserted and is 5-pin
precision-machined for more unique key cuts and better tamper resistance.
•	Locks are compact and lightweight and resist impact, temperature, chemicals and corrosion.
•	Non-conductive, non-sparking body features a ribbed design for easier gripping and handling. 1 key
supplied with each lock.
•

Key retaining (Key won’t release until the padlock shackle is securely closed).

•

Differs as standard – other keying systems are available.

•

Very light weight at just over 41g per lock.

•	Small diameter lightweight aluminium shackle (4.7mm) – clearances of 25, 38, 50 and 75mm.
•

Range of 10 colours.

Safety Padlocks - lightweight compact padlock with aluminium and cable shackles

25mm shackle

14

38mm shackle

50mm shackle

75mm shackle

Description

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

Code

Price

RED Compact Safety padlock
YELLOW Compact Safety padlock
PURPLE Compact Safety padlock
GREY Compact Safety padlock
GREEN Compact Safety padlock
BLUE Compact Safety padlock
ORANGE Compact Safety padlock
BLACK Compact Safety padlock
WHITE Compact Safety padlock
BROWN Compact Safety padlock

CS32RED
CS32YLW
CS32PRP
CS32GRY
CS32GRN
CS32BLU
CS32ORJ
CS32BLK
CS32WHT
CS32BRN

£10.83
£10.83
£10.83
£10.83
£10.83
£10.83
£10.83
£10.83
£10.83
£10.83

CM32RED
CM32YLW
CM32PRP
CM32GRY
CM32GRN
CM32BLU
CM32ORJ
CM32BLK
CM32WHT
CM32BRN

£11.74
£11.74
£11.74
£11.74
£11.74
£11.74
£11.74
£11.74
£11.74
£11.74

CL32RED
CL32YLW
CL32PRP
CL32GRY
CL32GRN
CL32BLU
CL32ORJ
CL32BLK
CL32WHT
CL32BRN

£12.65
£12.65
£12.65
£12.65
£12.65
£12.65
£12.65
£12.65
£12.65
£12.65

CX32RED
CX32YLW
CX32PRP
CX32GRY
CX32GRN
CX32BLU
CX32ORJ
CX32BLK
CX32WHT
CX32BRN

£13.57
£13.57
£13.57
£13.57
£13.57
£13.57
£13.57
£13.57
£13.57
£13.57

COMPACT PADLOCK WITH CABLE SHACKLE
This variation of safety padlock utilises the same compact nylon body from the above
range and has a vinyl coated steel cable in two lengths (20cm and 40cm) as the
shackle. The cable shackle allows the padlock to be compressed into smaller spaces
and also can be used to lockout multiple devices where restricted space prevents the
use of a conventional cable lockout

COMPACT CABLE

•
•
•
•

Multi-strand cable with vinyl cover.
Nylon 66 padlock body - 16mm D x 32mm W x 35mm H.
Range of 10 colours.
Non-conductive, non-sparking body features a ribbed design for easier gripping
and handling. 1 key supplied with each lock.
• Key retaining (Key won’t release until the padlock shackle is securely closed).
• Differs as standard – other keying systems are available.
20cm cable shackle
Description

RED Compact Safety cable padlock
YELLOW Compact Safety cable padlock
PURPLE Compact Safety cable padlock
GREY Compact Safety cable padlock
GREEN Compact Safety cable padlock
BLUE Compact Safety cable padlock
ORANGE Compact Safety cable padlock
BLACK Compact Safety cable padlock
WHITE Compact Safety cable padlock
BROWN Compact Safety cable padlock

DON’T GUESS ...

CALL US
01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk
www.reecesafety.co.uk

40cm cable shackle

Code

Price

Code

Price

CCS32RED
CCS32YLW
CCS32PRP
CCS32GRY
CCS32GRN
CCS32BLU
CCS32ORJ
CCS32BLK
CCS32WHT
CCS32BRN

£16.10
£16.10
£16.10
£16.10
£16.10
£16.10
£16.10
£16.10
£16.10
£16.10

CCL32RED
CCL32YLW
CCL32PRP
CCL32GRY
CCL32GRN
CCL32BLU
CCL32ORJ
CCL32BLK
CCL32WHT
CCL32BRN

£18.64
£18.64
£18.64
£18.64
£18.64
£18.64
£18.64
£18.64
£18.64
£18.64

SAFETY LOCKOUT HASP25MM
Manufactured from steel with a red plastic
coated body. Scissor action with 25mm
(1") diameter jaw size. Accepts padlocks
with a shackle diameter up to 10mm (3/8").

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

SEE
PAGE
20

Safety Padlocks - cable shackle
KEY SLOT COVERS FOR BRASS
SAFETY PADLOCKS
All our Brass Safety Locks can now be supplied from
new with a Brass key slot cover.
This robust addition keeps out mud and sand to extend
the operational life of the padlock and the well-engineered
cover clicks into place in a precise location.
Available for our 32, 38 and 51mm body brass safety
padlocks (not for 25mm body padlocks) but NOT as a
retrofit option.
Please add the product code BCOV to the reference of
each brass safety padlock (see page 8 for full range)
when ordering.

Code

Description

Price

BCOV	Attached key slot cover for
32, 38 and 51mm body padlocks

£1.36

SAFETY PADLOCK WITH CABLE SHACKLE
Now commonly used where space is an issue for a conventional steel shackled padlock.
• Range of shackle lengths – 50, 75, 100 and 150mm.
• 3mm diameter coated steel wire shackle.
• 6mm diameter shackle at padlock end.
• Nylon body with lock number engraved on keys and padlock body.
• Body size 38mm W x 44mm D x 19mm W.
• 9 colours available as per TT38 range on page 11 - RED is stocked and others are made to order.

Code

Description

TC38RED50
TC38RED75
TC38RED100
TC38RED150

RED nylon body safety padlock with 50mm cable shackle length
RED nylon body safety padlock with 75mm cable shackle length
RED nylon body safety padlock with 100mm cable shackle length
RED nylon body safety padlock with 150mm cable shackle length

Price

LOCKOUT WALLCHART
AND POCKET GUIDE

£12.70
£12.82
£12.94
£13.05

RLOTA1

Step-by-step guides to lockout
procedures.

RLOTA2 (Front)

RLOTA2 (Back)

Code

Description

RLOTA1
RLOTA2

Wallchart 600 x 400mm
Pocket Guide 120 x 80mm

Price
£24.19
£4.40

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Safety Padlocks - cable shackle

FULL RANGE OF SIGNS AVAILABLE ON OUR
SAFETY CATALOGUE WEBSITE
www.safety-catalogue.co.uk
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Safety Padlocks - plastic lock bodies and chain
CHAIN AND LINKS

CHAIN ATTACHMENT KITS

Zinc plated or stainless steel ideal
for use with Chain attachment Kits
for attaching to padlock shackles.
3mm x 21mm supplied in
10 metre lengths.

Unique padlock shackle brackets with
rivets are ideal for securing chain or
tags permanently to padlock shackles.

QLINK10

CK12

CHL10
CHL10SS
Code

Description

Price

CK12
CHL10

Pack of 12 chain fixing brackets with rivets
10 metre mild steel zinc plated chain

£15.67
£27.16

CHL10SS

10 metre stainless steel chain

£71.80

QLINK10

Pack of 10 zinc plated joining links

£7.29

CLIP ON COLOUR CODED BODIES
AND KEY COVERS

STILL NOT SURE?

Safety Padlocks - plastic lock bodies and chain

Colour coded clip on plastic bodies and matching
colour coded key head covers to fit the Reece Safety
S32, M32 and L32 Padlocks.
• A quick and simple way to colour code your
Reece Safety brass safety padlocks and keys.
• Available in 11 colours, simply enclose the
plastic covers around the body (ensuring the
opening shackle end is lined up with the groove in
the top of the plastic body). Push together to fit.
• The unique design of our clip on bodies and key
heads still allows for the key number to be clearly
seen on the padlock bodies and keys.

16

CALL US
01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk
www.reecesafety.co.uk

Simply fit
around the
body ...

PLASTIC COLOUR CODED KEY COVERS

PLASTIC COLOUR CODED BODIES

for brass padlocks only

Code

Description

Price

Code

Description

Price

PBYELLOW
PBRED
PBPURPLE
PBORANGE
PBBLACK
PBWHITE
PBBLUE
PBDBLUE
PBGREEN
PBBROWN
PBGREY

Plastic Body YELLOW
Plastic Body RED
Plastic Body PURPLE
Plastic Body ORANGE
Plastic Body BLACK
Plastic Body WHITE
Plastic Body BLUE
Plastic Body DARK BLUE
Plastic Body GREEN
Plastic Body BROWN
Plastic Body GREY

£1.90
£1.90
£1.90
£1.90
£1.90
£1.90
£1.90
£1.90
£1.90
£1.90
£1.90

KHYELLOW
KHRED
KHPURPLE
KHORANGE
KHBLACK
KHWHITE
KHBLUE
KHDBLUE
KHGREEN
KHBROWN
KHGREY

Plastic Key Cover YELLOW
Plastic Key Cover RED
Plastic Key Cover PURPLE
Plastic Key Cover ORANGE
Plastic Key Cover BLACK
Plastic Key Cover WHITE
Plastic Key Cover BLUE
Plastic Key Cover DARK BLUE
Plastic Key Cover GREEN
Plastic Key Cover BROWN
Plastic Key Cover GREY

£0.27
£0.27
£0.27
£0.27
£0.27
£0.27
£0.27
£0.27
£0.27
£0.27
£0.27

Code

Description

Price

PBL1

Safety Lock Label

£0.16

PBL2

Property Of Label

£0.16

PADLOCK LABELS
Our self adhesive padlock labels are ideal for use with the
plastic bodies and carry a standard ‘Safety Lock’ message.
Also the ‘Property Of’ label is ideal for identifying whose
padlock it is. Size (H x W) 28 x 25mm

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

and push
together

Safety Padlocks - key identification

TAG7
TAG1

TAG2

TAG6

KEY TAGS
TAG3

TAG4

TAG5

Code

Description

Price

TAG1
TAG2
TAG3
TAG4
TAG5
TAG6
TAG7
TAG9

50mm x 29mm anodised aluminium tag, diamond engraved with up to 36 characters
35mm dia. plastic tag engraved with up to 24 characters
75mm x 40mm plastic tag engraved with up to 36 characters
75mm x 35mm plastic tag engraved with up to 36 characters
102mm x 22mm plastic tag engraved with up to 30 characters
50mm dia. plastic tag engraved with up to 36 characters
33mm dia. heavy duty brass tag engraved with up to 12 characters
45mm x 12mm brass tag diamond engraved with up to 36 characters

£4.99
£4.08
£5.05
£5.27
£4.25
£4.94
£2.74
£3.99

ACRYLIC WRITE ON TAGS

PADLOCK CADDY

Packs of 100 write on key tags, manufactured
from durable plastic with card insert
(removable). Ideal for quick identification.

A useful tool for
carrying lockout
padlocks to a lockout
point. Can also be
used to ensure a user
has addressed all
lockout points by
having the required
number of padlocks
on each caddy
needed to lockout
a specific job.

Code

Description

RKSTAG Pack of 100 (mixed colours)

Price

Code

Description

£29.06

S125

Padlock Caddy

TAG9
All prices are inclusive of engraving.
Please enquire for special prices for large
quantities of tags or tags with repetitive
engraving.

NEED THEM IN
A HURRY? STOCKS
ON THE SHELF
Price
£16.88

01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk
www.reecesafety.co.uk

ACRYLIC KEY TAGS

KEY RINGS

Printed on single or double
sides these acrylic key tags
hold inserts 35mm x 24mm
which can be printed in
full colour with any details
required.
Prices for printing will
vary depending on quantity
and design, please enquire for
full details.
These acrylic key tags are
also available unprinted so you
can make up and insert your
own designs.

Nickel plated key rings are available in
two sizes: 16mm and 25mm diameter.
The 16mm rings are suitable for all tags
(25mm are not suitable for tags 7, 9 or
acrylic). Supplied in bags of 100.

Code

Description

Price

ACTAG

Blank acrylic key fob (each)

£0.49

KR16

16mm dia. key rings (100)

£13.48

ACQK

Spring loaded carabiner hooks (each)

£1.09

KR25

25mm dia. key rings (100)

£16.63

Code

Description

Price

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Safety Padlocks - key identification

For clear identification of keys in a lockout/tagout system we offer
8 standard types of key tag. Each tag can be custom engraved to
meet your specific requirements.
Note: Tags are not supplied with keyring or key.
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Safety Padlocks -padlock labels and boards
WHAT IS SITE SAFE?
• Scheduled visits to site.
• Dedicated account management.

Sitesafe by Reece Safety has been developed exclusively for our customers following
frequent requests for ongoing assistance. The programme assists in the management
and sustainability of a successful lockout tagout procedure, reducing unnecessary
accidents and downtime.

• On site equipment checks.
•	Isolation Log Review - Identifies
Gaps and Usage. A practical review
of current situation against the
original plan. Replenishment of
missing or damaged equipment at
discounted rates.

Buying the appropriate lockout equipment is often a significant investment but it doesn’t mean the task
is complete - it is just the beginning. You now need to ensure that all personnel involved are using the
equipment as required and correctly.
Commonly asked questions are:

We have a range of options to suit
your circumstances and we can
reduce the worry of systems decline.
Call us now on 01422 310456 to
discuss the options suited to your
business.

Safety Padlocks - padlock labels and boards

How do we manage or monitor our Lockout system after the initial implementation?
How do we know that original itinerary is on site and used?
Can we put together a training package for all skillsets including engineering, facilities, hygiene and operators?
What can we do to periodically audit our system?
What do we do if we have a change of machinery and how does that affect the LOTO system?

18
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PADLOCK LABELS

PADLOCK EYES

These self adhesive padlock labels are ideal for quick, easy
identification of padlocks. Available in 7 colours they will fit padlock
bodies up to 51mm wide. Supplied in packs of 10.
* please specify colour when ordering - Red, Blue, Green, Brown,
Black or Yellow.

• Accepts shackle dia up to 13mm.
• Ideal for creating anchor points next to isolators
and valves which have no built in locking facility.
• Available in right angle or flat.

Code

Description

Price

RPL10*

Pack of 10 padlock labels

£5.01

Code

Description

Price

CK13

Pair of flat eyes

£7.29

CK14

Pair of right angle eyes

£7.84

DANGER BOARDS

SELF-LAMINATING DANGER BOARDS

Reinforce your safety message with our standard danger
boards which are manufactured from engravable laminate and
screen printed with a standard warning notice.
Danger boards can be engraved with additional details, such
as names, departments and clock numbers etc. to clearly
identify the owner. Ideal for attaching to padlocks with chain.

Personalise your safety message with these self-laminating
danger boards. Add a photo, write your details and cover with
the laminate film for a secure and protected finish. Except for
the photo area, laminate is pre-applied for ease.
These danger boards are manufactured from 5mm Foamex,
which is durable and lightweight. A 6mm hole, reinforced with
brass eyelet, enables attachment to padlocks with chain.

Code

Description

Price

DB40

150mm x 75mm Danger Board

£7.95

DB40/3

As above with 75mm chain attached

DB40/3PL

As above with 75mm chain and attached
to an S32D individual padlock (as pictured)
Additional engraving per character on boards

£0.35

ENGRAVING

Code

Description

Price

£10.94

SLDB

150 x 75mm Self-laminating Danger Board

£7.66

SLDB/3

As above with 75mm chain attached

£10.55

£20.19

SLDB/3PL

As above with 75mm chain & attached
to an S32D individual padlock

£19.46

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Lockout Hasps
A lockout hasp ensures that every engineer
can secure their lock - even if there is only one
energy source.

In this section you will find:
• Stainless steel hasps
• Steel hasps– 25mm and 38mm jaws
• Non-conductive nylon hasps
• Thin shackle stainless steel hasp
• Thin shackle non conductive hasp
• Aluminium hasp
• Hasps with attached chains

See Page
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TOP TIP ...
The MLH1 stainless steel Hasp has been designed with the harshest
environments in mind. It is made of 316 stainless steel and has a
unique anti tamper design where the shackle is totally enclosed when
locked. This prevents anyone prising the hasp open when locked

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote

See Page
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Hasps with
chains are part
of our range…

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

Lockout Hasps

See Page

Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery
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Lockout Hasps - steel, aluminium and non conductive nylon
NON-CONDUCTIVE FLEXIBLE
LOCKOUT HASP

SAFETY LOCKOUT HASPS
Safety lockout hasps allow multiple padlocks to be used when isolating one energy source. The
lockout hasp is placed through the isolating point and each person carrying out the maintenance or
service work, attaches and locks in place, their own unique individually keyed padlock through the
lockout hasp. This ensures each worker’s safety as the energy cannot be restored until the work is
finished and all padlocks have been removed. We offer as standard 15 types of lockout hasp.

STAINLESS STEEL
LOCKOUT HASP

Manufactured from heavy duty flexible nylon with
80mm (31/16") clearance. Can easily be manipulated
into place. Ideal for difficult applications. Accepts
padlocks with a shackle diameter up to 9mm (3/8").

Manufactured from 316 stainless steel with a
bright, durable nickel plated finish. Ideal for use in
all industrial environments

40mm (13/5")

5mm (3/16") Ø

25mm (1")

Fully opening
body for easier
application

8mm (5/16")
Ø holes

Code
MLH1

Description
Stainless steel lockout hasp

Lockout Hasps - steel, aluminium and non conductive nylon

STEEL LOCKOUT HASP
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Code

Price

MLH7

£9.72

Description

Price

Flexible nylon lockout hasp

£5.32

ALUMINIUM
LOCKOUT HASP

Scissor action lockout hasp
manufactured from plated steel, with
45mm x 32mm and 19mm diameter
jaws. Overall length 137mm. Accepts
padlocks with a shackle diameter up
to 11mm.

Double scissor action lockout
hasp manufactured from
aluminium, with 25mm and
38mm diameter jaws. Overall
length 149mm. Accepts
padlocks with a shackle
diameter up to 7.5mm.

MLH3 STEEL
LOCKOUT HASP
As MLH2 but finished in a durable,
highly visible red coating.
Code

Description

Price

MLH2
MLH3

Double scissor action steel lockout hasp
Double scissor action coated lockout hasp

£9.07
£9.34

Code
MLH4

Description

Price

Double scissor action aluminium lockout hasp

£6.95

SAFETY LOCKOUT
HASP-25MM

SAFETY LOCKOUT HASP38MM

Manufactured from steel
with a red plastic coated
body. Scissor action with
25mm (1") diameter jaw
size. Accepts padlocks with a
shackle diameter up to 10mm
(3/8").

Manufactured from steel
with a red plastic coated
body. Scissor action with
38mm (11/2") diameter
jaw size. Accepts
padlocks with a shackle
diameter up to 10mm (3/8").

Code
MLH5

Description

Price

Scissor action lockout hasp, 25mm jaws

£5.90

Code
MLH6

Description

Price

Scissor action lockout hasp, 38mm jaws

£6.65

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Lockout Hasps - steel, aluminium and non conductive nylon
COMPACT THIN SHACKLE
LOCKOUT HASP

NYLON NON-CONDUCTIVE
THIN SHACKLE LOCKOUT HASP

Suitable for situations where a small diameter
shackle is needed and space is restricted

Suitable for confined space applications in
electrical lockout where a flexible and thin
non-conductive shackle is required

• 4mm steel hasp fits smaller lockout points.
• Steel shackle, plastic body.
• Dimensions are 57 x 76 x 25mm
inside jaw diameter.
• Accepts up to 2 padlocks
with shackle diameter of 7mm .

Code
MLH11

• Dimensions 106 x 61mm with
3mm diameter shackle.
• Non-conductive Nylon.
• Accepts up to 4 padlocks
with shackle diameter of 7mm.

Description

Price

Compact small diameter lockout hasp

£4.91

Code
MLH12

Description

Price

Compact small diameter non-conductive lockout hasp £7.98

NON-CONDUCTIVE LOCKOUT HASP

ORDER UP TO 3PM
FOR NEXT WORKING
DAY DELIVERY
01422 310456

Manufactured from strong rigid red plastic this lockout hasp has excellent
electrical insulating characteristics and is highly resistant to cracking and most
chemicals. Suitable for lockout applications with a minimum hole diameter of
10mm. Accepts padlocks with a shackle diameter up to 9mm.

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk
www.reecesafety.co.uk

The MLH10 lockout hasp is manufactured with a small 3mm
diameter hasp making it ideal for those ‘small hole’ applications.
• Accepts up to 6 padlocks.
• 10mm dia padlock holes.
• 30mm vertical hasp clearance.
• Manufactured from
stainless steel.

Code
MLH10

Description
Thin stainless steel lockout hasp

Code
MLH9

Price
£10.70

LOCKOUT HASP WITH ZINC PLATED CHAIN
Our MLH6 lockout hasps are available with
zinc plated 3mm x 21mm chain attached.
Ideal for permanent fixing next to isolators
as a constant reminder to lockout. Hasps with
chain can also be used to lock out valves.
Chain can be supplied in lengths:

Description

Price

Rigid plastic, non-conductive lockout hasp

£9.02

STAINLESS STEEL LOCKOUT HASP
WITH STAINLESS STEEL CHAIN
Our popular MLH1 Stainless Steel lockout hasp
can be supplied with a stainless steel chain
attachment making it suitable for valve
isolation or for securing next to isolation
points. Being fully stainless steel this
hasp can withstand the extremes of all
industrial environments. Chain can be
supplied in lengths:
• 152mm (6")
• 305mm (12")
• 610mm (24")
• 1220mm (48")

• 152mm (6")
• 305mm (12")
• 610mm (24")
• 1220mm (48")
Code

Description

Price

Code

Description

MLH6C6
MLH6C12

Price

Hasp with 152mm (6") Chain attached

£9.80

MLH1C6

Hasp with 152mm (6") Chain attached

£14.58

Hasp with 305mm (12") Chain attached

£10.79

MLH1C12

Hasp with 305mm (12") Chain attached

£15.69

MLH6C24

Hasp with 610mm (24") Chain attached

£13.25

MLH1C24

Hasp with 610mm (24") Chain attached

£19.04

MLH6C48

Hasp with 1220mm (48") Chain attached

£17.70

MLH1C48

Hasp with 1220mm (48") Chain attached

£23.60

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Lockout Hasps -steel, aluminium and non conductive nylon

STAINLESS STEEL LOCKOUT HASP THIN
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Lockout Hasps
ALUMINIUM SAFETY LOCKOUT HASP – 25MM & 38MM

COMPACT NON-CONDUCTIVE NYLON HASP

Lightweight and easy to insert into the lockout devices these hasps are
manufactured from Aluminium with a RED plastic coated body. Scissor
action with 25mm (1") or 38mm (1 ½") diameter jaw size and the jaws have
6mm diameter arms. Accepts up to 6 padlocks with a 10mm (3/8") shackle
diameter.

Manufactured from tough and flexible Nylon with a 50mm (2")
shackle clearance for harder to reach applications and compact
to fit easily in lockout pouch, pocket or toolbox. Accepts up to
3 padlocks with a shackle diameter of up to 9mm (3/8")

Code

Description

Price

Code

Description

Price

MLH15
MLH16

Scissor action aluminium lockout hasp, 25mm jaws
Scissor action aluminium lockout hasp, 38mm jaws

£6.55
£6.96

MLH14

Compact flexible nylon lockout hasp

£5.60

ALUMINIUM COMBINED HASP AND TAG
Influenced by the US OSHA standards we now have this innovative product in our range which combines the highly visible
coloured hasp with a write on tag label.
•	Red, Yellow or Blue lockout with Tagout identification for multiple workers.
•	Takes up to 6 8mm diameter shackle safety padlocks.
•	Anodized aluminium and stainless steel construction for combined corrosion-resistance and strength.
• Dimensions: 77mm x 190mm.

Code

Description					Price

ALH1-R Aluminium Lockout combination Hasp and Tag - RED					
ALH1-Y Aluminium Lockout combination Hasp and Tag - YELLOW					
ALH1-B Aluminium Lockout combination Hasp and Tag - BLUE					

Applying Lockout/Tagout

Legislation requires that the control of hazardous energy should be done
according to a well-defined step-by-step procedure. The flow below gives
considerations for each step:
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1. Preparation for Shutdown
Before any equipment is shut down the following must be considered:
•	NOTIFICATION has been done of all parties involved with Equipment
and processes.
• The TYPE and AMOUNT of Energy that powers it or is created by it.
• The HAZARDS created by that energy.
• HOW the energy can be CONTROLLED.
2. Equipment Shutdown
Shut the system down by using the operating controls. Follow whatever
procedure is applicable for the equipment so that you don’t endanger
anyone else during shutdown.
3. Equipment Isolation
The Isolation point(s) are clearly identified in procedures and labelled
and then:
• Install energy isolation devices to block the equipment from the energy
source.
• Be sure to isolate ALL energy sources AND secondary power supplies.
• Never just remove a fuse instead of isolating the energy or power.
4. Application of Lockout Devices
All Energy Isolation devices are to be locked and Tagged according to 		
your Company Safe Working Procedures:
• Only the standardised devices supplied by your employer should be used
for Lockout/Tagout and they should not be used for anything else.
• Use a Lockout device if your padlock cannot be placed directly on the
energy control.
• Some valves may need LOCKING OPEN.
• For large jobs, a Lockout Box can be used to maintain control
over a large number of padlocks and keys.

£10.95
£10.95
£10.95

• If tags are used together with a padlock, ensure they are
securely fastened to the padlock.
• Fill tags out completely and correctly.
5. Control Zero Energy State
Take any of the following steps that are necessary to guard against energy left
in the equipment after it has been isolated from its energy sources.
• Inspect the system to make sure all parts have stopped moving.
• Release the tension on springs, or block the movement of spring-driven
parts. Block or brace parts that could fall because of gravity.
•	Block parts in hydraulic and pneumatic systems that could move from
loss of pressure.
• Drain process piping systems and close valves to prevent the flow of
hazardous materials. Bleed the lines and leave vent valves open.
• If a line must be blocked where there is no valve, use a blank flange.
• Releive trapped pressure. Purge reactor tanks and process lines.
6. Equipment Isolation verification
Take any of the following steps that fit your company’s equipment and energy
control programme:
• Make sure all danger areas are cleared of personnel.
• Verify that the main disconnect switch or circuit breaker cannot be moved to
the ‘on’ position.
• Use a voltmeter or other equipment to check the switch.
• Try out - attempt to start equipment.
• Shut off all machine controls when the testing is finished.
7. Performing the Work
• Look ahead and avoid doing anything that could re-activate the equipment.
• Don’t bypass the lockout when putting in new piping or wiring.
8. Reactivate
• Responsible person removes final lock.
• Energize equipment as per company procedure.

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Tags, Labels
& Scafftag®
Lockout tags warn others of the potential danger
and also record the details of the operator and
work completed.

In this section you will find:
• Extensive range of safety tags
• Lockout Tag Stations
• Photo ID tags
• Padlock tags
• Lockout signage
• Lockout labelling
• Scafftag® systems

See Page
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See Page
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See Page
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TOP TIP ...
Your lockout programme will be greatly enhanced when you add your brand
or logo to tags or labels. It promotes ownership and compliance and can be
specifically designed to include your procedures and wording.
Take advantage of our free design service and make your lockout
procedure really stand out.

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

EQUIPMENT
IDENTIFIC
ATION
TAG
EQUIPMENT
NO.__
DATE:_____
_____
PTW NO.__

_____ _____

_____ _____

_____ _____

_____ _

DO NOT
REMOVE
www.reecesafety
.co.uk

Tags, Labels & Scafftag®

- Working at Height
- Plant, Vehicles, Machinery and Tools
- Workspace Control

Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery
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Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Lockout tags
REUSABLE SAFETY LOCKOUT TAGS
These highly visible safety tags aid the safe running and maintenance of site machinery. Each tag is manufactured from high impact
styrene ensuring it will withstand a multitude of weather and factory conditions.
Select an item code for the size (mm) and tag design you are ordering.
Description		
110 x 50mm Tags (pack of 10)
200 x 100mm Tag (pack of 10)

SIZE
110X50
200X100

RPT22AR
RPT22BR

SIZE
110X50
200X100

RLT08
RLT08BR

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Lockout tags

SIZE
110X50
200X100

24

RLT09
RLT09BR

Tags can be filed with the permit as a long term
record of the work. Alternatively if used with
a dry wipe marker, both parts can be cleaned
ready for re-use.

Price
£9.68
£16.81

RPT23AR
RPT23BR

RPT24AR
RPT24BR

RPT16AR
RPT16BR

RLT10
RLT10BR

RPT26AR
RPT26BR

RPT56A
RPT56B

RPT45AR
RPT45BR

RWT28AR
RWT28BR

RPT34AR
RPT34BR

RWT26AR
RWT26BR

RPT33AR
RPT33BR

RLT11
RPT11BR

RPT53AR
RPT53BR

RLT02
RLT02BR

RWT40A
RWT40B

RLT07
RLT07BR

Code

Description

Price

RWPT01
RWPT02

Water based non-permanent pen
Oil based permanent pen

£2.85
£6.39

SIZE
110X50
200X100

RPT29AR
RPT29BR

RPT28AR
RPT28BR

RPT32AR
RPT32BR

WIND TURBINE SAFETY RULES ISOLATION TAGS

REUSABLE STYRENE TAGS
Manufactured from high impact styrene each tag
measures 145mm x 80mm and is ideal for frequent
use with water based marker pens. Supplied in
packs of 10.
This size of tag is also suitable for use with our
range of lockout stations and centres.

Code

Description

Price

LSE10T

Pack of 10 tags with ties

£9.04

Lockout tag to suit the WTSR Third edition 2015
for clear indication of isolated equipment. These
highly visible safety tags aid the safe installation
and maintenance of wind turbines and associated
equipment. Tag is manufactured from high impact
styrene to withstand challenging weather and factory
conditions. Cable ties included.Tag can be customised
upon request as a special with Company logo printed on
the header. 100mm x 60mm.
Code

Description

RWT50AR	Wind Turbine Safety Rules
isolation tags (pack of 10)

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price

£9.68

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Lockout tags
DISPOSABLE LOCKOUT TAGS
These disposable lockout tags measure 145mm x 80mm and are
manufactured from Polybond which is a paper like material, fully
weatherproof, ideal for indoor or outdoor isolations.
Printed on both sides, each tag carries a standard ‘Danger This equipment
has been locked out, Do not operate’ message with a choice of 7 different
reverse messages or blanks to suit various applications. Supplied in packs
of 100 with ties.
Front Standard

Reverse options

RLOT1

RLOT2

RLOT3

RLOT4

RLOT5

RLOT6

OSHA STANDARD
“TUFF-TAGS”
Manufactured from a double layer
of high impact styrene and resistant
to water and oil with a brass eyelet
to take a shackle diameter of up to
8mm. These reusable tags easily
pass the 50lbs “pull force” required
by OSHA and offer a Double Sided,
easy to write and clean surface.
Supplied in packs of 10
H 140mm X W 70mm.
Please call us if you would like a
bespoke version creating.

RLOT7
RLTT54

Description		

RLTT55

RLTT56

REVERSE ON
RLTT54-RLTT56

Price

Pack of 100 tags with ties

£25.47

TWO PART ISOLATION TAG
RLTT50

RLTT51

RLTT52

RLTT53

REVERSE ON
RLTT50
- RLTT53

Code

Description		

RLTT50
RLTT51
RLTT52
RLTT53
RLTT54
RLTT55
RLTT56

Danger – Do Not Operate
Danger – Locked Out
Danger – Do Not Start
Danger – Do Not Open
Danger – Do Not Operate
Danger – This Tag and Lock to be removed…
Danger – Lock Out Before Operation

Price

Pack of 10
Pack of 10
Pack of 10
Pack of 10
Pack of 10
Pack of 10
Pack of 10

£16.51
£16.51
£16.51
£16.51
£16.51
£16.51
£16.51

PHOTO ID
LOCKOUT TAGS
Clearly identifies who is in charge of the
lockout procedures.
•	Self-laminating tags allow employees to
fill in vital information, add a passport
sized personal photo and seal it under the
attached clear self-adhesive overlay.
•	Will resist chemicals, abrasion, grease
and solvents.
•	Supplied in packs of 10 complete with
cable ties.

Code

Description		

ISTAG50 2 part isolation tag
		

(Pack of 50)

Description		

Price

160 x 75mm Pack of 10 £30.76

Price
£87.98

RLTT12

RLTT13

RLTT14

RLTT15

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Lockout tags

Our 2 part isolation tag is ideal for more complex isolations where
traceability is important. After parts 1 and 2 are filled in, part 1 is
attached to the isolation point. Part 2 is detached and returned back to the
responsible person as confirmation of isolation. Both parts of the tag have
areas for tag and permit numbers which can be entered onto the permit to
work, again to aid traceability.
Once the job is complete, both parts can be filed with the permit as a long
term record of the work. Alternatively if used with a dry wipe marker, both
parts can be cleaned ready for re-use.
Parts 1 and 2 are pre-scored to allow easy separation by hand.
• Combined size: 265mm x 100mm.
• Supplied in packs of 50.
• Material: PVC.
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Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Tag stations
TAG STATION
Ideal for keeping all your safety tags in a central
location, accessible to everybody.
• Maximum tag size 200mm x 100mm.
• 8 clear acrylic tag compartments.
• Supplied with or without contents.
Contents included are:
1 x RLOT1 (pack 100),
RLOT2 (pack 100), RLOT3 (pack 100), RLOT4
(pack 100), RLOT5 (pack 100), RLOT6 (pack
100), RLOT7 (pack 100),
1 x RWPT01 Marker pen
Size: 600mm H x 500mm W

DELUXE TAG/LOCKOUT CENTRE
Holds Multiple Groups of Tags
• Two tip-out drawers with 1 to 3 compartments.
• Tip-out drawer measures 250x170x80mm inside.
• 8 hanger clips along bottom for padlocks or hasps.
• Durable construction for years of use in
corrosive environments.
• Lockable. Use a combination padlock to limit
access to authorised employees.
• Also suitable for ear plugs and eyewear.
• Supplied with or without contents.
Contents included are:
1 x RLOT1 (pack 100), RLOT2 (pack 100),
RLOT3(pack 100), RLOT4 (pack 100),
RLOT5 (pack 100), RLOT6 (pack 100)
1 x RWPT01 Marker pen
4 x TT38RED Safety padlocks
4 x MLH1 Lockout hasps
Size: 280mm H x 500mm W x 110mm D

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Tag stations

Description

Price

LSETG
LSETGC

Tag Station
Tag Station and contents

£79.57
£263.49

LARGE TAG STATION
Size: (H x W) 800 x 500mm
Our largest Tag Station, highly visible,
combining acrylic pockets and hooks to
enable a wider range of tag sizes to
be contained.
Supplied without tags or choose a
selection of tags from this page and add
them to your order. Tags not included.

Code

Description

S1800

Deluxe Tag/Lockout Centre

Price

S1800C

Deluxe Tag/Lockout Centre with contents £321.03

£86.45

Code

Description

Price

LSE316 Large tag station £91.22

PERSONALISED ID TAGS

LOCKOUT PADLOCK
FOLD-OVER TAG
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Code

These personalised laminated ID tags measure 115mm x 75mm and are printed on
both sides with our standard notice. Your employee name and photograph are added
which clearly shows who is working on the isolated equipment.

Use these to identify individual’s
and department’s lockout
padlocks, or display a safety
message.
Stays securely in place. Tag
faces are 40x40mm. Punched
with a 7mm hole to fit most
padlocks.

Tag is locked in place by
the padlock

RSHA01

Front

Code

Description

RSHA01 Padlock fold-over tag/Pack 10

Price
£40.11

Back

Code

Description

PTG01

Personalised ID Tag

Price
£10.15

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

To order, simply email your
photographs and names to:
idtags@reecesafety.co.uk

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Tag and sign holders
TAG AND SIGN
PLASTIC HOLDERS

A7 HOLDER
74 X 105mm

This highly visible and versatile Tag/Sign
system enables multiple designs of tags
or signs to be swapped to suit the rapidly
changing situations in the workplace. The A7
(74 x 105mm) holder takes a wide range of
ex-stock tags and signs and custom designs
can be easily created. The slots and holes then
allow easy installation in either a landscape or
portrait orientation with either cable ties or over
the padlock shackle. The holder can also hold
our range of reusable lockout tags.

Code

Description

Price

SPHA7 A7 Plastic Holder £3.56

REUSABLE A7 SAFETY LOCKOUT INSERTS

A7 SPT01A

A7 SPT03A

A7 SPT04A

A7 SPT05A

A7 SPT06A

A7 SPT07A

A7 SPT08A

A7 SPT09A

A7 SPT13A

A7 SPT11A

A7 SPT36A
Select an item code
for the size and insert
design you are ordering

A7 SPT35A
A7 SPT14A

A7 SPT15A

A7 SPT17A

A7 SPT28A

A7 SPT31A

A7 SPT32A

Code

Description

Price

A7 PVC

Insert 74 x 105mm

£1.00

Our in-house facilities enable us to make
customised products with the minimal of
fuss and in total control.
Bespoke tag for
standardisation
across all sites

Photos of bespoke tags
Personalised ID tags with printed photo and Safety Procedure

Globalised isolation tags covering 18 languages

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Tags, Labels & Scafftag -Tag and sign holders

If you would like a custom tag producing
please contact us on 01422 310456
to discuss your requirements for single
and double sided tags.
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Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Scafftag® working at height
STATUS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Scafftag® is the innovative tagging system which allows a complete safety management system for your workplace. The
tagging system comprises of two components, a permanent holder which is attached to the equipment and a replaceable
status insert. Key benefits:
• Empowers employees to make informed and accurate decisions by making information instantly visible.
• Allows the tracking of usage, maintenance and inspection status of equipment helping to safeguard employees and others.
• Ensures your company complies with key working legislation; Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, Management of Health
and Safety at Work Regulations 1999 and Construction (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations 1996.

READY MADE RECORD MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
• Each book contains a step by step guide on legislation, risk assessment and inspection checklists for specific
equipment or issues.
• Provides all the documents required for your own inspection management system and uses carbon copy paper.
All relevant parties can keep copies and share all information for complete safety.
• Conveniently sized, easy to carry protective binders offer protection
against the weather and wear and tear.
• A complete and permanent record storage system.
Code

Description

Price

SCAF1
SCAF2

Scaffold Inspection Record Book
Ladder Safety Management System Book

£24.42
£24.42

STILL NOT SURE?
CALL US ...
01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

SCAFFTAG® - SCAFFOLD TAGGING

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Scafftag® working at height

The world leading scaffold status tagging system.
• Fitted to all legal access points, the unique holder and insert ensure that the latest scaffold status is instantly visible from the
build stage to dismantling.
• The ‘DO NOT USE SCAFFOLD’ holder is used in conjunction with a choice of three inspection inserts: Prohibition, Standard
Inspection and Load Classification (see table below).
• The Scafftag® Kit (SCAF4) includes 10 holders, 20 standard inserts and 2 pens. Replacement inserts are available in packs of 50.
• We recommend that you accompany your Scafftag® equipment with the Wallchart and Pocket Guide. These will increase employee
knowledge and encourage the use of Scafftag® into their routine.
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Load Classification Inserts:
SCAF7 Grey, Very Light Duty
SCAF8 Pink, Light Duty
SCAF9 Orange, General Purpose
SCAF10 Blue, Heavy Duty
SCAF11 Brown, Special Purpose

SCAF5
Prohibition Insert

SCAF6
Standard Inspection Insert

Code

Description

Price

SCAF4
SCAF5
SCAF6
SCAF7
SCAF8
SCAF9
SCAF10
SCAF11
SCAF12
SCAF13
SCAF14

Scafftag® kit
Prohibition inserts/Pack 50
Standard Inspection inserts/Pack 50
Grey Load Classification inserts/Pack 50
Pink Load Classification inserts/Pack 50
Orange Load Classification inserts/Pack 50
Blue Load Classification inserts/Pack 50
Brown Load Classification inserts/Pack 50
Pocket guide/Pack 5
Wallchart
Scafftag® holders/Pack 10

£49.97
£44.81
£44.81
£44.81
£44.81
£44.81
£44.81
£44.81
£4.48
£8.76
£41.46

SCAF13
Wallchart

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

SCAF14
Holders

SCAF12
Pocket Guide

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Scafftag® working at height
LADDERTAG® - LADDER TAGGING
Ideal for all ladders, kick stools and podiums.
• Regular and detailed inspections of ladders, both temporary and fixed,
must be carried out.
• Laddertag® is robust and highly visible, displaying information on the
ladder class and inspection period.
• The reverse of the insert displays a quick reference inspection checklist.
• The Laddertag® Kit contains 10 holders, 10 inserts and 1 pen.
• We recommend that the Pocket Guide and Wallchart should be used
to highlight safety awareness.

SCAF34 Wallchart

SCAF31
Inserts

SCAF32
Holder

Description

Price

SCAF30
SCAF31
SCAF32
SCAF33
SCAF34

Laddertag® kit
Laddertag® inserts/Pack 50
Laddertag® Holders/Pack 10
Ladder Inspection Pocket Guide/Pk 5
Ladder Inspection Wallchart

£37.42
£35.54
£31.92
£4.48
£8.76

TOWERTAG® - MOBILE
TOWER TAGGING

NANOTAG® - SMALL
EQUIPMENT TAGGING

• Working in the same fashion as Scafftag®,
the up-to-date status of the tower is instantly visible.
• The insert allows specific information on the movement of each
scaffold tower and maximum safe working loads to be clearly
displayed at the point of use.
• Simply slide the insert into the ‘DO NOT USE TOWER’ all
weatherproof, UV resistant holder.
• The Towertag® Kit includes 10 holders, 20 standard inserts and
2 pens. Replacement inserts are available in packs of 50.
• PVC Pocket Guide and a Wallchart are available.

• Purpose designed for use on
equipment with minimal
attachment space such as
eyebolts, shackles, cables and
small portable tools.
• Provides total flexibility with the
option for cable tie or split ring attachment.
• Weatherproof, UV protected and durable to withstand
the toughest industrial environments.
• A choice of colour inserts are available, providing
the option of additional visual qualification. Sold in
packs of 20.
• Nanotag Kit contains 20 holders,
40 cable ties and 1 pen.

Next Inspection Insert

Next Test Date Insert

Nanotag inserts are available in blue, red, white and yellow.

SCAF28 Insert

SCAF29A Wallchart

Code

Description

SCAF27
SCAF28
SCAF29
SCAF29A

Towertag® kit
Towertag® inserts/Pack 50
Towertag® Pocket Guide/Pack 5
Towertag® Wallchart

Price
£49.97
£44.81
£4.48
£8.76

SCAF29 Pocket Guide

Code

Description

SCAF35
SCAF36
SCAF37
SCAF38
SCAF39
SCAF40
SCAF41
SCAF42
SCAF43

Nanotag® kit
‘Next Inspection’ Blue insert/Pack 20
‘Next Inspection’ Red insert/Pack 20
‘Next Inspection’ White insert/Pack 20
‘Next Inspection’ Yellow insert/Pack 20
‘Test Date’ Blue insert/Pack 20
‘Test Date’ Red insert/Pack 20
‘Test Date’ White insert/Pack 20
‘Test Date’ Yellow insert/Pack 20

Price
£34.07
£7.40
£7.40
£7.40
£7.40
£7.40
£7.40
£7.40
£7.40

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Scafftag® working at height

SCAF33
Pocket Guide

Code
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Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Scafftag® Plant, Vehicles and Machinery
FORKLIFTAG® - FORK LIFT
TAGGING

MICROTAG® - PLANT,
MACHINERY AND
HARNESS TAGGING

The complete status tagging system for
fork lift trucks.
• Forkliftag® helps control pre-shift inspections,
maintenance and identification of forklifts.
• ‘DO NOT USE UNTIL DAILY CHECK’ holder is
displayed if inspection has failed.
• A number of fixing options are available
to attach the holder to the forklift - adhesive,
screwed or cable ties.
• The inserts display an easy-to-follow,
pre-use operator checklist on the front and
the facility to record 32 inspections on the reverse.
• The Forkliftag® Kit contains 2 holders, 10 inserts and 1 pen.
• Replacement inserts are also available in packs of 50.
• Use in conjunction with the Fork Lift Awareness Wallchart.

The most popular status
management system for
PAT testing and safety
harness inspection.
• Enables maximum visibility
with minimal attachment space. The tags are a heavy duty alternative to
labels for better durability in industrial environments.
• The holder displays ‘DO NOT USE EQUIPMENT’ prior to inspection when a
choice of three colour inserts are available to use.
• The holder can be attached to the equipment with adhesive or to the power
lead with cable ties.
• Plant and Machinery/Harness Microtag® Kit SCAF22 contains 20 holders,
40 cable ties and 1 pen. Inserts are available separately.

SCAF23

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Scafftag® Plant, Vehicles and Machinery

SCAF21 Holder
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SCAF24
Next Test Date Inserts

SCAF25

SCAF19 Insert

Code

Description

Price

SCAF18
SCAF19
SCAF20
SCAF21

Forkliftag® kit
Forkliftag® inserts/Pack 50
Wallchart
Forkliftag® holders/Pack 10

£24.87
£56.65
£14.88
£47.86

Code

Description

SCAF22
SCAF23
SCAF24
SCAF25
SCAF26

Microtag® kit
Microtag® Red insert/Pack 20
Microtag® Green insert/Pack 20
Microtag® Yellow insert/Pack 20
Microtag holders (pack of 20)

SCAF26 Holder
Price
£31.55
£8.45
£8.45
£8.45
£35.00

SCAFFTAG MULTIPACK

CAN’T FIND IT ...

CALL US

Scafftag multipack contains 40 holders, 40 inserts, 10 marker pens and a re-usable dispenser box
made from durable polypropylene. The dispenser allows you to store and dispense your Scafftag
holders and inserts in one place minimising the risk of lost and broken tags.

01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk
www.reecesafety.co.uk

UNITAG®
An ideal solution for valves and pipelines, with a unique
permanent locking system to help ensure a secure
means of attachment.
• Fitted to pipelines and valves, the Unitag® 		
allows you to permanently colour-code your system.
• The inserts and holders are highly versatile making
the valve or pipe instantly visible at point of use.
• The unique wire fastening means the holder can
only be removed with wire cutters or pliers.
• Unitag® Kit contains 20 holders (150mm wire strop)
and 1 pen.
• Inserts are available in
three colours.

Code

Description

SCAF44
SCAF45
SCAF46
SCAF47

Unitag® kit
Red inserts/Pack 20
Yellow inserts/Pack 20
Green inserts/Pack 20

Price
£56.50
£8.45
£8.45
£8.45

Code

Description

SCAF64

Scafftag Multipack

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£190.00

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Scafftag® Workspace Control
CHEMTAG® - CHEMICAL
TAGGING

CONFINED SPACE TAGGING
A complete confined space status tagging system to help prevent accidents
and efficiently manage inspection procedures. It uses a unique holder and insert
system to ensure the latest status is instantly visible at the point of use. The holder
provides multiple attachment options such as cable tie, adhesive, screw or rivet.
Entrytag (Pack of 10) Size: 260 x 153mm. Holder Size: 193 x 144mm (Insert).

The complete hazardous substance status
tagging system.
• Helping your compliance with the
COSHH regulations. This system helps
prevent accidents and efficiently
manage inspections.
• The inserts contain pertinent information
on the specific risks the hazardous
substance poses including substance
type, hazards and precautions, 		
emergency details, actions and
safe disposal.
• Once the inserts are removed the area is
instantly put into ‘DO NOT USE’ status.
• The Chemtag® Kit contains 10 holders,
10 inserts and 1 pen.
• Replacement inserts are also available in
packs of 50.

SCAF51 SCAF52

SCAF56

SCAF53

SCAF55

SCAF54

See page 57 for our new range of Confined Space Covers

Code

Description

SCAF15
SCAF16
SCAF17

Chemtag® kit
Chemtag® inserts/Pack 50
Chemtag® holders/Pack 10

Code

Description

SCAF51
SCAF52

Entrytag® kit (Pack of 10 tags plus holder)
£54.85
Entrytag® holders (Box of 10 Entrytag® Holders
& 1 permanent pen)
£46.47
Entrytag® magnetic holders (Box of 10)
£59.54
Entrytag® Standard Confined Space
Inspection Insert (Single insert)
£1.10
Entrytag® Man in Confined Space Inserts (Single insert) £0.69
Entrytag® Man in Tank Inserts (Single insert)
£0.69

Price

SCAF53
SCAF54

£59.55
£71.59
£47.86

SCAF55
SCAF56

Price

TAGGING STATION
This Tagging Station is designed to hold any
combination of the items from Scafftag®
systems, making their location highly visible
and handy for use. It includes three different
types of clear acrylic holder positioned to
offer flexibility when holding the various
standard sizes of the Scafftag® range.
You can choose whether to use the station
with Scafftag®, Laddertag®, Towertag®,
Forkliftag®, Unitag®, Microtag® or Nanotag®.
A built in 600mm x 400mm clip-frame holds
Scafftag® information wallcharts under
protective clear plastic and locates them at the
point of collection to ensure instructions and
safety information can be clearly read.
Contents not included.
Size (H x W) 750 x 1000mm
Code

Description

LSE318FS

Tagging station

Price
£228.09

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - Scafftag® Workspace Control

SCAF17 Holder
SCAF16 Insert
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Tags, Labels & Scafftag - signs and labels
LARGE 450 x 600mm
LOCKOUT WALL SIGNS

SAFETY LOCKOUT LABELS
55mm x 75mm
This range of labels is ideal for use on
electrical equipment where a safety
message needs to be conveyed.
Manufactured from self adhesive vinyl to
withstand temperatures from -40oC to
100oC. Sold in packs of 10.

These large safety
lockout wall signs
can be supplied in
either self adhesive
vinyl or 1mm
PVC and act as a
constant reminder
to lockout before
commencing work.
S/A Vinyl REK4YS
1mm PVC REK4YR

S/A Vinyl
1mm PVC

Description

Price

Lockout Sign Self Adhesive Vinyl
Lockout Sign 1mm PVC

£25.86
£39.83

RMK8YS
RMK8YR

RMK1YS
RMK1YR

RMK11YS
RMK11YR

RMK5YS
RMK5YR

RMK7YS
RMK7YR

S/A Vinyl
1mm PVC

RMK12YS
RMK12YR

RMK2YS
RMK2YR

RMK9YS
RMK9YR

RMK13YS
RMK13YR

Price

Pack of 10 Lockout Labels

£10.27

RMK2ES

RPK5ES

RMK10ES

RMK5ES

RMK9ES

RMK4ES

RMK6ES

RMK3ES

RMK7ES

RMK8ES

RMK7ES

RLTT36

RMK3YS
RMK3YR

S/A Vinyl
1mm PVC

S/A Vinyl
1mm PVC

Description

RMK38BS
RMK38BR

RMK6YS
RMK6YR

REINFORCED TAGS

MAIN
SWITCH
LABELS

1mm PVC tags, 100mm x 75mm
printed on both sides giving a
clear caution message. Ideal for
use through lock shackles, with a
reinforced brass eyelet preventing
the tag from tearing.

210 x 150mm
self adhesive.
Ideal for clear
identification
of main switches.
Code

Description

Price

RMS1 Single label

£5.47
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Magnetic signs, 200mm x 100mm are
ideal for quick and easy attachment next
to lockout points giving a clear caution
message that equipment has been
locked out.

Description

MGT01

Magnetic Caution Sign

100mm long, supplied in packs of
100 ideal for use with tags and signs.

Code

Price
£11.15

HANGING LOCKOUT
SIGNS
Use our nylon ties to hang these
signs from machinery during lockout
procedures. Manufactured from
1mm PVC.
Description		

Price

Hanging sign 1mm PVC 150 x 225mm
Hanging sign 1mm PVC 200 x 150mm
Hanging sign 5mm Foamex 450 x 600mm

£10.43
£10.43
£48.03

Description

Price

Code

CBTIE Pack of 100
cable ties

£2.88

RPT01 Reinforced
caution tag

Description

Price
£3.64

200 X 150 RT23B

Code

CABLE TIES

150 x 225 RT24Z

150 x 225 RT25Z

450 x 600 RT09A

200 x 150 RT20B

Tags, Labels & Scafftag - signs and labels

MAGNETIC SIGNS

150 x 225 RT26Z

150 x 225 RT43Z

450 x 600 RTS02AR

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Electrical Lockout
Electrical isolation is the most commonly used
form of lockout. Within our range we have a
device to suit every type of electrical isolator
or switch.

44

See Page
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TOP TIP ...
Old equipment with no lockout solutions? Our new Universal Lockout
devices are excellent solutions to trap a cabinet door, lock a handle or to hide
a push button. They come with a high stick 3M pad and can often give a
solution where others have failed.

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote
Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

See Page
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Lockout Hasps

See Page

Electrical Lockout

In this section you will find:
• Circuit Breaker lockouts
• Fuse lockouts
• Plug lockouts
• Socket lockouts
• REMLIVE Isolation check
• Voltage Tester lockout kits
• Circuit Breaker lockout kits
• Push button lockouts
• Control panel lockout covers
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Electrical Lockout - circuit breaker lockouts
BREAKER LOCKOUTS

UNIVERSAL MINI CIRCUIT BREAKER

Our range of circuit breaker lockouts are available for either single or double pole circuit
breakers. Manufactured from rigid plastic, this range of circuit breaker lockouts allow
breakers to be locked off individually.

Specially designed to be used in electrical boards, it can be mounted
side-by-side on a circuit breaker.

CB01

CB02

CB03

CB01

A single pole lockout, model
CB01 requires a switch
breaker with
a recessed hole in it.
Accommodate breakers up to
14mm (9/16") in width.

CB03

A single pole lockout,
model CB03 does not
require a switch breaker
with a recessed hole in it.
Accommodate breakers up to
14mm (9/16") in width.

•
•
•
•
•

Fixation with a thumb turn dial screw.
No tool required for fast and easy installation.
Dial inaccessible in locked position.
Ultra compact size: (H x W) 50 x 15mm.
Special construction in thermoplastic material.

CB04
CB02

A double pole lockout, model
CB02 requires the breakers
to be connected with a cross
bar. Accommodate breakers
up to 45mm (5/8") in width.

CB04

A double pole lockout,
similar to CB02 but slightly
larger to fit larger breakers.
Accommodate double and
triple breakers.

Code

Description

Price

CB01
CB02
CB03
CB04

Single pole breaker lockout
Double pole breaker lockout
Single pole breaker lockout
Double pole breaker lockout

£5.29
£6.84
£4.95
£7.57

Code

Description

Price

S2394

Universal mini circuit breaker

£9.85

DON’T GUESS ...
CALL US
01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

‘NO HOLE’ CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCKOUTS
This range of ‘No Hole’ circuit breaker lockouts are ideal for breakers
that do not have any built in locking facility. The unique design, with
thumb wheel operation clasps onto the switch providing secure locking
protection. Available in 3 sizes. Can be used with lockout cleats for hard
to lock longer sliding switches and switches with large angular rotation.

MINIATURE CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCKOUTS
A range of 4 padlockable circuit breaker lockouts designed to fit
most modern single and multiple pole miniature circuit breakers.
Manufactured from strong nylon, this range of miniature circuit
breaker lockouts allows breakers to be locked off individually.

CB10

CB05

Electrical Lockout - circuit breaker lockouts

Push button operated and locates into the 2 holes either side of
the breaker switch (see illustration). Fits most popular breakers
up to 60 Amp. Will also fit breakers connected with a cross bar.
Locates prongs inside.
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CB09

CB11

CB09

Fits switches 16.5mm (5/8") wide x 11.6mm (1/2") thick
(up to 277 Volt).

CB06
Push button operated and locates into the 2 holes either side of
the breaker switch (see illustration). Fits most popular breakers
up to 60 Amp. Will also fit breakers connected with a cross bar.
Locates prongs outside.

CB10

Fits switches 41.2mm (11/2") wide x 13.9mm (9/16")
thick (480/600 Volt).

CB11

Fits oversized switches 63.5mm (21/2") wide x
22.2mm (3/4") thick (usually 480/600 Volt).

CB07
Push button operated and locates into the 2 holes either side
of the breaker switch (see illustration). Extra wide for larger
breakers over 60 Amp. Will also fit breakers connected with a
cross bar. Locates prongs inside.

LOCKOUT CLEATS
Compatible with models CB09 and CB10, ensures positive lockout
for hard to lock long sliding switch throws and
switches with a large angular rotation.
Snap-on and off design allows
for use only when needed.

CB08
Adjustable thumb wheel operation and fits larger or multi-pole
circuit breakers connected with a cross bar. No holes in the
breakers are required.

Code

Description

Price

CB05
CB06
CB07
CB08

MCB lockout inside prongs
MCB lockout outside prongs
MCB lockout wide inside prongs
MCB lockout thumb wheel

£8.55
£8.55
£8.55
£8.55

Code

Description

CB09
CB10
CB11
CLT1
CLT2

277 Volt lockout
480/600 Volt lockout
480/600 Volt oversize lockout
Cleat for use with CB09
Cleat for use with CB10

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£6.88
£7.61
£10.55
£1.58
£2.08

Electrical Lockout - circuit breaker lockouts
MCB ‘TOGGLE LOCK’
Possibly the simplest yet most versatile MCB lockout in our range. The CB12 ‘Toggle Lock’ simply fits over the MCB toggle, and then the
internal grub screw is tightened using a small flat screwdriver which secures the
CB12 onto the toggle. Once tight and secure, insert a padlock which blocks access to the grub
screw so the device cannot be removed or toggle operated until the lock is removed.

Code

Description

Price

CB12

Toggle Lock

£3.75

GRIP TIGHT MCB
LOCKOUTS

BREAKER BLOCKER
480-600V LOCKOUT

Secure mounting for a solid lockout.
Grips tight with simple thumb turn and
clamping handle. The Grip Tight Circuit
Breaker lockout offers superior holding
power compared to other devices.

Perfect for locking out
oversized and irregularly
shaped switches.
Self-adhesive backed rails are
permanently installed onto an
electrical panel. Simply clean
panel surface and adhere.
No drilling required!
Code
CB13
CB14

Price
£7.29
£6.68

CB15A

CB13

Red 190mm blocking bar
(indicates locked off)

CB15B

Green 190mm blocking bar
(indicates locked on)

CB15C

CB14
UNIVERSAL FIT

Exclusive design accommodates many
styles of breaker toggles.

DURABLE CONSTRUCTION

The Grip Tight lockouts are made of
powder coated steel and reinforced
polymer to operate in harsh conditions.

Mounting Rails

CB15D

Model CB13

Blocking Bar Holder

Locates sideways onto the toggle and
is ideal for tall and wide toggles.

Model CB14

Locates over the toggle and is ideal for
use with single and double toggles.

COMPACT DESIGN

The narrow profile permits side-byside breaker lockout. These compact
devices are also easy to carry and
easy to store.

CB15

Breaker
Blocker Kit

BREAKER BLOCKER KIT

EASY OPERATION

1. Move breaker to off position.
Open red handle.

2. Place CB14 lockout over breaker toggle
(CB13 fits sideways). Turn black knob
clockwise until grips touch toggle. Do not
over tighten. When the handle is closed the
grips will tighten against the toggle.

Blocking
Bar Holder

Code Description

3. Move lockout handle to closed position.
Check that lockout is secure and breaker can
not be moved to ‘on’ position. Apply padlock.

Price

CB15 Breaker Blocker Kit
£21.93
containing: 2 yellow
mounting rails, 1 red
blocking bar, 1 green
blocking bar, 1 blocking
bar holder and
3 alcohol wipes.
Code

Description

CB15A
CB15B
CB15C
CB15D

190mm red blocking bar (pack of 5)
190mm green blocking bar (pack of 5)
101mm yellow mounting rail (pack of 2)
Blocking bar holder (pack of 5)

Price
£25.54
£15.73
£17.26
£18.55

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Electrical Lockout - circuit breaker lockouts

Closing the
handle causes
grips to clamp
securely against
breaker toggle

Description
Grip Tight MCB lockout
Grip Tight MCB lockout
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Electrical Lockout - circuit breaker lockouts
‘NO TOOL’ CIRCUIT BREAKER
LOCKOUTS

‘PIN OUT’ CIRCUIT
BREAKER LOCKOUT

These lockouts install quickly and easily without
any tools. Featuring a compact universal design
that fits a wide variety of single, double and triple
handle circuit breakers, the ‘No Tool’ circuit breaker
lockouts are easily attached with no modifications
to the panel or circuit breaker.
To install, the user simply puts the circuit breaker
handle to the ‘off’ position, places the lockout over
the handle, tightens the set screw by hand, rotates
the toggle and applies a tag and padlock.

S2390

S2391

GRUB SCREW VERSION

A grub screw version (shown right) is also available
which is secured using a small flat Electrician’s
screwdriver.

1. Locate over handle

Operation

2. Tighten grub screw

1. Tighten set screw
2. Rotate toggle
3. Ready for padlock

• Mini circuit breaker lockout to lock safely
and effectively most European breakers
which have the pin locating holes either 		
side of the toggle.
• No tools are required. The mini circuit 		
breaker lockout is simple to use,
quick to apply.
• Available for single and multi-pole breakers.

Model S2930

Code

Description

Price

CB16
CB16A

‘No Tool’ circuit breaker lockout
Grub screw circuit breaker lockout

£9.99
£5.65

3. Lockout/Tagout

Fits standard width ‘pin out’ breakers
with toggle openings of 10mm or less.
Black handle.

Model S2931

Fits wide ‘pin out’ breakers with toggle openings of
11mm to 13mm. Red handle.

UNIVERSAL LOCKOUT FOR
MINIATURE CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Electrical Lockout - circuit breaker lockouts

• Will lock out many types
of miniature
circuit breakers.
• Locks out 1 pole through
to 4 pole circuit breakers.
• Dimensions:
45 x 25 x 10mm.
• Made from durable plastic.
• Maximum clamping 8 mm.
• 8mm padlock hole.
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Lift handle to allow pins
to flex for engagement in
breaker holes

Code

Description

Price

UCL1

MCB lockout

£5.05

Code

Close handle to lock pins and
fit padlock

Description

S2390 Less than 10mm breaker lockout
S2391 11-13mm breaker lockout

Price
£5.42
£5.42

UNIVERSAL LOCKOUT FOR MOULDED CASE CIRCUIT BREAKERS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Locks out most types of moulded case circuit breakers.
Locks out 1 pole through to 4 pole circuit breakers.
Dimensions: 51 x 25 x 23mm.
Made from durable plastic.
Maximum clamping 13mm.
8mm padlock hole.

Code

Description

Price

UCL2

Moulded case lockout

£5.38

‘PIN IN’ CIRCUIT
BREAKER
LOCKOUT
Mini circuit breaker lockout
for most European breakers
which have the pin locating
holes either side of the
switch.
• No tools are
required. The mini 		
circuit breaker
lockout is simple
to use, quick
to apply.

LOCKOUT FOR LARGE CIRCUIT
BREAKERS
• Locks out most types of large
circuit breakers with a toggle.
• Locks out 1 pole through to
4 pole circuit breakers.
• Made from durable plastic.
• Dimensions:
125 x 63 x 40mm wide.
• 8mm padlock hole.
• Clamping 12mm to 19mm.

Code
UCL5

• Fits openings up
to 12.7mm between
lockout holes.

Description
Large toggle

Price
£13.79

Code

Description

S2392 ‘Pin In’ breaker lockout

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£5.42

Electrical Lockout - circuit breaker lockouts
UNIVERSAL MULTI-FUNCTIONAL BREAKER LOCKOUT
Designed to fit most MCB’s and main switches our
CB17 is ideal for use on domestic and industrial
applications. Extra length clearance on the toggle
side allows the device to be used on breakers
with extra long toggles, as well as the
standard size. Thicker main switches are
accommodated on the opposite side making
this 2-in-1 device truly multi-functional
in today’s market.

MERLIN GERIN POWERPACT 4C TOGGLE
PADLOCKING ATTACHMENT
This device locates in the slot behind the
switch toggle when in the off position, blocking
its operation. Adding a padlock prevents
unauthorised operation and secures the device
in place when the breaker is in the off position.
Removable toggle padlocking attachment locking
in OFF position
- Current rating 250A
Compatible with Compact/FPower range

Code

Description

Price

CB17

Multi-functional MCB/main switch lockout £5.81

Small side:
NS80
NSX100-250
NSE75-100
NSF150-250

Large side:
NS/NSX400-630
NSJ400-600

EUROPA MCB LOCK DEVICE
Nylon MCB Lock, the Europa MCB lock fits most modern breakers. Locks
MCBs, RCBOs, RCCBs, and Mainswitch Isolators in the ON or OFF Positions.

Description

Price

CB18

MCB lockout

£5.51

Description

Price

MG29370

Merlin Gerin toggle attachment

£9.61

LOCKING OFF - THE FACTS
TRAINING BOOKLET
Effective way to inform and
educate your workforce about
lockout safety.
• Explains the employer’s
duties under current
legislation.
• Addresses lockout
procedures, equipment,
tags and the restriction
of power sources.
• A5 size and 12 pages
clearly communicating
vital information to
your workforce.
• Supplied in packs of 10.

CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCKOUT STATION
Size (H x W)
540 x 440mm
With shadow profiles
to highlight position
of equipment.

Code

Description

TB1

Training booklet (Pk 10)

Price
£43.49

ELECTRICAL SAFETY THE FACTS DVD
Electricity kills - make sure your employees
are fully trained.
Looks at the responsibilities of the safety
officer to understand the requirements and
implications of the legislation, and assist
employees to meet obligations that such
legislation imposes on them.
Comes complete with a training booklet
and assessment forms.
Running time: 25 minutes.

Complete with the following:
4 x TT38RED Padlocks
2 x MLH7 Lockout hasps
2 x CB05 MCB Lockouts
2 x CB06 MCB Lockouts
2 x CB07 MCB Lockouts
2 x CB08 MCB Lockouts
Code

6 x CB12 MCB Lockouts
2 x CB17 MCB Lockouts
2 x UCL1 MCB Lockouts
2 x UCL2 MCB Lockouts
2 x UCL5 MCCB Lockouts
3 x LSE10T Packs of 10 Tags

Description

LSE315FS Circuit breaker lockout station with contents

Price
£314.69

Code

Description

RSMV12D Electrical safety DVD

Price
£153.02

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Electrical Lockout - circuit breaker lockouts

Code

Code
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Electrical Lockout - red spot fuse lockout
REDSPOT™ FUSE LOCKOUT DEVICES
Recent advances in the use of Lockout devices has created a demand to allow the Locking Out and then the “blocking off” of the live terminals exposed upon the
removal of the fuse carrier. A variety of solutions are now available.

REECE REDSPOT™ FUSE LOCKOUT
These inserts ingeniously work in conjunction with our Slimline Universal Fuse Lockout (RFB5) to block out the live contacts when the fuse carrier is locked out.
Made from flame retardant polymers the four sizes of inserts cover the full range of Redspot™ Fuses and allows a 6.4mm shackle diameter safety padlock to be
used for safe locking out.

RFB520

RFB532

RFB563

Electrical Lockout - red spot fuse lockout

RFB5100
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Code

Description

RFB520
RFB532
RFB563
RFB5100
RFBKIT
RFBINS
RFB5

20A fuse lockout insert
32A fuse lockout insert
63A fuse lockout insert
100A fuse lockout insert
Slimline lockout device,one of each Redspot inserts in handy pouch
Set of 4 lockout inserts
Slimline lockout device

Price
£4.07
£4.18
£4.30
£4.39
£17.22
£10.60
£7.87

Each blanking plate slots in easily into the lockout device

The RLOK6 is a universal locking off device for fuse carriers. Ideally suited to
Redspot™ fuse holders it will prevent finger access to live contacts whilst locking
out. It is easily adjustable to fit fuse holders from 20A to 100A and provides a
single solution for all sizes.
Made from flame retardant Polycarbonate and ABS for high impact strength and
long term durability, the device is quick to install without the need for any tools
and clamps on using a built in thumb screw. The device accommodates a single
padlock with a shackle diameter up to 7mm.

The RFCL185 grips to the end-walls of the fuse carrier once the fuse has been
removed using a spring loaded clamp. Pressing the lever clamp secures the
device in place and blocks the cavity of the holder, thereby preventing re-insertion
of the fuse to restore power. The lever is locked in place with an approved safety
padlock and the device is adjustable to fit all fuse carriers in the range 20A 100A inclusive. The device accepts a single padlock with a shackle diameter of
up to 5mm – ideally suited to our 32mm body size Brass Safety padlocks on
page 8.
No tools are required to fit the device and it can be fitted while wearing gloves.
One size of device fits all amp ratings of fuse carrier.

Code

Description

Code

Description

RLOK6

Adjustable Red Spot Fuse lockout

RFCL185

Adjustable Spring loaded Red Spot Fuse lockout

Price

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote
Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery

£15.09

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£12.55

Electrical Lockout - fuse lockouts and blockouts
UNIVERSAL LOCKOUT DEVICE
FOR FUSE HOLDERS

BOTTLE FUSE
LOCKOUTS

•
•
•
•
•

The bottle fuse lockout
from Reece Safety is available in
two sizes to fit DZ3 and D02 Fuses.
Simply remove the fuse, screw in
either the DZ3 or D02 and secure
using a cable lockout and padlock.

Will lock out most types of fuse holders - one size fits all.
Lock out 20 Amp to 400 Amp fuse holders.
8mm padlock hole - max clamping 5mm.
Made from sturdy nylon plastic.
Dimensions: 60x35x15 mm wide.

Code

Description

Price

UFL2

Universal
fuse lockout

£5.38

SLIMLINE UNIVERSAL
FUSE LOCKOUT

UNIVERSAL FUSE LOCK
AND BLOCK KIT

Our RFB5 universal fuse lock has
similar properties to the UFL2.
However, its slimline, low profile
design allows this to be used on
fuse carriers that are fitted within
enclosures, very close to the door.

An ideal kit for locking and blocking
all types of bladed fuses and
fuse holders.

By using the RFB5, fuse carriers
can be locked off and the enclosure
door still closed.

This kit contains 5 different devices
(UFL2, RFL1, RFL2, RFB3, RFB4),
along with a TT38RED padlock,
pack of 10 RPT32AR tags and pen,
all packed in a strong canvas bag
which can be worn around the
waist allowing contents to be
carried at all times.

D02

DZ3
D02 for small fuses DZ3 for large fuses
Use with cable lockout and padlock (left)

Code

Description

Price

D02
DZ3

Small bottle fuse lockout
Large bottle fuse lockout

£7.58
£9.52

AIRCRAFT CIRCUIT
BREAKER LOCKOUT KIT
An innovative new product which
adds safety integrity to aircraft
maintenance activities. Protect
your workers from harm and the
equipment from damage.
Contains
• 6 red safety padlocks.
• 6 aircraft circuit breaker
lockout devices.
• 1 power receptacle
lockout device.
• 6 lockout tags.
• handy carry case.

Description

Price

Code

Description

RFB5

Slimline fuse
lockout

£7.87

FBLKIT Fuse lock and
block kit

Price

Code

Description

RS1029E410

Compact Aircraft Lockout kit

PADLOCKABLE REDSPOT™
FUSE HOLDER LOCKOUT

Unique locking mechanism prevents
device from being accidentally removed
from fuse block. Available in two sizes for
most commonly used fuses.

RS100

FUSE BLOCKOUTS

RS63

Designed to be placed where fuses have
been removed to prevent accidental
re-insertion of fuses, these unique fuse
blockouts have the facility to carry a
safety tag giving clear identification/
instruction.

RS32

RS20

RFL1
RFL2
RFB3
RFB4

Description
Fuse Lockout to fit 13/32" fuses
Fuse Lockout to fit 9/16" fuses
Fuse Blockout to fit 1/4", 9/32", 13/32" & 9/16" fuses
Fuse Blockout to fit 13/16", 1.1/16" & Blade type fuses

£176.76

£75.03

FUSE LOCKOUTS

Code

Price

Price

Code

Description

£9.14
£9.42
£5.47
£8.62

RS20
RS32
RS63
RS100

20A fuse lockout
32A fuse lockout
63A fuse lockout
100A fuse lockout

These padlockable inserts are for use with
Redspot™ fuse holders. They enable the
fuse holder to be locked off when the fuse
is removed.
Price
£17.85
£18.80
£20.63
£29.93

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk
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Code
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Electrical Lockout - plug & socket lockouts
SAFETY LOCKOUT LABELS
Self Adhesive vinyl labels are ideal for quick and simple
identification of equipment that has been locked out.
Code

Description

RPLD68
RPLD69
RPLD70

200 labels 38 x 25mm in dispenser
50 x 50mm label/Pack 10
50 x 25mm label/Pack 10

Price

PIN & SLEEVE SOCKET LOCKOUT

Electrical Lockout - plug & socket lockouts

RPLD68
Contains 200
labels with free
dispenser

RPLD69

Code

Colour

Description

This patented new design is Ideal for locking off Pin and
Sleeve surface mount and trailing sockets, preventing use
during lockout/tagout procedures. Available in eight sizes to
block the use of 110V/16A through to 400V/63A sockets.
Simply insert the locking device into the socket, bring over
the socket flap to hold in it place and then lock in position
with a padlock or lockout hasp.

L0001

Yellow

Lockout for 110V 16A pin and sleeve

£15.58

L0003

Yellow

Lockout for 110V 32A pin and sleeve

£17.81

L0002

Blue

Lockout for 230V 16A pin and sleeve

£15.58

L0005

Blue

Lockout for 230V 32A pin and sleeve

£17.81

L0007

Blue

Lockout for 230V 63A pin and sleeve

£21.16

L0004

Red

Lockout for 400V 16A pin and sleeve

£17.81

• Certified and tested to European Standards.
• Flame retardant and UV Stable.
• Reusable.

L0006

Red

Lockout for 400V 32A pin and sleeve

£21.16

L0008

Red

Lockout for 400V 63A pin and sleeve

£21.16

Use on 110V yellow pin & sleeve sockets:
Model L0001 16A, Model L0003 32A
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£31.59
£5.16
£4.80

LOCKED OFF
BARRIER TAPE

Use on 230V blue pin & sleeve sockets:
Model L0002 16A Model L0005 32A,
Model L0007 63A

RPLD70

Price

Use on 400V red pin & sleeve sockets:
Model L0004 16A, Model L0006 32A,
Model L0008 63A

YELLOW PIN AND SLEEVE PLUG LOCKOUT

Ideal for prohibiting access
to unauthorised areas during
lockout procedures.
• Quick and inexpensive to use.
• Manufactured from
non-adhesive quality vinyl.
• Size: 75mm x 250m.

Code

Description

Price

RPBT1

Locked Off
barrier tape

£30.03

Versatile lockout device that prevents unauthorised or
accidental energisation of portable appliances
• Simple securing mechanism that takes all 6.4mm (1/4")
diameter safety padlock shackles.
• One size fits all three plug types - 110V, 240V and 400V.
• Securely clips over the locating pin on the outer diameter
of the plug.
• Bright yellow, robust nylon construction.

Code

Description

Price

YPSL1

Yellow pin and sleeve Plug Lockout

£8.53

ORDER UP TO 3PM FOR NEXT
WORKING DAY DELIVERY
01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Electrical Lockout - plug lockouts
LOCK-A-PLUG
The ‘Lock-a-Plug’ completely encloses the electrical plug to prevent
accidental reconnection. The plug is placed inside the Lock-a-Plug
and then padlocked.
Model LP550 170 x 76 x 76mm. This model is suitable for domestic
3-pin and 3-Phase plugs.

Code

Description

LP550

Large plug lockout 170 x 76 x 76mm

Price
£17.51

INDUSTRIAL PLUG
LOCKOUTS
With 2 sizes of industrial plug
lockouts available, almost all industrial
plug connections can be secured
effectively against accidental or
unauthorised connection.
Model LP220 accepts plugs up to
70mm diameter x 120mm long with a
cable diameter of up to 25mm.
Model LP660 accepts plugs
up to 115mm diameter x
250mm long with a cable
diameter of up to 35mm.
Code

Description

LP220
LP660

Small industrial plug lockout
Large industrial plug lockout

Price
£22.45
£33.21

DON’T GUESS... CALL US
01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

SAFETY LOCKOUT BAG

PLUG LOCKOUT

Padlockable safety lockout bag ideal for use on larger 3
phase plugs. Plug and electrical cable are placed inside
the bag, the cord is tightened around the cable, then the cord clamp is
closed and padlock attached, or multiple padlocks with a lockout hasp.
Ensures the plug cannot be removed until all maintenance work is
completed and all padlocks removed.
Size (H x W): 460mm x 250mm

• Prevents energisation of a corded plug.
• Compact universal design accommodates
most 220/240 volt plugs.
• Quickly and easily installed.
• Nylon construction offers
great strength and durability.

Fit to plug pins

Code
RPSL1

Description

Price

Plug lockout

£8.84

Tighten screw

Secure with padlock

PLUG LOCKOUTS

Model LP330 90 x 50 x 50mm
Model LP770 7 x 180 x 80 x 80mm
Code

Description

YSLB1

Safety lockout bag

Price
£28.87

PLUG BLOCK DEVICE
Many people would like to control when an electrical appliance can be used. Plug
Block allows you to do this easily, using a simple and innovative design, quickly
securing the electric plug and stopping the appliance being plugged in.
• Parents wanting to decide when a games console or television
can be used.
• Businesses wanting to restrict use of photo copiers, power tools etc.
• Schools wanting to make sure electrical equipment can only be
used with staff permission.
• Padlock not included.

Code

Description

LP330
LP770

Small plug lockout
Large plug lockout

Price
£8.36
£12.13

Code

Description

Price

PLUGBLOCK

Plug Block lockout device

£5.32

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Electrical Lockout - plug lockouts

• Especially developed to secure all types of plugs.
• Completely encloses electrical plugs to prevent
accidental reconnection.
• Two sizes available.
• Padlock not included.
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Electrical Lockout - REM LIVE
UNIVERSAL LOCKOUT
Used in applications on older equipment where isolation was not considered in the design. Each product comes with a high strength 3M adhesive pad.

UVL1 Rotary switches and built in toggle switches

UVL3 Panel doors

UVL2 Push button and key holes

UVL4 Rotary handles

Code

Description

UVL1
UVL2
UVL3
UVL4
UVL5

Universal self-adhesive lockout device
Universal self-adhesive lockout device
Universal self-adhesive lockout device
Universal self-adhesive lockout device
Universal self-adhesive lockout device

Price
£14.07
£14.07
£14.07
£14.07
£14.07

UVL5 Larger rotary disconnect handles

POSITIVE ISOLATOR CHECK
The Remlive RL-24i kit comprises of two units, one panel door mounting and
one DIN rail mounting. The door unit fits through the front of a control panel
and occupies a standard 30.5mm dia. pushbutton hole.

Electrical Lockout - REM LIVE

•	With the isolator in the “ON” state with power present, Remlive LEDs will
be illuminated.
• Large display with extremely high visibility.
• Extra low voltage 3.8v DC to panel display unit.
•	The LEDs will remain operational until all voltage has decayed to less
than 24v on all connections.
•	The face of the device is clear polycarbonate, behind which are a series
of LEDs displaying the following condition.

42

Voltage range

24-1,000V AC, 26-1,000V DC

Current

10mA (Max)

Environmental rating

IP65

POSITIVE ISOLATION INDICATOR –
INTERNAL MOUNT
The REMLIVE RL-4 contains electronic circuits which connect via terminals
and user wiring to a point as close as possible to the point of the electrical
supply to be monitored – usually immediately after the disconnect switch.
• The concept of operation is that when the power is present, then the
LED display in the REMLIVE RL-4 would illuminate with some intense,
flashing LED’s that attract attention.
• These LED’s remain operational until all voltage has decayed to less
than 24 volts on all connections. The person performing the work in the
isolator or control panel cannot fail to see the flashes immediately upon
opening the enclosure door and therefore receives the warning that the
equipment still has a potentially lethal condition.
• Another function of REMLIVE RL-4 is to give a continuous reminder
to personnel when working on or near live equipment, for test and
maintenance purposes, that the situation is one that needs additional
care due to the presence of potentially lethal voltage.
Voltage range

24-700V AC, 26-1,000V DC

Current

5mA (Max)

Dimensions

142mm W x 57mm H x 24mm D

.

Code

Description

RL24i

Positive Isolation Indicator – Panel mount

Price

Code

Description

£309.00

RL4

Positive Isolation Indicator – Internal mount

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£180.00

Electrical Lockout - IEC lockout switch and socket protection
LOCKOUT DEVICE FOR PC’S AND OTHER DEVICES USING
“KETTLE” TYPE POWER LEAD
Equipment fitted with the popular IEC type input power connector can now be secured using the IEC lockout
from Reece Safety. This patented safety/security device will fit most computers, test instruments, power
supplies, monitors, lab equipment etc. that use a removable power cord.
The IEC lockout features an elastomeric nose that bulges to firmly grip to the interior surfaces of the
connector housing. This palm-sized, lightweight, simple device is made of durable nylon that accommodates
a personal padlock for lockout/security applications.
The IEC Lockout prevents the insertion of power cords into machinery that utilise
IEC input power connectors.
Typical Examples of applications:
• Computers during upgrade work where internal components are exposed.

•	Prevent unauthorised operation of computers and other machines
by blocking the power input.

Code

Description

Price

• Padlock not included.

IEC

IEC lockout

£26.97

POWER PROTECTION SEAL

SWITCHSAFE LOCKOUT

A unique security seal that acts as a
physical barrier against tampering or
accidental removal of a power supply.

This is suitable for all single gang 45A double pole switches and
pull-cords, and all single gang double pole 25A switches currently on the market.
Switchsafe is easily added to any switch using the existing fixing screws. It is
also suitable for many types of standard switches, such as light switches.
• Made from 1.5 mm thick bonded Polypropylene plastic.
• Flexible, durable and hardwearing.
• Hinge mechanism tested to 1200 continual bends.
• Easily stored in a toolbox - size: 90mm x 90mm x 35 mm.
• Can be manufactured with a company logo (ask for details).
• Warning notice label attached.
• Uses standard cable ties to lock off or miniature combination
padlock (sold separately).

Ideal for use on equipment that needs a
constant power supply, eg. refrigerators,
computers and many industrial and
medical applications.
Supplied in 2 parts, the yellow protection
plate fits onto most UK 13A single and
double sockets without the need to remove
any screws from the wall switch or make
any modifications. The red covers clip on
preventing the plug from being switched
off, or pulled out of the socket.
The built in security seal snaps into place
when assembled, but can be broken in
emergency situations by pulling the pull
ring away from the socket. With sufficient
pressure the seal will break, leaving the
backplate as evidence of tampering or for
replacing with a new cover. Self adhesive
“Do Not Remove” warning labels are also
available.

Code

Description

PPS11
PPS12

10 protection plates & 20 covers
Pack of 10 ‘Do not remove’ labels

Price
£94.28
£16.74

Code

Description

Price

SWS100

Switchsafe single gang switch lockout

£9.31

LIGHT SWITCH LOCKOUT
Prevent unauthorised use of light switches
with this simple light switch lockout. It
secures onto the face of the switch utilising
the two screws holding the switch block
onto the backing plate.
It can be used horizontally or vertically.

Code

Description

Price

R496B

Light switch lockout

£6.19

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Electrical Lockout - IEC lockout switch and socket protection

•	Lockout all types of machines fitted with an IEC input power connector
during maintenance work.
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Electrical Lockout - voltage tester kits
VOLTAGE TESTER KITS
The BS 7671 “Requirements for Electrical Installations. IET Wiring Regulations” calls for Testing and Isolation to be performed to ensure safe working and to satisfy growing
demand for testing equipment we now have Universal Circuit Breaker Lockout kits including either of the two leading models of Voltage Tester and Proving Units from
Martindale and Socket & See.

These 17th Edition compliant Electrical Isolation kits combine the best in class brands for both Testers and Lockout devices into a kit where all your legal obligations are
covered. Each type of Manufacturers Voltage Tester and Proving Units (VIPD and VIPPRO) can be purchased on their own or with a Lockout Tagout kit comprised of a
comprehensive range of proven lockout devices in a heavy duty storage box.

MARTPROKIT

VIPPROKIT

1 x Martindale VI13800 voltage tester and PD440 Proving unit in carry case
• LED Indication: 50-100-200-400V
• Safety: BE EN 61243-3: 2010 & GS38

1 x Socket & See VIP PRO Voltage tester and SP200 Proving unit in carry case
• LED Indication: 12-50-110-230-400V
• Safety: BE EN 61243-3: 2010 & GS38
• 12 volt detection

TESTER KIT

1 x TT38RED Safety padlock
1 x MLH5 lockout hasp for up to
6 padlocks
1 x CB05 and CB07 for European style MCBs with pins in or out
1 x CB12 Universal Toggle lockout
1 x CB08 Thumb wheel breaker
lockout
1 x CB16 No tool Circuit breaker
lockout
1 x UCL1 Universal circuit breaker
lockout
1 x CB14 latch tight breaker lockout
1 x UFL2 Universal fuse lockout
5 x 75 x 160mm “Locked out – Do
not operate” Reusable Safety tags
1 x RWPT01 Water-based marker pen
1 x Compartment box for robust
device storage

TESTER KIT

MARTINDALE VI13800
voltage tester and
PD440 Proving unit in
carry case

SOCKET & SEE VIP
PRO voltage tester
and SP200 Proving
unit in carry case

1 x TT38RED Safety padlock
1 x MLH5 lockout hasp for up to 6 padlocks
1 x CB05 and CB07 for European style MCBs with pins in or out
1 x CB12 Universal Toggle lockout
1 x CB08 Thumb wheel breaker lockout
1 x CB16 No tool Circuit breaker
lockout
1 x UCL1 Universal circuit breaker
lockout
1 x CB14 latch tight breaker lockout
1 x UFL2 Universal fuse lockout
5 x 75 x 160mm “Locked out –
Do not operate” Reusable
Safety tags
1 x RWPT01 Water-based
marker pen
1 x Compartment box for robust
device storage

•	LED Indication:
50-100-200-400V
•	Safety:
BE EN 61243-3: 2010 & GS38

Electrical Lockout - voltage tester kits

Code
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•	LED Indication:
12-50-110-230-400V
•	Safety:
BE EN 61243-3: 2010 & GS38

Description

Price

MARTPROKIT Martindale Voltage Tester/Proving Unit and Lockout kit
VIPD
Martindale Voltage Tester and Proving Unit

£181.85
£143.21

Code

Description

VIPPROKIT
VIPPRO

Socket and See Voltage Tester/Proving Unit and Lockout kit
Socket and See Voltage Tester and Proving Unit

NON-CONDUCTIVE CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCKOUT KIT
This circuit breaker/isolator lockout kit is ideal for electricians and
engineers who regularly work with large electrical panels in an
environment where it is inadvisable or disallowed to use conductive
padlocks and hasps.
The kit utilises our best selling non-conductive padlock with a
reinforced Nylon shackle for toughness and strength.
It contains 3 of the most commonly used Circuit Breaker lockout
devices - CB05, UCL1 and CB12, 3 safety tags, the non-conductive
padlock (NC38RED), a non-conductive hasp and a compact pouch
with a belt loop.

Code

Description

Price

NCBKIT

Non-conductive MCB Lockout/Tagout kit

£32.36

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£160.45
£126.70

Electrical Lockout - lockout kits
STARTER CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCKOUT KIT

DOMESTIC CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCKOUT KIT

This is an ideal starter circuit breaker lockout kit for individual use. It
contains 5 individual breaker lockouts, a single safety tag and a TT38RED
padlock keyed to differ. All packed in a mini pouch with belt loop which
allows the products to be carried at all times.

This circuit breaker/isolator lockout kit is aimed at the domestic electrician
who regularly works on various applications where power is isolated via circuit
breakers or electrical isolators.
The kit includes six different types of breaker lockout, models CB05,
CB09, CB12, CB13, CB16 and UCL1 which cover the majority of domestic
applications, usually breakers up to 63 amp.
Also included in the kit is our MLH1 multiple lockout device to allow more
than one padlock to be applied at any point of isolation, a TT38RED individual
padlock, and a pack of LSE10T ‘Do Not Operate’ tags with marker pen for clear
lockout identification. All supplied as a kit in a strong canvas bag which can be
worn around the waist allowing contents to be carried at all times.

Code

Description

SCBKIT
SPOUCH

Starter MCB Lockout/Tagout kit
Empty pouch only

Price
£32.36
£7.52

INTERMEDIATE CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCKOUT KIT
This circuit breaker/isolator lockout kit is our best seller and is ideal for
electricians and engineers who regularly work on various applications where
power is isolated via circuit breakers or electrical isolators.
Designed for use in today’s industrial applications this kit includes twelve
different types of breaker lockout, models CB01, CB02, CB03, CB04, CB05,
CB06, CB07, CB08, CB09, CB12, CB16 and UCL1 which will cover the
majority of the applications in today’s industry.
Also included is our most popular MLH1 stainless steel lockout hasp, two
individual TT38RED padlocks and a pack of
our RPT29AR re-usable ‘Do Not Operate’
tags, along with a non-permanent marker
and ties for clear lockout identification.
All supplied as a kit in a strong rigid plastic
storage container.

Code

Description

DCBKIT
CBAG01

Domestic MCB Lockout/Tagout kit
Carry bag only

Price
£78.35
£14.03

DON’T GUESS,
CALL US ...
ULTIMATE CIRCUIT BREAKER LOCKOUT KIT

Code

Description

ECBKIT

Intermediate MCB Lockout/Tagout kit

Price
£128.13

Code

Description

UCBKIT
SBOX02

Ultimate MCB Lockout/Tagout kit
Medium lockout box only

Price
£252.48
£17.44

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Electrical Lockout -- lockout kits

This circuit breaker/isolator lockout kit is the ultimate for locking off circuit
breakers in domestic/industrial applications. It contains one each of the devices,
models CB01, CB02, CB03, CB04, CB05, CB06, CB07, CB08, CB09, CB10,
CB11, CB12, CB13, CB14, CB15, CB16, UCL1, UCL2, UCL5, S2391,
S2390, CLT1 & CLT2.
Also included are two of our MLH1 lockout hasps, four individual TT38RED
padlocks and a pack of LSE10T ‘Do Not Operate’ tags with pen. Ideal for
group use or just to cover every type of MCB/toggle switch application in
today’s market.
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Electrical Lockout - push button lockouts
ROTARY AND PUSH BUTTON SWITCH COVERS
Our rotary and switch covers are ideal to prevent inadvertent operation of
rotary /push button switches:
• Strong ABS Body.
• Clear appearance.
• Adaptable collar fits bases 22 & 30mm diameter.
Model S2151
Base stays permanently attached to the panel. The cover is removable and can
be stored when not in use. Supplied as 1 cover and 1 base.
Model S2152AST
Pack of 12 extra bases only for permanent attachment. Fits S2151 only.
Model S2153
Base and cover stays permanently attached to the panel. The cover is hinged so
can be flipped open to expose the button/switch when no lockout is needed.

Code

Description

S2151
S2152AST
S2153

Rotary Push Button Cover
Pack of 12 Bases
Rotary Push Button Hinged Cover

Price
£12.56
£11.44
£13.74

PUSH BUTTON LOCKOUT
COVER
Designed to fit
over push button
switches to
prevent accidental
operation.
Overall 50mm dia.
with 30mm dia. hole. Secured with
padlock - max. shackle dia. 7mm.
Strong double sided securing tape
included.
Code

Description

Price

SC0100 Push button cover

£9.72

Electrical Lockout - push button lockouts

HEAVY DUTY PLASTIC PUSHBUTTON LOCKOUT
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Rotary and push button lockout device made in heavier duty materials
to handle typical environments when permanently attached to panel.
• Strong plastic coloured body.
• Clear plastic lockable cover.
• Suited to 22mm and 30mm diameter hole.

Model S2151

Model S2153
Model S2152AST

VEHICLE/FORK LIFT TRUCK LOCKOUT KIT
An ideal kit for
immobilising lorries/
vans/fork lift trucks and
other types of vehicle to
prevent movement whilst
repairs or maintenance
work are being carried
out. Can also be used to
keep vehicles stationary,
for example to prevent
drive-aways whilst loading.
Kit contains:
•	1 x RS3900 pneumatic lockout,
ideal for locking air lines on
artics to keep the brakes on.
•	1 x CYL01 cylinder lockout, ideal
for locking the gas supply on
fork lift trucks.
•	1 x R4716/R4720/R4724
steering wheel covers to fit all
steering wheels from fork lift
trucks to artics.

•	1 x MLH1 lockout hasp for
multiple locking.
•	2 x TT38RED safety padlocks,
keyed to differ.
•	1 x Pack of RPT32AR safety
lockout tags.
•	1 x SBOX02 storage box to hold
all contents.

Code

Description

VLKIT1

Vehicle/fork lift truck lockout kit

Price

£219.59

METAL PUSH BUTTON
LOCKOUT COVER

Code

Description

PPB1

Heavy duty rotary and push button lockout

DON’T GUESS ...
CALL US
01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk
www.reecesafety.co.uk

Price
£11.89

Designed to fit over push button switches
to give a robust solution to prevent
accidental operation. The device can
remain attached and ready for use when
needed without the risk of mechanical
damage when not in operation. The
device fits over a 11/16" (30mm) dia.
Button and is secured with either
supplied high impact self-adhesive tape
or the small screws. When closed it is
secured by a padlock shackle up to 3/8"
(10mm) dia.
Code

Description

Price

MPB1

Metal Push Button Lockout Cover

£9.22

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

MECHANICAL
LOCKOUT
Mechanical lockout allows you to secure a
valve in the off position while work is being
completed. These devices are normally
secured in place by a safety padlock.

See Page
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See Page
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TOP TIP ...
Don’t forget to lockout Secondary and latent energy sources.
Machinery is regularly locked-out electrically however there is often secondary, stored or latent energy that
needs to be isolated. Our range of mechanical lockout devices are ideal to ensure all energy sources are
fully isolated.

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

See Page
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Mechanical Lockout

In this section you will find:
• Gate valve lockouts
• Ball valve lockouts
• Butterfly valve lockouts
• Cable lockouts
• Cylinder/pendant/steering lockout
• Car seals and pull Seals
• Pneumatic lockouts
• Confined Space covers
• Confined Space controls - Entrytag
• Industrial lockout kits

Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery
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Mechanical Lockout - valve lockout
GATE VALVE LOCKOUTS
Gate valve covers are a simple, low cost, effective way to prevent
unauthorized operation of valves. Valve covers consist of two flattened
half moons that completely cover the valve handwheel. Once locked, the
cover rotates freely around the handwheel preventing operation.
•
•
•
•
•

Made of strong polypropylene plastic.
Highly resistant to cracking and abrasion.
Resistant to extreme temperature changes.
Fully dielectric.
Available in 5 sizes to fit
handwheels 25mm (1")(25mm)
to 355mm (14").

Code
		

A.Inside
Diameter

B.Inside C.Outside D.Outside E.Lock
Height Diameter Height
Hole

Valve
Handle Size

Price

VS02
		

70mm
23/4"

32mm
11/4"

76mm
3"

38mm
11/2"

8mm
5/16"

25 - 70mm
1 to 21/2"

£11.19

VS04
		

130mm
5"

32mm
11/4"

140mm
51/2"

44mm
13/4"

9.5mm
3/8"

70 - 130mm
21/2 to 5"

£18.30		

VS06
		

170mm
61/2"

38mm
11/2"

177mm
7"

50mm
2"

9.5mm 130 - 170mm £21.85
3/8"
5 to 61/2"

VS09
		

257mm
10"

50mm
2"

267mm
101/2"

63mm
21/2"

9.5mm 170 - 257mm £25.27
3/8"
61/2 to 10"

VS13
		

355mm
14"

63mm
21/2"

368mm
141/2"

73.8mm
3"

9.5mm 257 - 355mm £50.02		
3/8"
10 to 14"

Red valve covers supplied as
standard,other colours available
on request.

BALL VALVE LOCKOUTS

BUTTERFLY VALVE LOCKOUTS

Ball valve lockouts are available in 3 sizes to lock your
ball valves from 9.5mm (3/8") to 200mm (8"). These
simple, easy to use lockouts clamp over the valve lever,
preventing the valve from operating, and lock in place
using a padlock.

The butterfly valve lockout is a simple, effective
way to secure your butterfly valves to prevent
unauthorized operation.

Mechanical Lockout - valve lockout

BS01
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BS02

Red ball valve lockouts
supplied as standard, other
colours available
on request.

BS01/BS02

BS03

Models BS01 & BS02 can lock
valves in the ‘open’ or ‘closed’
positions. Model BS03 locks
‘closed’ only.
Code
Width (A) Height (B)
				
Red ball valve
lockouts supplied
as standard, other
colours available
on request.

BS03

Length of
Handle (C)

Lock
Hole (D)

Valve
Size

Price

BS01
		

80mm
31/6"

82mm
31/4"

135 - 190mm
51/4 - 71/2"

8mm
5/16"

9.5 - 31.5mm £17.84
3/8 to 11/4"		

BS02
		

95mm
33/4"

125mm
5"

190 - 250mm
71/2 - 10"

8mm
5/16"

37.5 - 62.5mm £27.73
11/2 to 21/2"

BS03
		

100mm
4"

186mm
71/4"

300 - 438mm
12 - 171/2"

8mm
5/16"

50 - 200mm £46.64
2 to 8"		

Code

BS04
12"

Length (A) Height (B)
305mm
23/4"

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

70mm
4"

Width (C)

Lock Hole (D)

Price

102mm
3/8"

9.5mm

£48.20

Mechanical Lockout - valve lockout
ROTATING GATE VALVE
LOCKOUTS
Manufactured from tough lightweight dielectric
Xenoy thermoplastic these rotational valve
covers can withstand extreme conditions,
temperature range -46oC to 177oC.
• Outward/Inward rotation allows for
easier installation & storage.
• Surrounds the valve handwheel to
protect against accidental operation.
• 5 sizes available, each size nests within
the next larger size for easy storage.
• Supplied with ‘Do Not Operate’
warning message.

Simple to use. Place over the handwheel (Figure 1), rotate until closed and
attach a padlock (Figure 2). For valves with a rising stem, simply cut out
the top section of the cover to allow the stem to rise through (Figure 3).

Code

Description

V480
V481
V482
V483
V484

25mm to 75mm (1" to 3")
50mm to 127mm (2" to 5")
127mm to 165mm (5" to 6.1/2")
152mm to 254mm (6" to 10")
203mm to 330mm (8" to 13")

Price
£9.96
£14.96
£21.49
£32.04
£57.44

BALL VALVE LOCKOUTS
Manufactured from ultra-tough polypropylene, the two
halves of the device e ncompass the ball valve lever to
prevent inadvertent activation of the valve.
• Made of strong polypropylene plastic.
• Two sizes available, BS16 locks valves
12.5mm (1/2") to 31mm (11/4") in open and
closed positions, BS17 locks valves from
50mm (2") to 200mm (8") in closed position.
• Highly resistant to cracking
and abrasion.
• Resistant to extreme
Red Ball Valve Lockouts supplied as standard,
temperature changes.
other colours available.

Code

Description

Prices

BS16
BS17

12.5 - 31mm ( /2 - 1 /4")
50 - 200mm (2" - 8")
1

1

£37.40
£49.26

BS16

ADJUSTABLE GATE VALVE LOCKOUT
This versatile valve handwheel lockout adjusts
to fit valve handwheels from 25.4mm to 165mm
(1" to 6.1/2") diameter.
Manufactured from durable polypropylene
and can withstand temperature changes
from -45OC to 182OC.

Code

Description

Prices

BS10

Adjustable gate valve lockout

£43.53

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Mechanical Lockout - valve lockout

BS17
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Mechanical Lockout - valve lockout
QUARTER TURN
BALL VALVE
LOCKOUTS
A quick and simple way of
preventing the operation of
quarter turn ball valves.
Manufactured from steel
with powder coat finish 2 sizes available, both
accept padlocks with
a shackle diameter
up to 9.5mm (3/8").

STEP 1 SLIDE ON

• Easy slide-on application.
• Colour: red.

STEP 2 SQUEEZE
TOGETHER

STEP 3 APPLY LOCK

Code

Description

BS07
BS08

To fit valve levers 6mm (1/4") to 25mm (1") wide £18.41
To fit valve levers 32mm (11/4") to 76mm (3") wide £31.22

UNIVERSAL VALVE LOCKOUT

Price

The Universal Lockout is a modular construction
where the user can add various accessories to make
the device suitable for a range of valves.
Simply disassemble the device (as shown in picture)
and slot in the relevant accessory.

The Universal Valve Lockout device is a modular system which enables
different types and sizes of valves to be locked out.
No other device offers such flexibility and security. There are two sizes available:
large and small.
• Modular system makes your investment economical and flexible.
• Can be used to lock out large levers, T-handles and other hard to
secure mechanical devices.
• New open-ended clamp fits over closed rings or wide handles.
• Locks out valves in open or closed positions.
• Made from industrial-grade steel and nylon for rugged durability,
giving chemical and corrosion resistance.

Optional blocking arm(s) can be added to make
device suitable for locking ball valves in the open,
closed or set positions.

Which do I need?
Model BS13 (small) will
fit maximum handle/lever
thickness of 13mm.
Model BS14 (large) will
fit maximum handle/lever
thickness of 28mm

BS13A
BS14A

BS13

BS14
BS15

Mechanical Lockout - valve lockout

A 2.44 Metre cable attachment (3.25mm dia) can be added to make device suitable for
locking off gate valves.
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Use as a butterfly valve lockout
Clamp attaches to butterfly valve lever,
preventing trigger handle from being
squeezed. Valve cannot be repositioned.
Note: Model BS13 requires 24mm
clearance between lever and trigger. Model
BS14 requires 28mm clearance between
lever and trigger.

Use as a gate valve lockout
Add a cable attachment to lock gate valves
in the on, off or set positions.

Code

Description

Price

BS13

Small universal base clamping unit

£50.30

BS14

Large universal base clamping unit

£53.80

BS13A

Small blocking arm

£21.37

BS14A

Large blocking arm

£23.23

BS15

2.44m cable attachment (fits BS13 and BS14)

£16.69

Use as a control to set the flow on ball valves
Use two locking arms to lock 3, 4 or
5-way valves in the throttled position for
operational control.

Use as a ball valve lockout
Add a blocking arm to lock quarter turn ball
valves in the on or off position.

NEED THEM IN A HURRY?
STOCK ON THE SHELF ...
01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Mechanical Lockout - valve lockout
PLUG VALVE LOCKOUT

UNIVERSAL HYBRID VALVE LOCKOUT

Whether fitted for permanent or temporary isolation, the plug valve lockout is a simple, easy to
install method of tamper-proof valve isolation. Manufactured from strong Polypropylene. Operates in
temperatures ranging from -20oC up to 80oC. Accepts padlock shackles of up to 9.3mm. Fits most
25 to 203mm manually actuated plug valves.

Whether locking ball valves, gate or globe valves, the
universal hybrid lockout secures onto the valve handwheel
or lever using the ‘built in’ locking clamp eliminating the
need for any modifications to the valve.

Simple installation with the
metal band supplied

Code

Spindle
Diameter

PVL1
PVL2
PVL3
PVL4

Up to 22.23mm
Up to 34.93mm
Up to 53.98mm
Up to 63.50mm

Cover
Height

Cover
Diameter

76.2mm 81.4mm
76.2mm 81.4mm
101.6mm 119.6mm
101.6mm 119.6mm

£39.76
£39.76
£39.76
£39.76

Description
1/4 turn ball valve lockout

Code

Description

NLH

Universal hybrid valve lockout

Price
£45.83

BLIND FLANGE LOCKOUTS
A new and innovative product to address the risks of the conventional
isolation of pipework valves by inserting blanks to block the flow. This lockout
device blocks the retaining bolts and is locked in place with up to 4 safety
padlocks to prevent the accidental removal of the blank that could cause
major injury and at the very least product contamination and lost time.
•	Device fully conceals flange bolts preventing access to the blind until all
work has been completed.
• Adjustable, sliding bar provides a tight fit on a variety of flange widths.
• Four lockout holes allow for multiple workers to lockout device at one time.
•	Durable aluminium and hardened steel construction withstands conditions
indoors and out.
• Range of 3 sizes for ¾" to 2 ¾" dia. Bolts.

Can lock out most ball valves 19mm to
32 mm (3/8" to 1.1/4").
• Great chemical resistance made from tough 			
polypropylene plastic.
• Accommodates padlocks up
to 6.5mm shackle diameter.
• ‘One-piece’ device, very easy
to use, slide on handle
and squeeze.
• High visibility yellow colour.

BVL1

With 150cm plastic coated stainless steel cable.
Fully AISI 316 stainless steel (will not rust or flake).
Easy to install, no valve modification necessary.
Locks valves in the ‘open’ or ‘closed’ position.

Price (£)

QUARTER TURN BALL
VALVE LOCKOUT

Code

•
•
•
•

Valve remains useable
after installation.

Price
£18.81

VALVE LOCKOUT STATION

1 x VS02, VS04, VS06, VS09, VS13 Gate Valve Lockouts
1 x BS07 Ball Valve Lockout
1 x BS08 Gate Valve Lockout
1 x BS16 Ball Valve Lockout
1 x BS17 Gate Valve Lockout
2 x MLH7 Lockout Hasps
3 x LSE10T Packs of 10 Tags
6 x TT38RED Padlocks

Code

Description

LSE309FS

Valve lockout station with contents

Code

Description

S3922
S3923
S3924

Blind Flange Lockout – Small (3/4" – 1 1/8" dia.)
Blind Flange Lockout – Medium (1" – 1 7/8" dia.)
Blind Flange Lockout – Large (2" – 2 3/4" dia.)

Price
£57.67
£65.16
£96.16

VALVE POSITION
NOTIFICATION LABELS
Highly visible labels to notify the position
of a locked out valve. They are available
in five sizes designed for our range of
Gate Valve Lockouts (VS02, VS04, VS06,
VS09, VS13). Supplied as a single sheet
with one of each message label on selfadhesive vinyl.

Price
£558.86

Code

Description

VSET1
VSET2
VSET3
VSET4
VSET5

Status labels for VS02/Sheet
Status labels for VS04/Sheet
Status labels for VS06/Sheet
Status labels for VS09/Sheet
Status labels for VS13/Sheet

Price (£)
£3.07
£3.45
£4.14
£4.94
£5.46

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Mechanical Lockout - valve lockout

Size: (H x W) 875mm x 825mm
This valve lockout station includes a selection of lockout
equipment for a wide range of applications. Shadow
profiles on the board highlight the position of the
equipment. Complete with the following:
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Mechanical Lockout - cable lockout
CABLE LOCKOUT

CABLE LOCKOUT

Our re-usable cable lockout device is ideal for
securing most valves, isolators and industrial
machines.
• Manufactured from impact resistant
copolymer polypropylene.
• Stainless steel internal parts.
• Supplied with 1.5 metre PVC coated,
heavy duty steel cable.
• Cable slotted in from side and locked
with the special locking tool.
• Will accept up to 6 padlocks for multiple
lockout applications.
• DERA Tested between temperatures
+55oC to -55oC with no noticeable
reduction in performance.

A flexible, cost effective cable lockout ideal
for locking off multiple isolators situated next to
each other. Can also be used in many other
situations such as valve lockouts etc. The simple
gun type operation
makes this easy to use.
Supplied as standard
with 2.4 metre cable,
longer cable
length can
be supplied.

Code

Description

CL1

Single cable lockout supplied
£12.00
with 1.5m cable (no locking tool)
Locking tool
£5.01
Single cable lockout supplied
£15.37
with 1.5m cable and locking tool

CL2
CLKIT

Price (£)

ERGONOMIC NYLON
CABLE LOCKOUT

Mechanical Lockout - cable lockout

• Ergonomic hand fitted body makes it easy to apply
and get the cable tight.
• Manufactured from rugged, impact resistant nylon.
• Supplied with 2.44m nylon cable.
• Superior chemical, corrosion and temperature
resistance.
• Accepts up to 4 padlocks with shackle diameter
of 7mm.
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Code

Description

BS18

Cable lockout, 2.44m Nylon Cable

Code

Price

RETRACTABLE CABLE LOCKOUT

• Ideal for use on gate valves or to
lockout multiple items.
• Manufactured from tough Xenoy
thermoplastic with 4mm dia steel
cable, vinyl coated.
• Accepts up to 4 padlocks for
multiple lockout applications.
• Any slack in the cable can be
taken out without the need to
remove padlocks.
• 1.8m cable.

• Cable stored internally, works just
like a tape measure - prevents cable
from becoming tangled when not in use.
• Push-button self winding
mechanism automatically holds
cable tight for easier application.
• Supplied with 2.44m x 1.6mm
nylon cable.
• Superior chemical, corrosion and
temperature resistance.
• Accepts up to 6 padlocks for
multiple lockout applications.
• Maximum shackle diameter 7mm.

Code

Description
Cable lockout with
1.8m x 4mm cable

Price

Code

Description

£16.66

BS19

Cable lockout with
2.44m nylon cable

Price
£31.39
£16.24

EXTRA LONG CABLE LOCKOUT

£56.55

ADJUSTABLE CABLE LOCKOUT

S806

Description

BS12 Cable lockout 2.4m cable
BS12A Additional 3m cable

Price
£41.17

Simple, easy to use scissor cable lockout is ideal
for locking off multiple power sources and valves.
Manufactured from heavy duty chemical resistant
nylon and supplied with 6.1m of vinyl coated steel
cable. Use with our 38mm brass bodied padlocks
with 6.3mm diameter shackles.

Code

Description

BS09C Cable lockout 6.1m cable

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£25.20

Mechanical Lockout - cylinder/pendant/steering lockout
CYLINDER TANK LOCKOUT

GAS CYLINDER LOCKOUT

Used to lockout cylinder tanks, including
propane tanks on forklift trucks and stand
alone propane tanks.

• Prevents access to the main
cylinder valve.
• No need to match your lockout
device to varying diameters
and threads of cylinder caps.

• Apply with ease to prevent
access to the valve handle.
• Designed to fit in tight spaces.

• Accommodates neck rings up to
88 mm diameter.

• Valve stem hole is 31.5 mm
in diameter.

• Install in seconds to save time.

• Made of rugged
polystyrene plastic.

• 1 padlock can be applied.
• Maximum shackle
diameter: 7 mm.

• 2 padlocks can be applied.
• Maximum shackle
diameter: 6.5mm.
• Minimum shackle
clearance: 20mm.

Code

Description

CYL01

Cylinder tank lockout

Price

Code

Description

CYL02

Gas cylinder lockout

Price
£30.79

£30.79

PADLOCKABLE LOCKOUT EQUIPMENT
STORAGE CAGES
CRANE PENDANT
LOCKOUT
Our versatile pendant lockout bag is
manufactured from durable anti-rip
nylon, measuring 91 x 35cm.
Simply place the hoist control in the
nylon bag which blocks access to
the buttons.

The cages are manufactured from heavy gauge steel mesh and powder coated.
Each cage has its own hinged door which is padlockable to ensure only the
authorised key holders have access to the equipment inside them. A rigid PVC
‘Isolation Safety Equipment’ sign is included to make the storage unit prominent
wherever it is sited. Cage contents and padlock not included.

Complete with a durable flexible
pull-tight draw clamp which will
accept up to 6 padlocks to secure.
Now available in three sizes to suit
the wide varieties of crane pendant.

Code

Description

R453L

Crane Pendant Lockout bag 43 x 16cm

£18.65

Price

R453XL

Crane Pendant Lockout bag 66 x 25cm

£23.49

Code

Description

R453XXL

Crane Pendant Lockout bag 91 x 35cm

£25.42

ISE1

Lockout storage cages

Price
£455.03

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Mechanical Lockout - cylinder/pendant/steering lockout

These storage cages are ideal for keeping your lockout equipment in a central
location. The storage unit is sub-divided into 12 cages, each measuring
305(H) x 305(W) x 457(D)mm.
The overall dimensions are 1390(H) x 935(W) x 457(D)mm.
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Mechanical Lockout - car seals
CAR SEALS
Car seals are a simple user-friendly device used to lock or ‘seal’ a valve in the open or closed position to prevent unauthorised operation of the valve and are highly
tamper evident. Valve operation can only take place by cutting the seal, thereby giving evidence of either tampering, or activity by an authorised worker. We offer two
types of Car Seals and other special requirements can be accommodated when required. Both the car seal types meet the ISO 17712:2003 standard and are laser
etched with a unique ID number.

BALL VALVES

GATE VALVES

For Ball Valves the car seal must wrap around the valve lever and be secured to fixed
anchor points to prevent the movement of the lever – these can be neighbouring
pipework or steelwork and any adjacent valves that give a fixed position and prevent
the cable sliding to reduce tension and allowing the valve to be overridden. Once the
cable is pulled through the car seal body, with its non-return action, the excess cable
is trimmed and the cable end will slightly flare to prevent any possibility of tampering.
The valve is locked out in either OPEN or CLOSED and standard reusable tags (see
page 22) in our range are used to show the status – often combined with either RED
or GREEN bodied seals.

For Gate Valves the car seal is passed around the handwheel and then wrapped
around the valve body and under the reduced diameter section of the valve bonnet.
Once again the cable is tensioned through the car seal body and trimmed as below.
Neighbouring gate valves can also provide a secure anchorage. Once again the valve
is locked out in either OPEN or CLOSED and standard reusable tags ( see page 24) in
our range are used to show the status – often combined with either RED or GREEN
bodied seals.

ALUMINIUM/GALVANISED STEEL CABLE CAR SEALS
They are manufactured with an anodised aluminium body and the internal mechanism is made of zinc and steel. The galvanised steel cable has a
diameter of 2.5mm (3/32") and a length of 1000mm (40").Car seals are available in a choice of colours to suit your operational needs and sold in packs of 10.

Mechanical Lockout - car seals

SEAL3BLK
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£16.10

SEAL3RED

£16.10

SEAL3GRN

ZINC/STAINLESS STEEL CAR SEALS
They are manufactured with a zinc body and the internal locking mechanism
is made of zinc and steel. The Stainless Steel cable has a diameter of 2.5mm
(3/32") and a length of 950mm (371/2").
They are ideally suited to longer term lockouts and more adverse environments.
These seals are sold in packs of 10.

£16.10

SEAL3BLU

£16.10

SEAL3GLD

Code

Description

SEAL2

Zinc stainless steel cable car seal/Pack 10

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

£16.10

Price
£18.24

Mechanical Lockout - pull seals and wire lockouts

How can we help you build a robust lockout procedure?
DON’T FORGET THE SECONDARY ENERGY SOURCES!
Navigating through the requirements for energy isolation can be a very onerous task.
The common mistake is to miss the secondary energy sources once the primary
electrical energy source is isolated. Whilst we have a large range of products to
cover the multitude of mechanical lockout applications the product requirements are
often much less obvious.
FREE SITE ASSESSMENT
Call us now to arrange a free site visit from one of our technical team. We can
help and assess your requirements with fresh eyes. Our experience can make the
selection process easier and we can then quickly equip you with the best solutions
available. These solutions will help embed Lockout Tagout systems in the most
effective way to keep your processes running safely.
POLICY AUDITS AND TRAINING
If you then need help to check the compliance of the resulting Policies and
Procedures we can arrange a Safety Audit through our specialist consultancy
services. Finally we can then deliver training materials to your staff on the lockout
procedures you have prepared and help in closing the loop for a robust approach to
safe systems of work.

NUMBERED PULL SEALS

Code

Description

NPSRED
NPSYLW
NPSGRN

Pack of 100 Red Numbered Pull Seals
Pack of 100 Yellow Numbered Pull Seals
Pack of 100 Green Numbered Pull Seals

Price
£34.99
£34.99
£34.99

STAINLESS STEEL WIRE LOCK
A re-usable device for locking your valves in either the open or closed positions. Manufactured
completely from stainless steel, each lock consists of a 1 metre long, 6mm diameter cable with
one end secured in the body of the locking device.
Once fitted (see right) the cable is clamped using tamper-proof screws and the special tool
provided. A secondary locking facility is also provided which accepts padlocks with up to 9mm
diameter shackle. Once the padlock is applied this prevents access to the tamper-proof screws
so it cannot be removed with the lock in place. Each Wirelock is individually numbered for
added security. 1m cable as standard, other lengths available on request.

1

Feed through the valve and secure around a
suitable anchor point

2

Pull tight to remove any slack

Code

Description

WL1

Wire Lock 1m x 6mm cable

3

Tighten the tamper proof screw with the
special tool provided

Price
£75.49

4

Place padlock through
the centre hole
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Mechanical Lockout - pull seals and wire lockouts

These individually numbered self locking pull seals are ideal for a wide range of applications.
The 2mm diameter tail fits the smallest sealing apertures.
• Easy to pull.
• Manufactured from polypropylene.
• Integral metal clip provides a high level of security.
• Flag size 57mm x 19mm.
• Overall length 350mm, tail length approx 290mm.
• Individually numbered with write on panel.
• Available in red, yellow or green.
• Supplied in packs of 100.
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Mechanical Lockout - pneumatic lockout
PNEUMATIC LOCKOUT

PNEUMATIC LOCKOUT

This unique design fits virtually
all pneumatic fittings used
in manufacturing facilities.
Manufactured from stainless
steel the pneumatic lockout is
applied to the fitting and prevents
it from being reconnected to the
pressurised air source.
Padlock not included.

This pneumatic lockout device isolates
potentially hazardous pneumatic energy
without costly tool modifications or
inconvenient in-line valves.
When the device is installed on a male
pneumatic fitting, it effectively prevents the
ability to engage into the female fitting. It
employs an innovative design that is easy
to install and compact in size, allowing
installation on almost any pneumatic fitting.

Code

Description

RS3900

Pneumatic lockout

Price
£14.79

• Accepts up to two padlocks, ideal
for use as a group lockout.

• Accommodates a large
variety of electrical plugs
up to 89mm diameter and
127mm in length as well as
male air hose connectors.
• Works on 110V, 220V
and 550V plugs.
• 4 padlocks can be applied.

Description

RS3901

Electrical/pneumatic

• Innovative compact and lightweight.
Easy to transport and install, even in
tight spaces.
• Rugged stainless steel construction.
Strong, durable, secure and
corrosion resistant.

LARGE ELECTRICAL AND
PNEUMATIC LOCKOUT

Code

• Accommodates a wide range of
pneumatic fitting sizes.
One device fits all.

Install on
pneumatic fitting

Rotate disc to
secure to fitting

Lockout/Tagout

Price
£26.11

lockout

Code

Description

RS3902

Pneumatic lockout

Price
£22.05

PNEUMATIC LOCKOUT STATION

Size (H x W) 500 x 440mm

Mechanical Lockout - pneumatic lockout

Holds the following:
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2 x MLH7 lockout hasps
4 x TT38 red padlocks
1 x RS3910 electrical/
pneumatic lockout
1 x BS11
pneumatic lockout
1 x RS3900
pneumatic lockout
3 x LSE10T
packs of 10 tags
1 x RS3902
pneumatic lockout

PNEUMATIC LOCKOUT
Isolate pneumatic energy without the
expense of installing in-line lockout valves.
Our pneumatic lockout is applied to the
male fitting, isolating equipment from all
compressed air sources.
Accommodates the majority of 6.35mm
(1/4"), 9.52mm (3/8") and 12.7mm (1/2")
male fittings.
The centre of the lockout allows for
storage on the air hose.
Use with our 38mm brass bodied
padlocks.

Code

Description

Price

Code

Description

BS11

Pneumatic lockout

£9.24

LSE311FS

Lockout station and contents

Padlock not included

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£240.10

Mechanical Lockout - confined space covers
CONFINED SPACE COVERS
The Confined Spaces Regulations 1997 define a confined space as any chamber, tank, vat, silo, pit, trench, pipe, sewer, flue,
well or other similar space that presents a foreseeable specified risk by virtue of its enclosed nature. It does not mean that
only equipment such as large industrial tanks or sewers are confined spaces. For example, the use of petrol driven equipment
inside an enclosure within a workshop can result in a build-up of Carbon Monoxide from generated exhaust fumes within the
enclosure, resulting in oxygen depletion of the atmosphere. This work area would therefore be classified as a confined space.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy-to-use, lockable cover slips over flange of confined space access points for quick application to prevent unauthorised entry.
Made from durable materials to withstand extreme environments and available as Ventilated or Solid.
Available in four sizes, S to XL, to fit standard man-way diameters from 508mm – 991mm (20in to 39in).
Once a confined space entryway has been opened, covers provide required signage needed to alert workers of confined space danger.
During long periods between entry operations, lockable covers provide added security and shield against contamination of the space.
Weatherproof lock should be used.

Code

Description

Man-Way opening

Price

RCSS203CSS
RCSS203CSM
RCSS203CSL
RCSS203CSXL

Lockable, SOLID Confined Space Cover
Lockable, SOLID Confined Space Cover
Lockable, SOLID Confined Space Cover
Lockable, SOLID Confined Space Cover

508mm - 584mm
584mm - 711mm
711mm - 813mm
813mm - 991mm

£151.80
£162.49
£173.18
£183.87

Man-Way opening

Price

508mm - 584mm
584mm - 711mm
711mm - 813mm
813mm - 991mm

£162.49
£173.18
£183.87
£194.56

RCSS202CS VENTILATED
Code

Description

RCSS202CSS Lockable, VENTILATED Confined Space Cover
RCSS202CSM Lockable, VENTILATED Confined Space Cover
RCSS202CSL Lockable, VENTILATED Confined Space Cover
RCSS202CSXLLockable, VENTILATED Confined Space Cover

CONFINED SPACE TAGGING
A complete confined space status tagging system to help prevent accidents and efficiently manage
inspection procedures. It uses a unique holder and insert system to ensure the latest status is
instantly visible at the point of use. The holder provides multiple attachment options such as cable
tie, adhesive, screw or rivet.
Size: 260 x 153mm. Holder Size: 193 x 144mm (Insert).
See page 31 for the full range available.
Code

Description

SCAF51
SCAF52

Entrytag® kit (Pack of 10 tags plus holder)
Entrytag® holders (Box of 10 Entrytag® Holders
& 1 permanent pen)
Entrytag® magnetic holders (Box of 10)

SCAF53

Price
£54.85
£46.47
£59.54

SCAF51 SCAF52

SCAF53

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Mechanical Lockout - confined space covers

RCSS203CS SOLID
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Mechanical Lockout - Industrial lockout kits
INDUSTRIAL LOCKOUT KITS

KIT1

These well equipped lockout kits are ideal for individuals or departments.
We offer three types of kit as standard which cover various applications
found in today’s industries. All kits are packed into a strong rigid storage box
with carrying handle. The lockout storage boxes are also available without
contents.

A great intermediate kit, ideal for individuals or small groups/departments.
This kit contains equipment for locking off ball valves, gate valves,
pneumatic equipment, circuit breakers, toggle switches, electrical isolators
and portable equipment.

KIT0
A great starter kit, ideal for individuals, this kit contains
equipment for locking off small ball valves, gate valves,
pneumatic equipment, circuit breakers, toggle switches and
electrical isolators.

1
1
1
1
2
4
3
1

Mechanical Lockout - Industrial lockout kits

Kit includes
1 x SBOX02 Storage box
1 x BS01 Ball valve lockout
1 x CLKIT Cable lockout
1 x MLH1 Lockout hasp
2 x TT38RED Individual padlocks
1 x LSE10T Pack of 10 safety tags
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1 x RWPT01 Non-permanent marker
1 x BS10 Adjustable gate
		 valve lockout
1 x BS11 Pneumatic lockout
1 x CB05, CB12 and
		 CB16 circuit breaker lockout

Code

Description

Price

KIT0

Starter lockout kit box and contents

£173.10

x SBOX02 Storage box
x BS01 Ball valve lockout
x BS02 Ball valve lockout
x CLKIT Cable lockout
x MLH1 Lockout hasp
x TT38RED Individual padlocks
x LSE10T Pack of 10 safety tags
x V480 Gate valve lockout

1 x V481 Gate valve lockout
1 x V482 Gate valve lockout
1 x BS11 Pneumatic lockout
1 x YSLB1 Lockout bag
1 x CB05, CB12 and CB16
		 Circuit breaker lockout
1 x RWPT01 Non-permanent marker

Code

Description

KIT1

Intermediate lockout kit box and contents

Price
£275.62

KIT2
A great comprehensive kit ideal for groups/departments. This
kit contains equipment for locking off ball valves, gate valves,
pneumatic equipment, circuit breakers, toggle switches,
electrical isolators, portable equipment and any device that
utilises the popular IEC60320 input connector.

LOTO EQUIPMENT
STORAGE
This range of lockout storage
boxes and bags are supplied
empty so you can create your
own custom kits, tailored to
your specific requirements.

BAG22

(L x W x H)

400 x 280 x 300mm

SBOX03

(L x W x H) 440 x 200 x 250mm

SBOX02

(L x W x H) 360 x 170 x 170mm

CBAG01

(L x W x H) 240 x 100 x 120mm

Code

Description

BAG22
SBOX02
SBOX03
CBAG01

LOTO equipment storage bag (no contents)
Medium lockout box (no contents)
Large lockout box (no contents)
Canvas waist pouch (no contents)

Price
£26.50
£17.44
£31.01
£14.03

Kit includes
1 x SBOX03 Storage box
1 x BS01 Ball valve lockout
1 x BS02 Ball valve lockout
2 x CLKIT Cable lockout
4 x MLH1 Lockout hasp
8 x TT38RED Individual padlocks
1 x Each circuit breaker lockout
		 CB01 to CB16, UCL1, UCL2,
		 UCL5, S2391, S2390
1 x CLT1, CLT2 Lockout cleats

3 x BS11 Pneumatic lockout
1 x YSLB1 Lockout bag
1 x LP770 Plug lockout
1 x IEC Connector lockout
1 x V480 Gate valve lockout
1 x V481 Gate valve lockout
1 x V482 Gate valve lockout
3 x LSE10T Pack of 10 safety tags
1 x RWPT01 Non-permanent
		marker

Code

Description

KIT2

Comprehensive lockout kit box and contents

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£555.24

Group Lockout and
Permit Office
Group lockout is used to control work
where multiple engineers are involved.

In this section you will find:
• Portable group lockout boxes
• Wall mounted lockout boxes
• Lockout cabinets
• Padlock stations
• Control key safety lockout boxes
• Card safes
• Gas Detectors
• ATEX Radios
• ATEX lighting
• Online training modules

RGL12 IMAGE
- AG
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TOP TIP ...
Why not combine your group lockout box with your permit to work
procedure? Use one of our specially designed stations that combine
group lockout boxes with permit holders.
Talk to our team about how we can help strengthen your procedures.

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

See Page

61

Group Lockout

See Page

See Page

Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery
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Group Lockout - lockout boxes
GROUP LOCKOUT BOX

STEEL WALL MOUNTED OR PORTABLE GROUP LOCKOUT BOX

Now becoming the standard solution for isolation systems for
larger machines and process lines. After the equipment to be
worked on has been isolated from the energy source, the lockout
keys are placed inside the multiple lockout box and then padlocked
by the controlling person. Each person working then applies their
own unique padlock to the lockout box. Only when all unique
padlocks have been removed (including the controller’s padlocks)
can the necessary keys be re-issued to re-start. The lockout box
can accommodate up to 12 individual padlocks.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Steel construction of case and hooks for durability.
Carrying handle allowing either portable or stationary use.
Mounting holes for mounting to wall or equipment.
Transparent window for clear visibility of keys and tags.
Spring loaded retainer bar ensures keys stay on the hooks.
Models GL1 & GL2 have an A5 document holder
for your company’s lockout/tagout forms.
• Durable red powder painted finish.
• 4 Sizes available.

Reece now offers a high specification own brand Group Lockout
box (RGL12) maintaining our high standards of quality and good
value for money. Dimensions (L x W x H): 235 x 95 x 152 mm
(excluding handle)

Group Lockout - lockout boxes

Model GL-2 (W x H x D)
315 x 440 x 75mm
Model GL-3 (W x H x D)
450 x 500 x 75mm
Model GL-1 (W x H x D)
300 x 275 x 75mm
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Code

Description

Price

MLB12

Masterlock group lockout box

£47.62

RGL12

Reece brand group lockout box

£35.78

Code

Description

GL1/2
GL1
GL2
GL3

Lockout box 4 hook
Lockout box 8 hook
Lockout box 24 hook
Lockout box 50 hook

Price

Model GL-1/2 (W x H x D)
150 x 240 x 75mm

£111.18
£141.06
£270.10
£393.61

LATCH TIGHT LOCKOUT BOX

LOCKOUT CABINETS

New and improved Latch Tight group lockout boxes
eliminate the potential for access to secured keys. Only
after all work is complete and the last lock removed,
can any key be removed from this lock box.

Ideal for group lockout applications where
there are only a small number of keys
• 12 external padlock holes.
• 3 internal key hooks.
• Wall mounted.
• 1 external cam lock.
• Strong steel construction.
• Size (H x W x D): 155 x 155 x 65mm

•	Latch Tight Locking Feature eliminates any gaps
and will only release when there are no padlocks
fastened to the lock box.
•	Organised Key Storage - 12 standard key holders
so keys can be labelled and clearly identified.
Additional keys can be “posted” once the box is
locked.
•	Powder coated finish on heavy duty steel box and
stainless steel handle withstand harsh industrial
environments.
• Ideal for large jobs - 14 lockout points
• Portable or Wall Mounted

Code

Description

Price

503RED
503YLW

Red lockout box ( 260H x 160W x 85Dmm )
Yellow lockout box ( 260H x 160W x 85Dmm )

£48.65
£48.65

Code

Description

EK1LO

Lockout box - red

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£65.27

Group Lockout - lockout boxes
WALL MOUNTED GROUP LOCKOUT BOX

WALL MOUNTED LOCKOUT BOX

Manufactured from high quality, impact resistant plexiglass, these lockout
boxes are ideal for group lockout situations. Complete with 16 key hangers
and a clear tamper proof sliding cover, which allows the contents to be easily
viewed/checked.

• Injection moulded using 				
Isoplast polymers for
rugged durability.
• Excellent chemical and heat
resistance and impossible
to corrode.
• Slot in front allows keys to
be inserted when box is locked.
• Transparent polycarbonate
windows lets you view contents.
• Lock rails hold up to 8 padlocks.
• Box comes with 6 hooks for
hanging keys, locks, etc,
inside box.
• Size: 158 x 102 x 140 mm

Code

Description

GLB1

Wall mounted group lockout box

Price
£106.86

Code

Description

WMLB6

Lockout box - red

Price
£49.17

5-LOCK SAFETY LOCKOUT BOXES
This safety lockout box has 5 individually keyed locks to facilitate group lockout. Each
worker removes and retains their key which ensures that access to the contents of the
lockout box cannot be released until each of the keys has been returned by its respective
keeper.
• Made of heavy duty grey coated steel
• All keys are ‘keyed to differ’
• Internal steel shelf and 3 hooks
• Hole punched flange top and bottom for additional padlocks
• Dimensions (H x W x D): 230 x 155 x 90mm
Optional Customised Self-adhesive Labelling Personalise your 5-lock lockout box with
custom text and/or logo. Label design is shown right, just change the text and/or add logo
(specify text/supply logo when ordering). Supplied with 5 write-on key tags.
Padlocks not included.

Description

Price

EK5LO
EK5LAB

5-lock safety lockbox without label
Self-adhesive label fitted to lockbox plus 5 write-on key tags

£145.30
£8.53

STEEL WALL MOUNTED GROUP LOCKOUT BOX

COMBINED LOCK STORAGE/GROUP LOCKOUT BOX

Heavy duty steel constructed group lockout box with yellow powder coated finish
has a standard 40 hook key capacity. Clear perspex door allows contents to be
easily checked. Lockable with up to 6 padlocks, ideal for larger group lockout
applications.

Handy box features a lockable storage compartment
and a group lockout compartment.
• Made of heavy duty steel, powder coated for extra
corrosion resistance.
• Group lockout compartment has clear Lexan window
with keyhole slot.
• Lock box flange has holes for 34 padlocks.
• Storage compartment holds approximately 125 padlocks.
• Dimensions (H x W X D):
229 x 381 x 229mm

Code

Description

LGL40

Group lockout box (450H x 380W x 87D mm )

Price
£285.21

Code

Description

MLB34

Combined lock storage/Group lockout box

Price
£93.20
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Group Lockout - lockout boxes

Code
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Group Lockout - lockout boxes and stations
SINGLE LOCKOUT BOX

GROUP LOCK BOX

Ideal in situations where equipment has been
locked out by multiple persons.
Each person places their lockout keys in the box
which is padlocked by one controlling person.
During a lockout, any person joining the work
team places their keys through the open slot
without exposing the
keys inside. Only
when the
job is checked
and finished will
the controlling
person unlock the
box and re-issue
the keys.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wall mounted or portable - carry handle.
Made from sturdy moulded plastic.
Spark resistant.
Lightweight - only 600 grams.
Clear front - keys can be viewed inside.
6 hooks inside for keys to hang.
Accommodates up to 16 padlocks.
Key slot for use after box closure.
Size: 200 x 150 x 90 mm, excl. handle.

STEEL LOCKOUT CABINET
WITH WINDOW
Wall mounted lockout storage cabinet with clear
window to check contents. Steel construction with a
simple cam lock for securing contents.
Size 360 x 450 x 155mm
Contents not included.

(260H x 156W x 110D mm)
Code

Description

SLB1

Single lockout box

Price

Code

Description

£68.20

GLB2

Lockout Box - red

Price
£65.29

CAN’T FIND IT, CALL US ...
01422 310456 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Code

Description

Price

LTS3

Steel Lockout cabinet with window

£86.24

LOCKOUT TAGOUT STATION

Group Lockout - lockout boxes and stations

Designed for portable use, or can be wall mounted,
this steel construction lockout tagout station keeps
contents safe and secure when not in use.
Size:
410mm H
380mm W
140mm D
Box contents and
padlock not included.
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Code

Description

Price

LTS1

LOTO Station

£141.15

PADLOCK
CONTROL
CENTER

PADLOCK STATIONS

Keep your valuable
padlocks secure and in
a central location when
not in use.
Steel constructed, with
18 strong steel hooks
which hold 2 padlocks
if required, enabling
a maximum capacity
of 36.
Size (H x W x D)
470 x 390 x 55mm.
Padlocks not included.
Code

Description

PCS1 Padlock centre

Price
£157.09

Manufactured from 14 gauge steel with
a durable red powder coated finish these
padlock stations are ideal for keeping
padlocks safe and secure.
Padlocks can be securely locked onto
the station and only be removed by
the authorised key holder. Alternatively,
padlocks can be left
open on the station
ready for use with
or without keys.
There are two sizes
available, a small
holder allowing up to
10 padlocks, and a
large holder allowing
up to 30 padlocks
(capacities are subject to padlock size).
Padlocks not included.
Small padlock station 155mm W x 80mm D
Large padlock station 445mm W x 80mm D

Code
PS10
PS30

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Description
Small padlock station
Large padlock station

Price
£13.92
£27.33

Group Lockout - permit to work
PERMIT TO WORK FORMS HELP PROMOTE SAFE
WORK SYSTEMS
The process for planning, organising, controlling and reviewing work activities
should form an integral part of every Health & Safety Management System.
Before all lockout and maintenance work is undertaken a risk assessment should
be conducted and a permit issued. The permit should specify work to be done,
precautions to be taken and ensure that all possible hazards are considered. It is
used when normal safe systems need to be removed for maintenance or if new
hazards could be caused by work.

SINGLE WORK PERMIT STATION
Size (H x W) 560 x 740mm
Complete with the
following:
1 x	GLB1
Lockout box
1 x RRWP1 Permit
to work wallet.
Permit documents
and padlocks not
included (see pages
8 and 64).

GROUP LOCKOUT STATION
Size (H x W) 1220 x 1220mm
Complete with the following:

Code

3 x GLB1
Lockout boxes

LSE312FS Single work permit station £177.82

Description

Price

3 x RRWP1
Permit to work wallets
22 x TT38RED
Padlocks

WORK PERMIT STATION

9 x LSE10T
Lockout tags (pk 10)

Size (H x W) 900 x 1220mm
These stations allow you to
keep a record of all issued
permits along with blank
permits ready for use.
Complete with:
4 x RRWP1 permit
document holders
4 x A4 acrylic trays

Permit
documents
not included
(see page 24).

Permit documents
not included.

Description

LSE313FS

Group lockout station with contents

Code

Price

Description

Price

LSE319FS Work permit station

£850.84

£211.97

A4+ PERMIT DOCUMENT WALLET

A4 PERMIT TO WORK FORMS

PERMIT CONTROL BOARD

Provides ultimate protection and ease of viewing of
permits or documents at the point of use.
• UV and moisture resistant transparent plastic.
• Easy access top-zip closure.

These permits include a section on Risk
Assessment which is required under the
Management of Health & Safety at Work and
other regulations. Permits are 3-part (top
plus 2 carbon copies) with a convenient card
backing, which is also an A4 sign. Sold as
packs of 10 of one type.

Size (H x W) 660 x 300mm
Complete with:
1 x RRWP1 permit
document holder
1 x GLB2 group lock box.
Permit documents are
not included.

Code

Description

RRWP1

Permit document wallet £7.44

PERMIT TYPES AVAILABLE
PERMIT
DOCUMENT HOLDER

320mm

Lockable option available please call for a quote.

Price

240mm

Description
A4 Permit/Pack 10

Price
£20.79

Code

Permit Type

RWP01
RWP02
RWP03
RWP04
RWP05
RWP06
RWP07
RWP08
RWP09

Hot Work
Working at Heights
Confined Spaces
Electrical Work
General Work
Pressure Testing
Excavation Work
Window Cleaning
Lifting Equipment
Operations
Overhead Cranes
Breaking Lines
Hazardous Substances
Asbestos Present
Asbestos
(no register available)

RWP10
RWP11
RWP12
RWP13
RWP14

Code

Description

LSE317FS Permit control board

Price
£122.45
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Code

63

Permit Office
PERMIT
DOCUMENT
HOLDER

CONTROL
KEY


Page 66



KEY
EXCHANGE


Page 67

Sitesafe by Reece Safety has been developed
exclusively for our customers following
frequent requests for ongoing assistance in the
management and sustainability of a successful
lockout tagout procedure; reducing unnecessary
accidents and downtime.

Page 18

ATEX
LIGHTING


Page 69

FIXED GAS
DETECTORS

Permit Office
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Call us now for more information

Page 68

Page 63

Permit Office
TRAINING
We are collaborating with Cresent and our
e-learning training programmes cover Control of
Work, Process Safety (including Lock Out Tag
Out) and Personal Safety

Page 70

DOUBLE AND
SINGLE HINGED
CARD SAFES


Page 67

LOCKOUT
TAGOUT
STATIONS


Page 73

ATEX
RADIOS


Page 69

PORTABLE GAS
DETECTORS

Page 68

Permit Office
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Permit Office - control key lockout boxes
CONTROL KEY SAFETY LOCKOUT
BOXES
Safety lockout boxes are ideal for group lockout situations.
After the equipment to be worked on has been locked off,
all lockout keys/fuses etc are placed inside the lockout
box and locked by the Senior Authorised Person using
the control key. Each worker then removes and retains a
secondary key ensuring access cannot be gained to the
keys/fuses etc. inside until all work is completed and all
secondary keys returned. Only when all secondary keys
are in position can the Senior Authorised Person open the
lockout box using the control key.
•	Control key can be withdrawn in the locked and
unlocked positions.
•	Secondary keys are captive and can only be withdrawn
when in the locked position.
•	Control keys can be ‘keyed alike’ for multiple boxes
under the control of the Senior Authorised Person.
•	External captive key rail which is locked in place when
door is closed (Type 1 and Type 2).
• All keys are provided with brass identification tags.
• All secondary keys are ‘keyed to differ’.
•	All control lock numbers are recorded by us to
allow further expansion.
• Each box is numbered.

TYPE 1
1 Control lock
4 Secondary locks
External captive
key rail

W:
H:
D:

150mm
200mm
105mm

TYPE 3
1 Control lock
4 Secondary locks
28 hooks

W:
H:
D:

300mm
300mm
105mm

TYPE 5
1 Control lock
4 Secondary locks

W:
H:
D:

300mm
300mm
105mm

TYPE 2
1 Control lock
7 Secondary locks
External captive
key rail

W:
H:
D:

150mm
230mm
105mm

TYPE 4
1 Control lock
7 Secondary locks
28 hooks

W:
H:
D:

300mm
300mm
105mm

TYPE 6
1 Control lock
7 Secondary locks

W:
H:
D:

300mm
300mm
105mm

All boxes are manufactured from 1.2mm thickness mild
steel and a 3mm thick clear plastic window to allow forced
entry if the situation arises.

ALL KEY AND
LABELLING
COMBINATIONS
ACCOMMODATED

Permit Office - control key lockout boxes

Keys Supplied
KD 1/BOX
KA 1/SET
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TYPE 7
1 Control lock
4 lockout boxes in
permanent stack
4 Secondary locks per
individual lock box
W:
H:
D:

270mm
1300mm
115mm

Code

Description

W-mm

H-mm

D-mm

Price

Type 1
Type 2

1 Control lock and 4 secondary locks

150

200

105

£199.85

1 Control lock and 7 secondary locks

150

230

105

£248.65

Type 3

1 Control lock and 4 secondary locks

300

300

105

£435.74

Type 4

1 Control lock and 7 secondary locks

300

300

105

£470.58

Type 5

1 Control lock and 4 secondary locks

300

300

105

£435.74

Type 6

1 Control lock and 7 secondary locks

300

300

105

£470.58

Type 7

1 Control lock per box and 4 secondary
locks per individual box – 4 boxes per unit

270

1300

115

£1,377.24

CONTROL

Extra Control Key				

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

£23.10

Permit Office - key exchange and card safes
KEY EXCHANGE UNITS
Are used in conjunction with the Type 1 to Type 7 lockout boxes when more than 4 or 7 secondary keys are required to operate a lockout procedure.
A nominated secondary key or group of secondary keys from a single or group of lockout boxes is locked into the control lock of the Key Exchange
Unit which only then allows the release of the additional 9 secondary keys from the key exchange box. Conversely ALL additional keys must be
returned to the key exchange unit before the control key can be returned to the Lockout Box.

SINGLE HINGED CARD SAFE
This particular unit is designed to display a single sided A4 work permit. The document is sandwiched between
a back plate made from metal and the hinged clear PVC front panel. The document is then locked in place using
padlocks. The padlock bar features a central hole for the Senior Authorised Person’s padlock, and slots above and
below for secondary padlocks. This card safe also features a pocket at the rear that can hold transfer documents,
or store blank permits. Padlocks are not included.

DOUBLE HINGED CARD SAFE
The Double Hinged Card Safe is designed to hold an A4 double sided work permit (or an A3 document that is
folded in half). The document is held between two PVC hinged panels that can swing out to display the reverse
side of the document whilst all padlocks are still attached. The padlock bar features a central hole for the Senior
Authorised Person’s padlock, and slots above and below for secondary padlocks. This card safe also features a
pocket at the rear that can hold transfer documents, or store blank permits. Padlocks not included.
Description

Price

Key Exchange Units 1 Control lock and 9 secondary locks
SHCS1
Single Hinged Card Safe to suit A4 Permit size
DHCS2
Double Hinged Card Safe to suit A4 Permit size

Single Hinged Card Safe

£835.25
£105.45
£134.90

Key Exchange Unit

STILL NOT SURE?
CALL US
01422 310456

email sales@reecesafety.co.uk
www.reecesafety.co.uk
Double Hinged Card Safe

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk
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Permit Office - Gas Detectors
GAS DETECTORS
We provide a specialised range of Portable and Fixed Gas
detection equipment in line with requirements for Confined
space working. This allows us to supply a more comprehensive
package of solutions to our customers needing this equipment.

CROWCON TETRA 3

CROWCON GAS PRO 5

Rugged and impact-resistant design
pro-vides extra shock and vibration protection provides protection in the harshest environment
• Water and dust resistant to IP65 and IP67.
• Can be submerged in water.
• Over 14 hours continuous operation.

• Common solution – CH4, H2S, NH3, O2, CO.
• Top mount display - makes it easy to read
at a glance.
• Simple single button operation reduces training time.
• Intuitive functionality - can be used
whilst wearing gloves.

Price dependant on required gas combinations

CROWCON GASMAN

CROWCON T4

• Portable gas detector, specifically made for
detecting a single type of gas.
• Triple instant alerts - LED, audio and
vibration.
• ATEX and IECEx classified for use in
hazardous environments.

•
•
•
•

Price dependant on required gas combinations

Permit Office - Gas Detectors

4 gas commonly used for CH4, H2S, O2, CO.
Water and dust resistant to IP65 and IP67.
Can be submerged in water.
Over 18 hours continuous operation.

Price dependant on required gas combinations

BW GASALERT EXTREME

BW GASALERT MICROCLIP XL

• Portable gas detector, specifically made for
detecting a single type of gas - NH3 is the
common gas detected.
• Triple instant alerts - LED, audio and
vibration.
• ATEX and IECEx classified for use in
hazardous environments.

• 4 gas commonly used for CH4, H2S, O2, CO
• Guaranteed to run an entire shift even at -20°C.
• Unmatched IP68 rating.
• Compact, lightweight and easy to use.
• ATEX and IECEx classified for use in
hazardous environments.

Price dependant on required gas combinations
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Price dependant on required gas combinations

Price dependant on required gas combinations

BW GASALERT QUATTRO

GFG MICROTECTOR II 450

• 4 gas commonly used for CH4, H2S, O2, CO.
• Enhanced resistance to common industrial
cross sensitive gases such as methanol and
ethanol (CO and H2S sensors).
• ATEX and IECEx classified for use in
hazardous environments.

• ATEX and IECEx classified for use in
hazardous environments.
• The gas detector can optionally be equipped
with the electrical pump G400-MP2.
• Reliably detects and warns of gas hazards
of O2, H2S, CO and of all combustible
gases.

Price dependant on required gas combinations
FIXED GAS DETECTION

Price dependant on required gas combinations

THESE ARE ONLY A SAMPLE OF WHAT WE DO
PLEASE CALL US TO DISCUSS
YOUR GAS DETECTOR REQUIREMENTS
01422 310456 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk

Call us now for more information

Permit Office - Atex Radios
INDUSTRIAL RADIOS
Many customers are being designated as needing ATEX dust and gas compliant radio
equipment and we have a robust range of radios to suit this high explosive environment
and associated non-ATEX area base stations, repeaters and antennae.
We will conduct a site survey to determine where equipment must be located for sitewide signal and then install site hardware in control rooms with necessary repeaters
and charging stations.

Motorola DP4801 Ex is ATEX certified professional, licenced,
full display, digital two way radio. DP4801 Ex is widely used
in environments where explosive gases, combustible dusts or
chemical vapours are present
Code

Description

DP4801

Motorola ATEX UHF radio c/w LiIon Batt,
belt clip & antenna
£1,155.00
Motorola Single charger for
DP4801E Radio
£48.00
Motorola Impress series 6-way
charger for DP4801E radios
£370.00

DP4801IND
DP48016WAY

This fully-featured mobile transforms your enterprise, delivering
unrivalled voice and data communications with integrated
Bluetooth audio and data*, integrated GPS*, text messaging and
a full 4-line colour display with day/night mode to make reading
work order tickets and text messages easier .

Price

Used as base station in non-ATEX areas and combined with digital
repeaters and antennae.
Code

Description

DM4601E

Motorola UHF 25W base station
c/w mic, base, psu and leads

Price
£685.00

ATEX ZONE 0 PORTABLE LIGHTING
Our range of lighting is designed and tested to comply with requirements to safely operate in Zone 0 where ignitable concentrations
of flammable gases, vapours or liquids are present continuously or for long periods of time under normal operating conditions.

LED-PL1

LED-H2

• 65 Lumen white CREE LED.
• Durable rubberised
head and body.
• Convenient pocket clip.
• Easy press switch ON/OFF
operation.

• S
 afety gas release valve to
release hydrogen gases.
• Safety locking battery
compartment.
• ATEX Zone 0 compliant.
• Chemical and corrosion resistant.
• Strong ABS housing.

Code

Description

LED-PL1

ATEX Zone 0 65 lumen LED Pen Torch

Price
£41.50

•
•
•
•
•
•

180 Lumen white CREE LED.
Adjustable rubberised headbands.
IP67 Dust and Water proof.
1m Submersible.
Easy press rubberised switch.
90º Rotational head.

Code

• ATEX Zone 0 compliant.
• Safety gas release valve.
• Safety locking battery 		
compartment.
• Durable synthetic industrial rubber
impact resistant construction.

Description

Price

LED-H1	ATEX Zone 0 140 lumen LED Head Torch

£56.00

•
•
•
•
•

210 Lumen white CREE LED.
ATEX Zone 0 compliant.
Ultra strength polycarbonate housing.
Convenient pocket clip.
Durable rubberised head and grips for
durability.
• Safety locking battery
compartment.
• Easy push switch
Micro Switch Operation.
• Impact resistant to 1m.

Code

Description

LED-RA2

ATEX Zone 0 270 lumen Right Angle Torch

LED-FL4
• 130 Lumen white CREE LED.
• ATEX Zone 0 compliant,
explosion proof.
• Safety gas release valve to
release hydrogen gases.
• IP67 dust and 3M submersible.
• Chemical and corrosion resistant.
Price
£70.00

Code

• R
 ubberised head for greater
durability.
• Industrial strength polycarbonate
housing.
• Detachable pocket clip included
for hands free use.

Description

LED-FL4	ATEX Zone 0 130 lumen LED compact torch

Price
£47.80

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk
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LED-RA2
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Online Training Module

Reece Safety have now set up an exciting partnership with the leading provider of specialist training packages. Cresent are Control
of Work and Health and Safety specialists with over 30 years of experience. Our Passion is Making Work Safe.
We help you make your processes, systems and training safe, efficient and easy. Our training programmes combine years of
operational experience with cutting edge media tools and innovative learning techniques.
At Cresent, we believe effective learning isn’t just about the right information: it’s about the right way of communicating it to ensure
knowledge retention. We create training that really works and have thousands of happy customers globally. In fact we’ve been
training the very people who audit your safety standards, the HSE Inspectorate UK, for over 12 years now!
We understand how the real world of hazardous industries work and this allows us to shape content around your people and their
strengths and weaknesses to achieve outstanding results. Multiple languages are available in most modules – please call Reece for
more details.
LOCK OUT TAG OUT

CONFINED SPACE ENTRY

This course is suitable for any
operational or maintenance
team member required to know
the process for locking an
isolation in the safe position,
ensuring its security and
labelling it accordingly.

This course is suitable for
anyone required to work within
a confined space and will
provide knowledge to ensure
that hazards associated with
confined spaces are recognised
and that legislation and typical
rules for entering, working and
exiting a confined space are
understood.

Duration: 60 minutes

RCTM01

Lockout Tagout training module	

£50.00

PROCESS ISOLATIONS

£50.00

ELECTRICAL SAFETY RULES

This course is suitable for
anyone requiring a thorough
understanding of Process
Isolation standards in
accordance with the Health and
Safety Guidance (HSG) 253 –
The Safe Isolation of Plant and
Equipment. It explains isolation
planning, the different methods
of isolation, isolation security
and monitoring and identifies
examples of isolation controls.

This course provides
information on typical Electrical
Safety Rules used within any
hazardous environment. It
addresses the dangers of
working with electricity and
provides guidance on the
precautions required to stay
safe, together with providing
instruction on procedures to
be followed when carrying out
electrical isolations.

Duration: 90 minutes
RCTM06

Duration: 60 minutes
RCTM03 Confined Space Entry training module	

PROCESS ISOLATIONS 

£120.00

Duration: 60 Minutes
RCTM04 Electrical Safety Rules Training Module	

£50.00

Online Training Module

AUTHORISED GAS TESTER LEVEL 1 (OPITO APPROVED)

70

WORKING AT HEIGHT

This aim of this course is
to provide delegates with
the necessary knowledge
required to operate as a Level
1 Authorised Gas Tester.
Candidates will learn how
to test for the presence of
flammable or toxic gases and
to ensure that a safe level
of oxygen is present prior to
approving entry to a confined
space.

This course explains the
risks of working at height, the
controls that are typically put in
place to keep people safe, the
considerations when choosing
safe access and equipment
when working at height and the
personal protective equipment
required.

Duration: 180 minutes
RCTM02 Authorised Gas Tester Level 1 (OPITO Approved)
training module	

Duration: 60 minutes
RCTM05 WORKING AT HEIGHT TRAINING MODULE	
£50.00

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

£50.00

Lockout
Stations
Lockout stations not only protect and
store your lockout equipment but
provide a clear view if equipment has
been lost or damaged.

See Page

74

See Page
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TOP TIP ...
Make your procedures stand out with bespoke lockout stations.
Our bespoke boards can combine lock boxes, permit wallets and card
safes to support Work Safety rules and Permit to Work schemes.
Please call us to discuss what you would like to do and we will be
able to develop a board to suit your exact needs

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

See Page
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Lockout Stations

In this section you will find:
• Shadow board
lockout stations
• Moulded lockout stations
• Lockout stations
with covers
• Key stations

Order by 3pm for next day delivery
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LSE301
LOCKOUT STATION

LSE302
LOCKOUT STATION

LSE304 LOCKOUT
STATION

Size (H x W) 400 x 280mm
Supplied with the following:
4 x TT38RED Padlocks
1 x LSE10T Pack of 10 Tags.

Size (H x W) 400 x 280mm
Supplied with the following:
4 x TT38RED Padlocks
1 x LSE10T Pack of 10 Tags
1 x MLH5 Lockout Hasp 25mm.

Size (H x W) 520 x 660mm
Supplied with the following:
20 x TT38RED Padlocks
8 x LSE10T Pack of 10 Tags
2 x MLH5 Lockout Hasps 25mm.

Code

Description

LSE301
LSE301FS
LSE302
LSE302FS

Station only
Station & contents
Station only
Station & contents

Price
£26.53
£80.59
£29.70
£90.50

Code

Description

LSE304
LSE304FS

Station only
Station & contents

LSE303 LOCKOUT STATION

LSE305 LOCKOUT STATION

Size (H x W) 540 x 360mm
Supplied with the following:
10 x TT38RED Padlocks
4 x LSE10T Pack of 10 Tags
1 x MLH5 Lockout Hasp 25mm.

Size (H x W) 600 x 800mm
Supplied with the following:
50 x TT38RED Padlocks
6 x LSE10T Pack of 10 Tags
5 x MLH5 Lockout Hasps 25mm
1 x RWPT01 Pen.

Code

Description

LSE303
LSE303FS

Station only
Station & contents

Price
£38.19
£189.79

Code

Description

LSE305
LSE305FS

Station only
Station & contents

Price

Price
£221.73
£853.28

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

£68.96
£371.79

Lockout Stations - lockout/tagout stations
LOCKOUT/TAGOUT STATIONS

LSE306 DEPARTMENTAL LOCKOUT STATION SHADOW BOARD

Ideal for use in small companies and larger departments,
our range of lockout/tagout stations are available in seven
standard variations. Each station can be supplied with
or without contents (LSE307FS and LSE308FS models
with contents only). The striking black and yellow border
ensures that the station is highly visible wherever sited.
Corresponding shadow profiles of each item of equipment
on the station aid easy inventory checking and guide where
to replace items. Custom lockout stations can be made
upon request.

Size (H x W) 800 x 1220mm
Supplied with the following:
100 x TT38RED Padlocks
10 x MLH5 Lockout Hasps 25mm
9 x LSE10T Packs of 10 Tags
1 x RWPT01 Pen.

FUSE LOCKOUT STATION
Size: (H x W) 500 x 420mm
This fuse lockout station includes a selection of lockout
equipment for a wide range of applications.
Shadow profiles on the board
highlight the position
of the equipment.
Complete with the following:
4 x TT38RED Padlocks
1 x S806 Cable Lockout
2 x MLH7 Lockout Hasps
1 x D02 Bottle Fuse Lock
1 x DZ3 Bottle Fuse Lock
1 x RFL1 Fuse Lockout
1 x RFL2 Fuse Lockout
1 x RFB3 Fuse Blockout
1 x RFB4 Fuse Blockout
1 x RFB5 Fuse Lockout
1 x UFL2 Fuse Lockout
3 x LSE10T Packs of 10 Tags.
Code

Description

Price

LSE308FS Fuse lockout station with equipment

£230.75

Code

Description

Price

LSE306
Lockout station only
£387.22
LSE306FS Lockout station and contents £1,616.58

Size (H x W) 800 x 1220mm
A complete system which includes equipment for locking off ball valves, gate valves, butterfly valves,
portable electrical equipment, electrical isolators, circuit breakers, pneumatic equipment
and any device that utilises the popular IEC60320 input connector.
Supplied with the following:
9 x LSE10T Packs of 10 Tags
1 x BS16R Ball Valve Lockout
1 x BS17R Ball Valve Lockout
5 x MLH5 Lockout Hasps 25mm
1 x LP330 Small Plug Lockout
1 x LP770 Large Plug Lockout
1 x VS02, VS04, VS06, VS09,
VS13 Gate Valve Lockouts
1 x CLKIT Cable Lockout
1 x IEC Lockout
1 x RWPT01 Pen
2 x BS11 Pneumatic Lockouts
12 x TT38RED Padlocks
2 x CB05 MCB lockouts
2 x CB06 MCB Lockouts
2 x CB07 MCB Lockouts
2 x CB08 MCB Lockouts
2 x UCL1 MCB Lockouts
2 x UCL2 MCB Lockouts
2 x UCL5 MCB Lockouts
2 x CB17 MCB Lockouts
2 X UFL2 Fuse Lockouts.
Code

Description

Price

LSE307FS Lockout station and contents £1,106.25

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk
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LSE307 EQUIPMENT LOCKOUT STATION SHADOW BOARD
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Lockout Stations - lockout stations and centres
MINI LOCKOUT
STATIONS

LSE117 MINI
LOCKOUT STATION

LSE118 MINI
LOCKOUT STATION

Mini lockout stations are
ideal for placing next to
machine isolators and
other lockout points to
allow easy access to
lockout equipment when
needed. Supplied with or
without contents.

Size (H x W) 250 x 145mm
2 x TT38RED Individual padlocks
1 x MLH1 lockout hasp
3 x Packs of LSE10T tags

Size (H x W) 250 x 200mm
4 x TT38RED Individual padlocks
2 x MLH1 lockout hasps
3 x Packs of LSE10T tags

Code

Description

LSE117
LSE117F
LSE118
LSE118F

Station only
Station and contents
Station only
Station and contents

LSE107 LOCKOUT STATION

LSE108 LOCKOUT STATION

Size (H x W) 600 x 800mm.
50 Padlock lockout station supplied with:
50 x M32D Individual padlocks
7 x MLH1 Stainless steel lockout hasps
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT3 disposable tags
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT4 disposable tags
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT5 disposable tags
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT6 disposable tags
1 x RWPT01 Water based marker.

Size (H x W) 800 x 1225mm.
100 Padlock lockout station supplied with:
100 x M32D Individual padlocks
12 x MLH1 Stainless steel lockout hasps
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT4 disposable tags
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT5 disposable tags
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT6 disposable tags
1 x RWPT01 Water based marker.

Price
£17.42
£74.30
£24.44
£108.70

DEPARTMENTAL
LOCKOUT STATION
SHADOW BOARD
Ideal for use in larger departments
our range of departmental lockout
stations are available in three
standard variations. Each station
is manufactured from 6mm rigid
plastic and can be supplied with or
without contents. Custom lockout
stations can be made upon
request, please enquire.

Lockout Stations - lockout stations and centres

Shadow boards indicate that items
have been removed and also their
location on the board upon return.
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Code

Description

LSE107
LSE107F

Station only
Station and contents

Price
£221.73
£800.53

Code

Description

LSE108
LSE108F

Station only
Station and contents

EQUIPMENT
LOCKOUT STATION
SHADOW BOARD

LSE109 LOCKOUT STATION

A complete system which
includes equipment for
locking off ball valves,
gate valves, butterfly
valves, portable electrical
equipment, electrical
isolators, circuit breakers,
pneumatic equipment and
any device that utilises
the popular IEC input
connector.
We are specialists
for producing customised
boards and stationscontact our sales team for
more details.

Price
£387.22
£1,479.18

Code

Description

LSE109
LSE109F

Station only
Station and contents

Price

Size (H x W) 800 x 1225mm.
Equipment lockout station supplied with:
12 x M32D Individual padlocks
5 x MLH1 Stainless steel lockout hasps
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT4 disposable tags
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT5 disposable tags
1 x Pack (100) of RLOT6 disposable tags
1 x RWPT01 Water based marker
1 x VS02, VS04, VS06, VS09 &
VS13 Gate valve lockout
1 x BS01, BS02 & BS03 Ball valve lockout
1 x BS04 Butterfly valve lockout
1 x IEC connector lockout
1 x CLKIT Cable lockout
1 x LP330 & LP550 Lock-A-Plug
2 x BS11 Pneumatic lockout
1 x CB01, CB02, CB03, CB04, CB05,
CB06, CB07, CB08, CB09, CB10
and CB11 Circuit breaker lockout.

£344.79
£1027.21

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Lockout Stations - lockout stations and centres
LOCKOUT STATIONS WITH
COVERS

LSE112 LOCKOUT STATION
Supplied with:
4 x M32D Individual padlocks
1 x MLH1 lockout hasp
3 x Packs of LSE10T tags
317H x 406W mm.

Description

LSE112
Station only
LSE112FS Station and contents

Price
£50.63
£126.40

LSE113 LOCKOUT STATION

LSE114 LOCKOUT STATION

Supplied with:
12 x M32D Individual padlocks
2 x MLH1 lockout hasps
6 x Packs of LSE10T tags
393H x 559W mm.

Supplied with:
20 x M32D Individual padlocks
2 x MLH1 lockout hasps
12 x Packs of LSE10T tags
559H x 559W mm.

Code

LSE113
Station only
LSE113FS Station and contents

LSE120 LOCKOUT STATION
WITH COVER

Description

LSE120
LSE120FS

Station only
Station and contents

Price
£75.49
£263.59

Code

Description

LSE114
Station only
LSE114FS Station and contents

Price
£97.52
£414.65

LSE200 LOCKOUT STATION
Size (H x W) 600 x 800mm
Designed with steel bars instead of individual hooks. Padlocks can be
locked onto the station with the key inserted ready for use,
or without the key which is ideal for deterring theft.
Supplied with or without contents.

Supplied with:
5 x TT38RED padlocks, 1 x MLH9 lockout hasp,
1 x MLH7 lockout hasp, 1 x MLH6 lockout hasp,
3 x Packs of LSE10T tags, 1 x RWPT01 marker
pen, 1 x BS01 ball valve lock, 1 x V481 gate valve
lock, 1 x V482 gate valve lock.
393H x 559W mm.

Code

Description

Price
£119.05
£281.19

Supplied with
50 x TT38RED Individual padlocks
Code
3 x MLH1 lockout hasp
LSE200
4 x Packs of RPT29AR tags
1 x RWP04 pack of electrical work permits. LSE200FS

Description

Price

Station only
£233.39
Station and contents £880.89
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Code

This range of lockout stations and centres are
supplied with hinged covers which protect the
contents from exposure to everyday grease
and grime within the workplace.
The covers are also lockable which can prevent
loss of valuable safety lockout equipment.
Cover padlock not included.
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Lockout Stations - lockout stations and centres
SAFETY LOCKOUT STATIONS AND CENTRES

LSE103 LOCKOUT STATION

Safety Lockout Stations and Centres are designed to hold lockout equipment
in a central location making access to isolating equipment easy. The
stations/centers come with bold headings and act as a constant reminder
to all personnel to lockout before commencing work. Built for the toughest
conditions, they are made of double moulded polystyrene and come
complete with hanging hooks for padlocks and lockout hasps. Can be
supplied with or without contents.

Supplied with:
4 x S32D Individual padlocks
3 x Packs of LSE10T tags
280H x 355W mm.

LSE101 LOCKOUT
STATION

LSE104 LOCKOUT STATION

Code

Description

Price

LSE103
Station only
£31.81
LSE103FS Station and contents £93.06

Supplied with:
4 x S32D Individual padlocks
1 x MLH1 lockout hasp
3 x Packs of LSE10T tags
280H x 355W mm.

Supplied with:
8 x S32D Individual padlocks
4 x MLH1 lockout hasps
6 x Packs of LSE10T tags
1 x VS02 Valve cover
1 x VS04 Valve cover
1 x VS06 Valve cover
1 x BS01 Ball valve lockout
1 x CLKIT Cable lockout
1 x LP550 Lock-A-Plug
610H x460W mm .

Code

Description

Price

LSE104
Station only
£36.11
LSE104FS Station and contents £108.09

LSE105 LOCKOUT STATION
Code

Description

LSE101
LSE101FS

Station only
Station and contents

Price
£67.37
£326.71

Supplied with:
10 x S32D Individual padlocks
1 x MLH1 lockout hasp
6 x Packs of LSE10T tags
535H x 355W mm.

LSE102 LOCKOUT STATION

Lockout Stations - lockout stations and centres

Supplied with: 16 x S32D Individual padlocks, 8 x MLH1 lockout
hasps, 9 x Packs of LSE10T tags, 2 x VS02 Valve covers, 1 x VS04
Valve cover, 1 x VS06 Valve cover, 1 x VS09 Valve cover, 1 x BS01
Ball valve lockout, 1 x BS02 Ball valve lockout, 1 x CLKIT Cable
lockout, 1 x LP110 Lock-A-Plug, 1 x LP550 Lock-A-Plug
890H x 610W mm.
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Code

Description

LSE102
LSE102FS

Station only
Station and contents

Price

LSE105
Station only
£54.32
LSE105FS Station and contents £201.37

Safety Tag Refills
(Pack of 10)

Code

Description

Code

Price

LSE10T

£8.61

Price
£108.66
£578.62

LSE106 LOCKOUT STATION
Supplied with: 20 x S32D Individual padlocks, 2 x MLH1lockout hasps,
12 x Packs of LSE10T tags.

Code

Description

LSE106
LSE106FS

Station only
Station and contents

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£87.85
£381.59

Key Cabinets
Our range includes everything you
need to store and manage keys in
your business.

In this section you will find:
• Contract key cabinets
• Padlock cabinets
• Padlock view cabinets
• Key view cabinets
• Deep key cabinets
• Freestanding large key cabinets
• Mobile key cabinets
• High security key cabinets
• Key Stations
• Key Tracker systems
• Traka 21 electronic key cabinet

78

See Page

80

TOP TIP
Access control for keys
Our Traka 21 is a neat solution to control who gets what keys. Using a
unique personal code it will automatically display which can be removed
and even show a log of when they have been taken out.

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

See Page
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Key Cabinets

See Page

Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery
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Key Cabinets - key and padlock cabinets

Key Cabinets - key and padlock cabinets
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CONTRACT KEY CABINETS

STANDARD KEY CABINETS

Strong steel constructed key cabinets with powder coated finish.
Supplied with numbered hooks, coloured key tags, card index (except
RFH20, RFH30 and RFH42), strong cylinder lock with two keys. The
hooks on this range are permanently fixed and not adjustable.

Strong steel constructed key cabinets with powder coated finish.
Supplied with numbered colour coded hooks, key tags, card index
(except RKS20), strong cylinder lock with two keys. The hooks in this range of
cabinets are adjustable so can be positioned to suit varying key sizes.

Code

Capacity

Size

RFH20
RFH30
RFH42
RFH48
RFH64
RFH100

20 keys
30 keys
42 keys
48 keys
64 keys
100 keys

255 x 190 x 70mm
305 x 230 x 70mm
305 x 230 x 70mm
355 x 300 x 80mm
450 x 300 x 80mm
550 x 380 x 80mm

Price
£25.83
£32.66
£43.58
£72.14
£92.45
£116.92

Code

Capacity

Size

RKS20
RKS30
RKS50
RKS80
RKS100
RKS150
RKS200
RKS250
RKS300
RKS400
RKS500
RKS600

20 keys
30 keys
50 keys
80 keys
100 keys
150 keys
200 keys
250 keys
300 keys
400 keys
500 keys
600 keys

255mm x 225mm x 80mm
310mm x 225mm x 80mm
350mm x 380mm x 80mm
450mm x 380mm x 80mm
550mm x 380mm x 80mm
550mm x 380mm x 140mm
550mm x 380mm x 140mm
550mm x 380mm x 205mm
550mm x 380mm x 205mm
550mm x 730mm x 140mm
550mm x 730mm x 205mm
550mm x 730mm x 205mm

CABINET OPTIONAL EXTRAS

PADLOCK CABINETS

MECHANICAL
DIGITAL LOCKS

Strong steel constructed padlock cabinets with powder
coated finish. Supplied with numbered colour coded
hooks, key tags, card index, strong cylinder lock with
two keys. The hooks in this range have extra width to
allow padlocks to be stored, also the hook bars are
fully adjustable so can be positioned to suit various
padlock sizes.

Push button mechanical digital locks can
be fitted to most cabinets (not contract,
high security, free standing, glazed or
emergency key boxes). Allows keyless
entry simply by punching in the preset
security code (codes can be changed at
any time should a
breach of security arise).

Price
£49.67
£62.58
£111.51
£154.25
£192.36
£272.79
£317.10
£377.48
£421.73
£582.65
£680.51
£775.74

EXTRA KEYS
Extra keys can be
ordered with the cabinets
or any time later (except
high security).

PADLOCKABLE CAMS
Can be fitted to most cabinets (not
high security or free standing) to allow
cabinets to be secured with a padlock.
There are optional extras available for
the range of cabinets as shown.
When ordering simply add the
appropriate options as additional
products and we will then supply the
cabinet with the locks assembled.

Code

Description

Price

RPHS
Padlockable cam fitted to cabinet
RMDIGI
Mechanical digital lock fitted to cabinet
RCABKEY Extra cabinet keys

£27.93
£134.40
£4.83

Code

Capacity

Size

RKS25PL
RKS50PL
RKS100PL
RKS300PL
RKS400PL
RKS500PL

25 locks
50 locks
100 locks
300 locks
400 locks
500 locks

350 x 380 x 140mm
550 x 380 x 140mm
550 x 730 x 140mm
1300 x 730 x 250mm
1300 x 730 x 250mm
1500 x 730 x 250mm

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£141.75
£225.75
£456.75
£1,223.78
£1,318.28
£1,507.28

Key Cabinets - key and padlock cabinets
PADLOCK
VIEW CABINETS
KEY
AND PADLOCK
VIEW CABINETS

STILL NOT SURE?

CALL US

RKS25PLV (H x W x D) 550 x 380 x 80mm

RKS16PLV (H x W x D) 450 x 300 x 80mm

Specially designed to house padlocks and keys used to isolate switchgear
or machinery. Padlock view cabinets have a plexi-glass front allowing
users a clear visual check of all stored padlocks without the need for
unlocking the door. As standard, our padlock view cabinets are fitted with
extra deep hooks, staggered and spaced 60mm apart, and include a keyed
lock or padlockable cam.
• Available in three sizes, with space for 12, 16 and 25 padlocks.
• Hooks can be used for storing lockout hasps.
• Strongly made steel cabinet with flush closing rim to resist forced entry.
• Ingenious key tabs are designed to hang so numbers are always visible.
• Lock control index which is removable for added security.
• Durable Light Grey paint finish.
• Supplied with security lock and 2 keys.

KEY VIEW CABINETS
Strong steel constructed key cabinets with powder coated finish. Supplied
with numbered colour coded hooks, key tags, card index, strong cylinder
lock with two keys. The hooks in this range of cabinets are adjustable so
can be positioned to suit varying key sizes. Glazed door allows ‘at a glance’
viewing of keys without having to open the door.

Code

Capacity

Size

RKS30V
RKS40V
RKS50V

30 keys
40 keys
50 keys

350 x 380 x 80mm
450 x 380 x 80mm
550 x 380 x 80mm

Price
£138.71
£186.43
£224.70

Code

Description

RKS12PLV
RKS12PLVPCAM
RKS16PLV
RKS16PLVPCAM
RKS25PLV
RKS25PLVPCAM

Padlock view cabinet to hold 12 padlocks - Keyed lock
Padlock view cabinet to hold 12 padlocks - Padlock cam
Padlock view cabinet to hold 16 padlocks - Keyed lock
Padlock view cabinet to hold 16 padlocks - Padlock cam
Padlock view cabinet to hold 25 padlocks - Keyed lock
Padlock view cabinet to hold 25 padlocks - Padlock cam

Price
£141.75
£169.68
£189.00
£216.93
£225.75
£253.68

BESPOKE
PADLOCK VIEW
CABINETS
If you have a specific
requirement for secure
padlock storage with
the cabinet contents
‘on-view’, we can produce
bespoke cabinets to your
specification. The casing
and door of these cabinets
are manufactured from
strong aluminium section
incorporating a clear
plastic viewing panel.
A strong cylinder lock
provides security. The
overall dimensions of a
cabinet are only dictated
by the type and quantity
of padlocks you would like
to store. The hook panel
can also be designed
with names, numbers
or logos to personalise
your cabinet.

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Key Cabinets - key and padlock cabinets

RKS12PLV (H x W x D) 355 x 300 x 80mm

Key cabinets are an essential part of a comprehensive Lockout Tagout system by
having the second key for each engineer’s padlock in a secure cabinet in a control
room. The responsible person holding the key can safely remove an unattended
padlock with minimal disruption.
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Key Cabinets and Tracker Solutions - key and padlock security cabinets

Key Cabinets and Tracker Solutions - key and padlock security cabinets
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DEEP KEY
CABINETS

FREESTANDING KEY
CABINETS

Strong steel constructed
key cabinets with powder
coated finish. Supplied with
numbered colour coded
hooks, key tags, card
index, strong cylinder lock
with two keys. The hooks
in this range of cabinets
are adjustable so can be
positioned to suit varying
key sizes. Extra depth
allows bunches of keys to
be stored.

Large heavy duty fire resistant
key safes ideal for storing a
large number of
keys from 950 to 3000. Safe
construction, with grey powder
coated finish, key locking door
secured by seven throw bolts,
five on the side and one top
and bottom. Internal panels are
on telescopic slides for easy
access and compact storage.
Fully adjustable key bars allow
keys of different shapes
and sizes to be stored. Prices
include palletised delivery,
please enquire for installation if
required.

Code

Capacity

Size (H x W x D)mm Price

RKS50D
RKS100D
RKS200D

50 keys
100 keys
200 keys

350 x 380 x 140
550 x 380 x 140
550 x 730 x 140

£144.90
£231.00
£456.75

MOBILE KEY CABINETS

Code

Capacity

Size (H x W x D)mm

RFR950
RFR1200
RFR1500
RFR1950
RFR2400
RFR3000

950 keys
1200 keys
1500 keys
1950 keys
2400 keys
3000 keys

1000 x 636 x 560
1200 x 636 x 560
1200 x 636 x 560
1500 x 806 x 560
1500 x 806 x 560
1800 x 806 x 560

Price
£1,995.00
£2,205.00
£2,625.00
£3,360.00
£3,675.00
£3,937.50

EMERGENCY
KEY BOXES

Strong steel constructed key
cabinets with powder coated
finish. Supplied with numbered
colour coded hooks, key tags,
card index (except RKS20M),
strong cylinder lock with two
keys. These cabinets are fitted
with a strong carry handle
making them ideal for mobile
use. Key hooks are also
adjustable so can be
positioned to suit varying
key sizes.

Designed to house a
restricted key in case
of an emergency.
Hammers and
replacement glass
available. Solid door
option on RKS1.

RKS1

Code

Capacity

Size (H x W x D)mm

RKS20M
RKS30M
RKS50M

20 keys
30 keys
50 keys

250 x 225 x 80
310 x 225 x 80
350 x 380 x 80

Price
£61.53
£82.37
£119.60

RFSKB1

Code

Size (H x W x D)mm

Price

RKS1
RKS1SOLID
RHCKS1
RRGKS1
RFSKB1
RFSKC1
RFSKD1

Glazed key box 150 x 125 x 30 mm
Solid key box 150 x 125 x 30 mm
Hammer and chain for RKS1
Replacement glass for RKS1
ABS circular key box
Hammer and chain for RFSKB1
Replacement glass for RFSKB1

HIGH SECURITY
KEY CABINETS

KEY FOBS AND TAGS

Designed to meet the
highest level of key security.
Constructed from 3mm steel
with 6mm door and operated
by a Class 1 (CEN Standard)
double bitted eight lever
safe lock.

Pack of 100 key fobs. Single or
mixed colours (specify when
ordering).

RKSFOB

RKSTAG

Pack of 100 write-on key tags.
Single or mixed colours (specify
when ordering).

Code

Capacity Size (H x W x D)mm Price

RKS50SP
RKS100SP
RKS150SP
RKS200SP
RKS300SP

50 keys
100 keys
150 keys
200 keys
300 keys

436 x 460 x 120
636 x 460 x 120
636 x 460 x 200
636 x 460 x 200
636 x 460 x 300

£523.95
£600.60
£677.25
£737.10
£819.00

Code

Description

Price

RKSFOB
RKSTAG

100 key fobs
100 key tags

£29.06
£29.06

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

£22.68
£22.68
£8.30
£4.57
£14.28
£8.30
£3.47

Key Cabinets and Tracker Solutions - key storage stations
KEY STORAGE STATIONS

125 HOOK KEY STATION

Ideal for keeping keys stored in a central
location, these mobile and wall mountable key
stations are made from 6mm rigid PVC for
durability and rigidity.

Size (H x W) 800 x 1220mm

The mobile station comes with a robust handle
attached for easy carrying and a protective
aluminium foot strip. The wall mountable
stations are pre-drilled for easy installation.
To complement this range we can also offer a
series of numbered key indexes for each board
to make key identification simple. (see below)

Description

MKS48
WMKS64
WMKS125

48 Key Board (Mobile)
64 Key Station
125 Key Station

Price
£100.79
£175.05
£249.31

Code
WMKS125

48 HOOK MOBILE KEY BOARD

64 HOOK KEY STATION

Size (H x W) 600 x 600mm.

Size (H x W) 800 x 600mm.

Code

Code

MKS48

WMKS64

DRY-WIPE KEY INDEX CARDS

STEEL KEY HOOK PANEL

Handy dry-wipe 1mm PVC numbered key
index cards to make key identification
simple. To be used in conjunction
with our Mobile and Wall
Mounted Key Stations.
If you require a different
number of keys on your
index, we can custom
design you one that suits
your own requirements.

Steel key hook panels are supplied in four
sizes (36, 56, 96 and 146 hook) and are
finished in a durable powder coat paint.
Each hook is punched out to create a
sturdy 45° angle hook and each unit is
pre-drilled for wall fixing or can be
slotted into one of our bespoke
security cabinets shown on
page 79. Alternatively use as a
portable system by utilizing
the integral carry handle.

Code

Description

48KI
64KI
125KI

Dry-wipe 48 Key Index
Dry-wipe 64 Key Index
Dry-wipe 125 Key Index

Price
£12.73
£12.73
£12.73

Code

Description

36PNL
56PNL
96PNL
146PNL

36 key hook panel 235 x 545mm
56 key hook panel 500 x 545mm
96 key hook panel 850 x 545mm
146 key hook panel 1350 x 545mm

Price
£149.17
£179.31
£209.44
£239.58

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Key Cabinets and Tracker Solutions - key storage stations

Code
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Key Cabinets and Tracker Solutions - key tracker
KEY TRACKER MECHANICAL PEGBOARDS
A COMPLETE KEY TRACKING SOLUTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Totally power free – so no connection, licence fee, training, maintenance contract etc.
Simple and easy to use key manager “peg in –peg out” instant identification of who has the keys.
Totally modular so moving or adding to is easy and hassle free.
Stainless Steel frame with ABS plastic moulded tracks means your
Keytracker Mechanical Pegboard will last a lifetime and is
safe outdoors.
Keytracker boards can be fixed directly to the wall, slotted on to wall
brackets while in use then moved easily for overnight or offsite storage,
or housed within one of our bespoke Mechanical Cabinets below.
Each access peg is individually engraved with a number which you
can record against each user.
Each staff member must have an access peg in
order to release a set of keys.
Optional padlock storage bar enables quick
identification of who has taken a lock.

STEP 1
Insert your
personal colour
coded access peg

STEP 2
Twist to release
the desired key

STEP 3
Remove key!
Access peg cannot
be removed until
key is returned

ACCPEG/RETPEG
Access/Retention Pegs

Key Cabinets and Tracker Solutions - key tracker

PADTRAK Padlock Bar
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Code

Description

5TRAK
10TRAK
15TRAK
25TRAK
50TRAK
100TRAK
150TRAK
RETPEG
ACCPEG
PADTRAK
A25SEAL

5 System Key 101x101x546mm
10 System Key 141x101x546mm
15 System Key 175x101x546mm
25 System Key 254x101x546mm
50 System Key 440x101x546mm
100 System Key 821x101x546mm
150 System Key 1211x101x546mm
Additional Retention Pegs
Additional Access Pegs
Padlock Storage Bar
Anti-tamper Biro writeable seals/1000

Key Capacity Retention Pegs
5
10
15
25
50
100
150
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

5
10
15
25
50
100
150
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Access pegs Inc

Seals inc.

Seal Cutter

Price

1
2
3
5
10
20
30
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

15
15
20
35
75
150
225
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

£102.90
£183.75
£236.25
£309.75
£577.50
£939.75
£1,359.75
£3.10
£3.10
£28.98
£204.75

TRAKA 21 ELECTRONIC KEY CABINET
A sophisticated stand-alone key management system which combines innovative RFID technology and robust design
to provide small and medium sized businesses with the advanced management of 21 keys or keysets in an affordable
plug and play unit
•	Standalone, plug n’ play solution with advanced RFID technology.
•	PIN access to designated keys or keysets which are individually
locked in place.
• User, key and access rights administration.
•	Screen-based audit trail and reporting capability, or export via USB port.
• 21 robust, long-life iFobs with security seals.
• Audible alarms.

Code

Description

Price

TRAKA21

Intelligent Key Cabinet for 21 sets of keys

£1,123.50

Call us now for more information

Live Electrical
Safety
This sections includes our best selling
MV/HV safety equipment and is part of
an extensive range of products supplied
by Reece Safety.

See Page

See Page
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ARC FLASH SURVEYS
Arc Flash surveys are now a constant request amongst our customers
and we have teamed up with EA Technology who are one of the leading
authorities in conducting full surveys. We can make the introductions and
then work with you based on their findings to deliver rating signs and arc
rated PPE with coveralls, helmets and full switching suits.

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

See Page
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Live Electrical Safety

In this section you will find:
• Insulating shrouding
• Switchboard matting
• Insulating gloves
• Safety rescue hooks
• Insulating boots
• Insulating steps
• Substation rescue kits
• Arc flash clothing
• Insulated toolkits

Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery
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Live Electrical Safety - shrouding & matting
TRANSPARENT INSULATING SHROUDING
• Used to protect engineers working with live voltages
up to 1,000V.
• Ideal for use in front of open switchboards or control panels.
• Manufactured to VDE 0680/1.
• Easily installed using fixing clamps (ELE04 and ELE04S).
• Prevents accidental contact with live terminals.
• Full length roll of up to 50m available.

Code

Description

ELE01
ELE02

1m x 1.4m x 0.5mm transparent shrouding
10m x 1.4m x 0.5mm transparent shrouding

Price
£49.89
£419.43

RUBBER INSULATING SHROUDING
(IEC AND ASTM GRADES)

INSULATING FIXING CLAMPS
• Made of non brittle plastic.
•	Rubber contacts in jaw to protect
insulating material.
• Insulated to 1,000V.
•	For use with Insulating shrouding.

•	Used to protect engineers working with live voltages
up to 1,000V.
•	Applications in underground cable jointing, overhead
conductors and link box maintenance.
•	ASTM grade (ELE51 and ELE54) approved to ENTS 43-103
and in 1mm thickness.
• IEC grade (ELE55 and ELE56) in 1.5mm thickness.
• Easily installed using fixing clamps (ELE04 and ELE04S).
• Lengths up to 10M available – please call for details.

Code
ELE51
ELE54
ELE55
ELE56

Description

Price

1m x 915mm x 1mm ASTM rubber shrouding
1m x 915mm x 1mm ASTM rubber shrouding
1m x 1000mm x 1.5mm IEC rubber shrouding
10m x 1000mm x 1.5mm IEC rubber shrouding

£117.37
£972.64
£59.51
£563.37

Code

Description

Price

ELE04	Safety clamp long –
160mm with 65mm jaw opening
£18.04
ELE04S	Safety clamp short –
140mm long with 45mm jaw opening £18.04

Live Electrical Safety - shrouding & matting

LV AND HV SWITCHBOARD
RUBBER MATTING
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•	For use in front of open switchboards
or live equipment.
• Safety against electrical shock.
•	Used in many industrial plants and
factories.
• Flame retardant/oil and acid resistant.
•	Matting is available in standard roll
lengths or ‘by the metre’ to suit your
requirements.
•	Fluted surface for all Matting with
exception of ELE37* which has a
“fabric” finish.
•	1,200mm widths available – please
call for details.
•	ASTM rated matting available on
request.

Black

Grey

Code

Description

Test Voltage

Working Voltage

Width

Thinkness

Length

Colour

Price per Roll

Price/metre

ELE27*

IEC61111 Class 0

5kV

1,000V

1000mm

3mm

10m

Black

£310.66

£31.07

ELE28*

IEC61111 Class 0

5kV

1,000V

1000mm

6mm

10m

Grey

£470.93

£47.13

ELE30*

IEC61111 Class 2

20kV

17,000V

1000mm

3mm

10m

Grey

£450.62

£52.99

ELE37*

IEC61111 Class 3

30kV

26,500V

1200mm

3mm

10m

Grey

£468.86

£56.72

ELE31*

IEC61111 Class 4

40kV

36,000V

1000mm

4.5mm

10m

Grey

£769.66

£90.51

When ordering please replace the asterisk (*) in the product code with ‘R’ for ROLL or ‘M’ for METRE(S).

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Live Electrical Safety - insulating gloves
ELECTRICAL SAFETY GLOVES
•
•
•
•

Fully insulating gloves test stamped for working voltages from 500V to 36,000V.
Good flexibility and sensitivity in all electrical applications.
Manufactured to EN60903.
Pneumatic glove tester available to carry out your own air inflation test as recommended by EN60903
and IEC903 standards (for class 00 and class 0).
• Electrical re-testing service available (Class 1 and above).

ELE10/11/12/13/14/32
INSULATING GLOVES

ELE40
COTTON UNDERGLOVES

When ordering replace the asterisk (*)
in the product code with the required size

ELE39
LEATHER OVERGLOVES

Code

Description

Length

Thickness

Sizes

Test Voltage

Working Voltage

Class

price

ELE10/*
ELE11/*
ELE12/*
ELE13/*
ELE14/*
ELE32/*
ELE39/*
ELE40/*

Insulating gloves
Insulating gloves
Insulating gloves
Insulating gloves
Insulating gloves
Insulating gloves
Leather overgloves
Cotton undergloves

360mm
360mm
360mm
360mm
360mm
410mm
330mm
250mm

0.5mm
1.0mm
1.5mm
2.3mm
2.9mm
3.6mm
N/A
N/A

9/10/11
9/10/11
9/10/11
9/10/11
9/10/11
9/10/11
8 to 11
One size

2,500V
5,000V
10,000V
20,000V
30,000V
40,000V
N/A
N/A

500V
1,000V
7,500V
17,000V
26,500V
36,000V
N/A
N/A

00
0
1
2
3
4
N/A
N/A

£30.35
£37.07
£55.27
£70.24
£91.56
£142.84
£23.66
£7.32

ELE15
PNEUMATIC
GLOVE TESTER

Code

Code

Description

ELE15
ELE16
ELE16A

Pneumatic glove tester
Glove storage box
Glove storage bag

ELE16A
GLOVE STORAGE BAG

Price
£154.46
£18.67
£16.87

ELE17-0
ELE17-3

Description
Re-testing of gloves
(Class 00 to Class 2)
Re-testing of gloves
(Class 3 to Class 4)

Price
£24.38
£36.18

GLOVES MUST HAVE BEEN ORIGINALLY
SUPPLIED BY REECE SAFETY.

COMPOSITE INSULATING GLOVES
These Latex gloves are chlorinated inside and the outer orange polychloroprene layer provides excellent
mechanical resistance which avoids the need for heavy leather overgloves to prevent damage
•	Manufactured and tested to EN 60 903: 2003 ; CEI 903 : 2002.
•	The chemical formulation of the exterior cladding ensures exceptional grip in humid environments.
•	Telltale signs of damage if the white inner layer is exposed due to mechanical damage.
•	Fitted shape makes flexing easier while ensuring a high level of protection.
•	A pair of mittens is delivered with each pair of gloves for greater comfort.
Code

Length

Thickness Sizes

ELE80/*
ELE81/*
ELE82/*
ELE83/*
ELE84/*

360mm
360mm
360mm
360mm
410mm

2.1mm
2.6mm
3.1mm
3.6mm
4.8mm

8,9,10,11,12
8,9,10,11,12
8,9,10,11,12
8,9,10,11,12
8,9,10,11,12

Working Voltage

Class

Price

1,000V
7,500V
17,000V
26,500V
36,000V

0
1
2
3
4

£59.15
£76.29
£82.98
£115.67
£149.56

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Live Electrical Safety - insulating gloves

ELE16
GLOVE STORAGE BOX
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Live Electrical Safety - rescue hooks
SAFETY RESCUE HOOKS
ELE19

Used for the retrieval of victims of electric shock,
safeguarding the life of the rescuer. Two sizes
available, 25mm diameter x 1000mm long for use
with up to 1kV system voltage and 35mm diameter x
1950mm long for use with up to 60kV system voltage.
Required in all live line areas as part of Health & Safety
risk assessment.

ELE18

Live Electrical Safety - rescue hooks

Hook stations
Offer safe
storage for the
hook and should
be placed in a
prominent and
easily accessible
position near to
the ‘live’ site.
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Code

Description

ELE18
ELE18A
ELE19
ELE19A

1kV rescue hook
1kV rescue hook station
60kV rescue hook
60kV rescue hook station

Price
£194.35
£77.37
£423.77
£108.36

RESCUE HOOK PANEL

SAFETY RESCUE HOOKS

Highly visible 45kV Rescue Hook
Station to allow rapid intervention
in the event of an electrical
incident. Station provides secure
hook storage for easy access near
to the “live” site.
Live Saving First Aid for HV Electric
shock instructions printed on panel.
W 800 mm x H 600 mm.
Hook not included

Large hook insulated rescue sticks which allow quick rescue of an electrified
casualty in the event of an accident. Wall fittings included.

Code

Description

RCS45A
RCS90A
RCS225A

45kV rescue hook
90kV rescue hook
225kV rescue hook

PRICES HELD FOR 2017/18
Price
£108.36
£108.36
£108.36

Code

Description

RCS45
RCS90
RCS225

45kV rescue stick 1.65m rated to 45kV
90kV rescue stick 2.15m rated to 90kV
225kV rescue stick 2.43m rated to 225kV

Price

DIELECTRIC SAFETY BOOTS

SAFETY INSULATING PLATFORM

• Certified protection against electric shock.
• Steel toecap, electrical insulating.
• Conforms to EN345-1.SB
and EN50321 Class 0.
• Certified for use up to 1000V AC
and 1500V DC (class 0).
• Oil and chemical resistant sole.
• Overall boot tested to 20kV.
• Sizes 6 to 13 (European 40 to 47).

Made from high impact polypropylene in
accordance with the UNE 204001 standard.
Non-slip platform and rubber feet for
greater slip resistance on the floor, plus
protection from wear.
Platform 525 x 525mm. Rated 45kV.

Code

Description

ELE20/*

Dielectric safety boots

Price
£85.70

Replace the asterisk (*)
in the product code with
the required size.

DIELECTRIC SAFETY OVER BOOTS

Description

Price

ELE70A/*

Dielectric safety over boots £84.66

Description

Price

SP45K

Insulating platform 45kV

HEAVY DUTY
INSULATING STEPS
• Conforms to EN131
& IEC 855 specifications.
• Suitable for live line working
up to 1000V.
• Manufactured from GRP.
• Exceptional chemical resistance.
• Double riveted treads
and heavy duty back bars.

• Provides protection of up to 20kV
over the complete boot for 8 hours.
•	Ingenious rear entry design ensures the 		
boot is quick and easy to fit and remove.
•	Ideal for personnel who have to continually 		
enter and exit hazardous areas.
• Slip resistance performance twice that
required by EN 13287 SRA and SATRA 		
TM144 standards.
• Seamless construction.
• Fuel and oil resistant.
• 3 sizes: MED (6-8), LRG (9-11), XLG (12-14).
Code

Code

Code

Description/Height Price

ELE21

Insulated steps
4 treads, 1.22m
Insulated steps
6 treads, 1.83m
Insulated steps
8 treads, 2.44m

ELE22

Replace the asterisk
(*)in the product code
with the required size.

ELE23

£148.04
£175.16
£213.58

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

£116.38

£115.42
£167.28
£248.05

Live Electrical Safety - rescue hooks
PORTABLE HV ELECTRICAL RESCUE KIT

24KV SUBSTATION
RESCUE KIT

This kit is designed to be
carried in an Emergency
Services vehicle to allow
safe intervention in the
following situations:

Essential lifesaving electrical intervention
equipment contained in rugged wall
mounted enclosure.
• Insulated Rescue Hook rated to 24kV.
•	Voltage detector on insulated
pole - 5-36kV.
•	Safety Insulating Platform
rated to 45kV.
•	Insulated cable cutters with
30mm jaws rated to 25kV.
• Class 3 (26.5kV) Electrical Insulating
safety gloves with case and
Talcum powder.
• Dielectric Insulating Safety boots tested to 20kV.
• IP66 grade wall mounted storage box.
• Front panel mounted Emergency
Resuscitation Instructions.

•	Road accidents with
Electric and hybrid
cars.
•	Work on solar panels
and wind turbines.
•	Work on electrified
railways.
•	Major Factories and
Data centres.
Kit includes:
1 x insulating platform
1 x pair of Insulating gloves: Class 3 in size 10
1 x pair of dielectric overboots size XL: Compliant with EN 50321
Class 0 and ASTM F1117
1 x insulating stick equipped with a hook - telescopic stick with
pentagonal shape for a perfect grip
1 x voltage detector: detects all voltages of 127v AC and above
(does not detect DC voltages)
1 x insulated cable cutter: 36 000v
1 x talc shaker: for easier donning of gloves
1 x fabric case for gloves
1 x roll adhesive marker tape for marking off an area
1 x instructions for use

Individual components can be changed
to suit specific applications and
customer requirements.
Dimensions 800H x 600W x 300D mm.

Description

SRK24

Wall mounted 24kV
Substation Rescue Kit £1,461.23

Price

ELECTRIC AND HYBRID VEHICLE
INTERVENTION KIT

Code

Description

RVES-25
RVES-36

Portable High Voltage Electrical Rescue kit - 25kV
Portable High Voltage Electrical Rescue kit - 36kV

Price
£1,656.58
£1,746.88

HV SAFETY PRODUCT RANGE
We have a full range of HV safety products to suit cable jointers
and utilities contractors

This shadow board panel
contains the essential
items needed for any motor
workshop involved in
servicing modern Electric
and Hybrid vehicles.
You then have the basic
equipment needed for an
emergency intervention
to prevent serious injury
through accidents. The kit
also includes a simple acid
spill kit to deal with spillage
from the Lithium Ion power
packs.

Contents:
•	High visibility panel printed with Emergency Resuscitation instructions
and Battery acid spill instructions.
•	Rescue hook suited up to 1,000V.
•	Polycarbonate visor to protect face from molten metal from arcing.
• Insulating Class 0 Electrical safety gloves.
• Storage case for gloves.
• Neutralising salts and litmus paper for acid spills.

Code

Description

ERK1000

Electric vehicle electrical intervention kit

Price
£434.94

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Live Electrical Safety - rescue hooks

Code
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Live Electrical Safety - arc flash clothing and helmets
ARC FLASH PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
Our range of Arc Flash protective clothing has a wide range of products that are available as stock items. Many organisations now have specific requirements to suit
their working conditions and corporate standards and these can usually be easily accommodated in bespoke products. Please call us now to discuss any specific
requirements you have and we can then work with you to deliver these in sets of loose clothing or kits.

COVERALL + REFLECTIVE TAPE 15.0 CAL/CM²

ARC RATED KNITTED GLOVES 12.1 CAL/CM²

Colour

Navy Blue

Sizes

82cm – 152cm; 32" – 52"; XS – 6XL

Fabric

79% Cotton, 20% polyester,
1% anti-static

Thread

Aramid.

Standards

IEC 61482-2 : 2009
(class 1 and ATPV 15 cal/cm2)
EN 13034 : 2005
EN 1149-5 : 2008
EN ISO 11611 : 2007
EN ISO 11612 : 2008

ATPV¹

15.0cal/m²

Colour
Navy Blue
Sizes
S – XL
Fabric	Permanently Flame
Resistant (FR) UltraSoft®
Rib Knit, 220 g/m².
Thread
Aramid.
Fabric Std	NFPA 70E; ASTM F1506;
ASTM F1959; OSHA
1910.269; EN 340; EN
ISO: 11612; IEC 61482-11 & OEKO TEX STD. 100.
Garment Std CE 0339
ATPV¹
12.1 cal/cm²
HAF²
81.6%
Application	Work wear for electrical
industry.

Application Work wear for electrical industry.
Orange available upon request

Code

ELE9GL12

Price supplements for larger sizes
4XL: +25%, 5XL/6XL: +50%
Code

Description

Price

ELE9CR12

Coverall 15 CAL/CM ² (XS - 3XL)

£187.75

Description

Price

£35.15

12.1 cal/cm² Knitted gloves

ARC FLASH RATED HELMET AND VISOR
Our range of Arc rated visor kits provide unrivalled optical properties (optical
class 1 as per EN 166) with very high light transmission.

ELECTRICIAN’S HELMET AND VISOR
ELE62

Live Electrical Safety - arc flash clothing and helmets

RTC42ESBB

88

Head mounted
Faceshield with
180° field of
vision.

Polyethylene
Safety helmet
with retractable
clear visor for
electrical use

• Untinted visor.
• Protects against electrical
short-circuit arcs, hot solids
and molten metal.
• Good ventilation.

• Helmet EN 397, EN 50365 1000 V.
• Polycarbonate 1,5 mm visor.
• Protects against electrical
short-circuit arcs, hot solids
and molten metal.
Code

RTC42ESBB

As the Arc Flash Protection properties are built into the entire material there
is no reduction through surface scratches over time and all visors are coated
to give enhanced protection, anti-fog and anti-scratch polycarbonate.

Price

Code

£105.45

ELE62

Price

£24.69

BALACLAVA SINGLE LAYER 12.1 CAL/CM²
Colour
Sizes
Fabric

Navy Blue
One size fits all
Permanently Flame Resistant
(FR) UltraSoft®, 220 g/m².
Fabric Std
EN 340; EN ISO: 11612;
IEC 61482-1-1
Garment Std CE 0339.
ATPV¹
12.1 cal/cm².
Application Work wear for
electrical industry
Code

Description

ELE9BA12

12.1 cal/cm² Balaclava

ELE9HE12

This visor is CE
marked and providing
the highest Arc
Protection as per
GS-ET-29 (Protective
class 2) and the
highest VLT-class “0”.

Code

Price

£40.51

ELE9HE12-ATPV

Dual certified Arc
Shield kit with Arc
Protection Class 2
(highest arc protection
class in Europe) as per
GS-ET-29 and ATPV 12
cal/cm2 (PPE Level 2)
as per ASTM F2178.

Description

ELE9HE12	Arc Rated helmet and Visor –
CE Class 2 with high VLT
ELE9HE12-ATPV	Arc Rated helmet and Visor –
CE Class 2 and ATPV rated
ELE9AS12	Arc Rated helmet and Visor –
CE Class 2 with clear chin guard

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

ELE9AS12

•	Tested and certified
to EN 166 and
GS-ET-29 Arc
Protection Class 2.
•	ATPV 12 cal/cm2
as per ASTM F2178.
•	Transparent chin
protector with
excellent optical
properties and
little distortion.

Price
£151.99
£158.18
£231.26

Live Electrical Safety - arc flash clothing and helmets
PROTECT YOUR STAFF FROM THE
EXTREME HAZARDS OF AN ARC FLASH
What are the hazards?
• extreme heat of the arc.
• vaporisation of the conductors.
• blast pressure wave.

Our expertise on performing arc
flash studies can help you to
develop strategies to:

Meet your HSE requirements and
clearly understand:

• r educe the level of prospective arc energy,
and
• mitigate the effect of the hazardous arcs
on personnel.

• the levels of incident energy at each
interested location.
• what measurements need to be explored
to mitigate the impact of arc energy.

ARC FLASH COVERALL KITS

Simple solution to address basic Arc Flash
PPE requirements

Save over 10%
of the individual
items prices

Please use the code below and replace
the * with the size

ALL SUPPLIED IN HOLDALL

Code

Description

KITELE9CR15*
KITELE9CR15*
KITELE9CR15*

S-3XL 15.0cal/cm2 Arc Flash Coverall kit with gloves, helmet and visor
4XL-5XL 15.0cal/cm2 Arc Flash Coverall kit with gloves, helmet and visor
6XL 15.0cal/cm2 Arc Flash Coverall kit with gloves, helmet and visor

Price
£326.40
£369.75
£413.90

ARC FLASH SWITCHING SUIT 51 CAL/CM²

ARC FLASH SWITCHING SUIT 100 CAL/CM²

Three piece arc flash switching suit with a long jacket, bib-and-brace trousers
and full hood. Metal free. ATPV rating indicated on all garments.

Three piece arc flash switching suit with long jacket, bib-and-brace trousers
and full hood. ATPV rating indicated on all garments.

Jacket

88cm long jacket (Large)
with zip, Flame Resistant (FR)
Velcro® front closure and
knitted cuffs.
Trousers Bib-and-brace trousers with
adjustable bottom leg openings.
Colour
Royal blue
Sizes*
S - 3XL
Fabric
Permanently Flame Resistant 		
(FR) UltraSoft®, pre-shrunk.
Thread
Aramid
Fabric Std NFPA 70E; ASTM F1506;
OSHA 1910.269; EN ISO 11612; 		
EN ISO 11611; IEC 61482-1-1; 		
ASTM F1959 &
OEKO TEX STANDARD 100.
Garment Std ASTM F2621; IEC 61482-2
& CE 0339
ATPV
51.5 cal/cm² HAF: 93.9%
Application Work wear for electrical industry.

Jacket

88cm Long jacket (Medium)
with Flame Resistant (FR) zip,
FR Velcro® front closure and
FR knitted cuffs.
Trousers Bib-and-brace trousers with
adjustable leg openings.
Colour
Olive
Size*
S – 3XL
Fabric
Layered 754 g/m².
Outer
Para-aramid, CF, Novoloid.
Inner
Melamine, Para-aramid,
Meta-aramid.
Thread
Aramid.
Cuff
FR Cotton/Nylon/Spandex.
Fabric Std NFPA 70E; IEC 61482-1-1;
ASTM F1959; ASTM F1506;
Garment Std ASTM F2621; SANS 724
& CE 0339.
ATPV1
100 cal/m2
HAF2
97.7%
Application Work wear for electrical industry.

NOTE: Gloves sold separatelyplease call for details

NOTE: Gloves sold separatelyplease call for details
Extra Sizes*
Code

ELE9SS51

Extra Sizes* (2XL, 3XL +12%)

(2XL, 3XL +12%)
Description

51 CAL/CM ² switching suit

Price

£1060.27

Code

Description

ELE9SS100

100 CAL/CM ² switching suit

Price

£3058.90

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk

Live Electrical Safety - arc flash clothing and helmets

Packaged in a hardwearing holdall the popular
15cal/cm2 Coverall with reflective tape is
combined with pair of arc rated gloves and
a class 2 Arc rated polycarbonate visor and
helmet.
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Live Electrical Safety - insulated tooling
CABLE REMOVAL COLLAR
Jointly developed with Balfour Beatty. This will prevent serious injury
during HV Cable removal to avoid accidentally cutting live cables
removing the potential for near misses or even worse consequences.
The product is now commercially available to all in two sizes to suit
40mm and 80mm diameter cables. When used during cable removal:
• Is an Integral part of cable removal process.
• Becomes a physical hold/cut point.
• Provides reassurance to worker and a clear visual indicator.
• Flexible polymer to deform easily to pass through size restrictions.
Code

Description

Price

CRC040 Cable Removal Collar with a 40mm inside Diameter £25.62
CRC080 Cable Removal Collar with a 80mm inside Diameter £27.04

INSULATED TOOLING

Our range of 1,000V toolkits covers the range
of most common requirements.
The coated tooling is tested to EN/IEC 60900:2012

Live Electrical Safety - insulated tooling

Description
Insulated toolkit/tool roll – 14 piece
Socket set ½" drive 6 piece 8-19mm plus case
Insulated toolkit – 17 piece
Smart metering kit – 17 piece
Insulated toolkit – 26 piece ½" drive
Insulated toolkit – 25 piece 3/8" sq drive

ELE4101

ELE4102

ELE4103

ELE4104

ELE4105

ELE4106

Screwdrivers 2.8 x 75, 4.5 x 125 & 5.5 x 150mm, PZ1 x 150mm
& PZ2 x 150mm, P Handle Allen Keys 3 x 100mm & 4 x 150mm,
Junior Hacksaw 150mm 32tpi with Special Wide Blades 18 tpi and
24 tpi, Cable Knife Heavy Duty Blade, Diagonal Side Cutter 160mm,
Pliers Combination 180mm and 160mm Long Nose – all in folding
case 380 x 50 x 260

90

Code
ELE4101
ELE4102
ELE4103
ELE4104
ELE4105
ELE4106

Socket 6pt ½" Drv 8, 10, 12, 13, 17 and 19mm, reversible
ratchet ½" sq Drv, Extension piece ½" Drv 125mm and
250mm, plastic case

Screwdrivers 0.6 x 2.8 x 75mm, 0.6 x 3.5 x 100mm, 0.8 x 4.0 x
100mm, 0.8 x 4.5 x 125mm, 1.0 x 5.5 x 150mm, PZ1x80mm, PZ2
x 150mm, Flat/Pozi Size 2x100mm Shroud Universal 30x34mm
(G), Non-Universal 30x25mm, T Bar Allen Key 3 x 150mm
Cabinet Spanner with Adaptor Diagonal Side Cutter 180mm, Pliers
Combination 180mm and 160mm Long Nose Cable Cutter 210mm 50mm² Case 406 x 290 x 110mm Grey Metallic

Socket 6pt 1/2" Drv 10, 12, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21 and 24mm, Pliers
Combination 180mm, Diagonal Side Cutter 160mm, Reversible
Ratchet 1/2" Sq Drv, Extension Bar 1/2" Drive 125mm, T Bar Lever
1/2" Sq Drv 200x150mm, Open Ended Spanner 10, 12, 13, 14,
17, 19, 21 & 24mm, Cable Knife with Replaceable Steel Blade,
Screwdrivers PH1 80 x 175mm, PH2 100 x 210mm, 5.5 x 125mm,
4.0 x 100mm, Case 406 x 290 x 110mm

Price
£165.68
£181.75
£171.03
£179.06
£385.28
£357.00

Screwdrivers 3.0 x 100, 4.5 x 125 & 5.5 x 150mm, PH1 x 175mm
& PH2 x 210mm, T bar Allen Key 3 x 150mm, Pliers Combination
180mm and 200mm Long Nose, Cable cutter round 170mm –
35mm2, Diagonal Side Cutter 160mm, Wire stripping pliers, pliers
250mm groove joint, Junior Hacksaw 150mm 32tpi with Special
Wide Blades 18 tpi and 24 tpi, Knife 80mm blade, Voltage detector
90-1000V, Case 406 x 290 x 110mm

Screwdrivers 0.6 x 2.8 x 75mm, 0.6 x 3.5 x 100mm, 0.8 x 4.0 x
100mm, 0.8 x 4.5 x 125mm, 1.0 x 5.5 x 150mm, PZ80mm, PZ2
x 150mm, Flat/Pozi Size 2x100mm Shroud Universal 30x34mm
(G), Non-Universal 30x25mm, T Bar Allen Key 3 x 150mm
Cabinet Spanner with Adaptor Diagonal Side Cutter 180mm, Pliers
Combination 180mm and 160mm Long Nose Cable Cutter 210mm 50mm² Case 406 x 290 x 110mm Grey Metallic

Call us now for more information

Signs, Labels
& Barriers
Having the right signs and labels
in a workplace is vital to keep your
workforce safe. Our range caters for
all applications, no matter what the
conditions.

Your
Image

See Page

92

See Page
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TOP TIP ...
Can’t find what you’re looking for?
We provide a free design service that will make you exactly what you need.
We can include your company logo and colour scheme and the exact message
you need. Ask our team about how we can make your signs really stand out…

How to Order
Call, email or fax your enquiry
Request a quote

CALL US NOW +44 (0)1422 310456
FAX US NOW +44 (0)1422 311070
ORDER ON LINE www.reecesafety.co.uk
EMAIL US AT sales@reecesafety.co.uk

Your Name
Your Logo

See Page
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Signs, Labels & Barriers

In this section you will find:
• Electrical hazard warning signs
• Electrical safety labels
• Electrical inspection labels
• Regulatory wallcharts
• Construction signs
• Skipper barrier system

Order by 3pm for next
working day delivery
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Signs, Labels & Barriers

Made from durable 1mm PVC or flexible self-adhesive vinyl.

200 X 150 RIGID RW65BR
200 X 150 S/A RW65BS

200 X 150 RIGID RW45AR
200 X 150 S/A RW45AS
400 X 300 RIGID RPW45AR
400 X 300 S/ARPW45AS

300 X 400 RIGID RWM93AR
300 X 400 S/A RWM93AS

400 x 300
RIGID RPW12AR

400 x 300
RIGID RW184AR
S/A RW184AS

200 X 150
S/A RWC31AS

400 X 300
RIGID RW58BR

200 X 150 S/A RS10AS

400 X 300
RIGID RW85BR
S/A RW85BS

120 X 90
RIGID RMC13AR
S/A RMC13AS

200 X 150 S/A RWM18AS

300 X 400 RIGID RV14AR

300 X 400 RIGID RWM20AR
300 X 400 S/A RWM20AS

150 X 225 RIGID RWM49AR
150 X 225 S/A RWM49AS

450 X 600 RIGID RMK2YR

150 X 225 RIGID RWM57AR
150 X 225 S/A RWM57AS

Size

Signs, Labels & Barriers

300 X 450 RIGID RWM21AR
300 X 450 S/A RWM21AS
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75 X 110 RIGID RWM19AR
75 X 110 S/A RWM19AS

150 X 225 RIGID RWM75AR
150 X 225 S/A RWM75AS

75 x 110mm
120 x 90mm
150 x 225mm
200 x 150mm
300 x 400mm
300 x 450mm
450 x 600mm

150 X 225 RIGID RWM63AR
150 X 225 S/A RWM63AS
300 X 450 RIGID RWM63BR
300 X 450 S/A RWM63BS

Rigid PVC Price

S/A Vinyl Price

£4.78
£5.49
£7.77
£7.77
£18.59
£19.24
£39.83

£3.16
£3.91
£5.05
£4.35
£10.16
£10.82
£16.90

HANDY SAFETY LABEL PACKS

SAFETY LOCKOUT LABELS

Always there when you need them and easy to store.
Self-adhesive vinyl. Size is 50 x 150mm.

Self Adhesive vinyl labels are ideal for quick and simple identification of equipment that has been locked out
RPLD68
Contains 200
labels with free
dispenser

Code
RSL17S

Price
£15.14/Pack 6

RPLD69

Code

Description

RPLD68
RPLD69
RPLD70

200 labels 38 x 25mm in dispenser
50 x 50mm label/Pack 10
50 x 25mm label/Pack 10

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

RPLD70

Price
£31.59
£5.16
£4.80

Signs, Labels & Barriers
ELECTRICAL SAFETY LABELS
Ideal for all of your inspection and safety requirements.
Packs of 10 or 20, subject to size. Sizes are in mm.
Code

Description

Price

50 x 50mm
20 x 60mm

Self-adhesive label/Pack 10
Self-adhesive label/Pack 20

£8.91
£7.44

20 X 60 RWF08AS

20 x 60 RWF09AS

20 X 60 RWF10AS

20 X 60 RWF11AS

50 X 50 RWF17AS

50 X 50 RW80AS

50 X 50 RW65AS

50 X 50 RW57AS

50 X 50 RW56AS

50 X 50 RWF21AS

50 X 50 RW55AS

50 X 50 RWF22AS

50 X 50 RWF14AS

50 X 50 RWF15AS

50 X 50 RWF16AS

50 X 50 RW86AS

EARTH LABELS
These labels comply with BS-EN 60617-2:
1996, IEC 60617-2: 1996. Self-adhesive
Vinyl. Supplied as a sheet of 100 labels.

Code

Description

Price

RWF06S
RWF07S

12.5 x 12.5mm/Sheet 100
25 x 25mm/Sheet 100

£10.43
£15.55

VOLTAGE LABELS
A range of high visibility voltage labels designed for use on
fuse boxes, circuit breakers and other electrical equipment.
Manufactured from self-adhesive vinyl, these labels will
withstand temperatures from -40ºC to +100ºC.
Sold in packs of 10. To order
replace asterisk (*) with: A
(20x60mm) B (30x90mm) C
(40x120mm)
Example: RVT01A is 110
volts (20x60mm)
Size

RVT01*

RVT05*

RVT02*

RVT08*

RVT03*

RVT06*

RVT04*

RVT07*

50 X 50 RW07CS

50 X 50 RW07AS

GIANT WALL SIGN
It combines an electricity hazard sign
and emergency resuscitation poster in a
much larger size for greater impact.
Size 800mm H x 1200mm W
• Produced on 5mm plastic for rigidity.
• Pre-drilled for ease of installation.
• Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Price

20 x 60mm
30 x 90mm
40 x 120mm

£6.85
£19.24
£22.94

Code

Price

HVLV800

£83.39

SAFETY LABELS
These internationally recognised labels, supplied in packs of 250,
will help you identify and understand potentially hazardous situations
quickly. Made from self-adhesive vinyl. Label size is 50 x 50mm.
Description

50x50mm

Self-adhesive label/Pack 250

RLR35S

RLR14S

Price
£84.11

RLR22S

RLR08S

RLR15S

RLR12S

RLR09S

RLR13S

RLR27S

RLR18S

RLR34S

RLR16S

T +44 (0)1422 310456 F +44 (0)1422 311070 email sales@reecesafety.co.uk www.reecesafety.co.uk
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Signs, Labels & Barriers - construction signs
Your Name
Your Logo

Your
Image

Your
Image

Your
Image

Your Name
Your Logo

Your Name
Your Logo

Your Name
Your Logo

Your
Image

SITE SAFETY NOTICE
Unauthorised entry to this
site is strictly prohibited
WARNING CONSTRUCTION IN PROGRESS
Parents are advised to warn children of the
dangers of entering construction sites

1. All visitors must report to the site office.
2. Permission must be obtained before entering the site or any work area.
3. Safety signs and procedures must be observed.
4. Personal protection and safety equipment must be used at all times.
5. All persons entering this site must comply with the regulations under the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.

Safety helmets
must be worn
Safety footwear
must be worn
Design A

Design B

Your Name
Your Logo

Your
Image

Design C

Design D

Your
Image

Your Name
Your Logo

Your
Image

Your Name
Your Logo

No admittance
Authorised personnel only
All visitors must
report to office
Safety helmets must
be worn in this area
Protective footwear must
be worn in this area
Design F

Design E

Your Name
Your Logo

Your
Image

Design G

Design a Sign - Construction Signs
How To Order

Signs, Labels & Barriers - construction signs

How to order your Safety Signs:
1. Choose your design code (see below each illustration).
2. Choose your size and material (see table below).
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Code

Size (H x W)

Material

Price

CNST1
CNST2
CNST3
CNST4

800 x 600mm
800 x 600mm
400 x 300mm
400 x 300mm

3mm Rigid Plastic
1.2mm Rigid Plastic
3mm Rigid Plastic
1.2mm Rigid Plastic

Call for a price
Call for a price
Call for a price
Call for a price

Design H

SKIPPER ROAD CONE

SKIPPER DUMMY UNIT

The revolutionary cone that outperforms
its competitors in all areas.
• Helical design deflects wind away
and adds to stability.
• 	Prismatic, glass bead sleeve
produces up to twice the
reflectivity of standard cones.
• Perfect for many applications, from
traffic to industrial and commercial.

This unit is a Skipper unit but does not
contain tape.

Size

Description

TRAF1217

Skipper Road Cone

•A
 s with a normal Skipper unit,
you can attach an end clip to the
dummy unit.
• T he dummy unit can be used as
and ‘end unit’ where the line of
tape needs to go.

Price
£18.95

Size

Description

Price

TRF0007

Dummy Unit

£28.95

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Signs, Labels & Barriers - Skipper

SKIPPER POST & BASE SYSTEM

SKIPPER RETRACTABLE BARRIER

A versatile alternative to a cone with an
interchangeable base.
• 	Interchangeable base means it can be used
on hard or soft ground, indoors or outdoors.
• 	Pour water or sand into the base for extra
stability.
• 	Colours Available: Blue, Green, Red,
Silver & Orange.
• Please specify when ordering.

Skipper is the unique way to cordon off any area,
creating safer environments with high visibility
retractable 9m tape.
• 	Clicks on top of all traffic cones or its own
unique post and base system.
• Saves you time, storage and money.
• Please specify colour of webbing required.

SKIPPER RECHARGEABLE
SAFETY LIGHT
• Multi-functional LED light.
• Fully Rechargeable.
• 	Includes a light sensor for automatic
activation.
• Requires 6xAA batteries (not included).

CBS01RW

Webbing Colours Available:

Size

Description

CBS08

Skipper Post & Base System

Price
£37.95

Black/Yellow

Size

Description

Price

CBS01

Skipper Retractable Barrier

£49.95

Size

Description

Price

CBS04

Skipper Rechargeable Safety Light

£39.95

SKIPPER WALL & MAGNETIC SUPPORT BRACKETS

SKIPPER WALL & MAGNETIC RECEIVER CLIPS

• Holds the Skipper unit. Screw to a wall or attach to magnetic surface.
• Unlike the magnetic version the wall support brackets are intended
for permanent/semi-permanent fixture.

• Holds Skipper tape end. Screw to a wall or attach to magnetic surface.
• Magnetic version is ideal for attaching to vehicles or metal shelving.

Size

Description

CBS11
CBS12

Skipper Wall Support Bracket
Skipper Magnetic Support Bracket

Price
£22.95
£27.95

SKIPPER XS UNIT
Designed for use without cones or posts.
• Contains 9m retractable high visibility tape.
• 	Has new connector points to affix to its range of accessories.
• Can be used indoors to provide barriers when you need them.
• Availble in Red/White or Yellow/Black. Please specify when ordering.
Size

Description

TRF0003 Skipper XS Unit

Price
£49.95

Size

Description

Price

CBS06
CBS07

Skipper Wall Receiver Clip
Skipper Magnetic Receiver Clip

£7.95
£9.95

SKIPPER MAGNETIC
STRAP HOLDER/RECEIVER
• 	Can attach to pillar using the cord or simply via the
magnetic backing.
•	Once in place the receiver can then hold either the XS
unit in place or be used to receive the tape end clip.
Size

Description

TRF0004 Suction Cord Strap Holder/Receiver

Price
£19.95
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Signs, Labels & Barriers - safety barriers
FREE STANDING ‘A’ BOARDS

BARRICADDY MOBILE
BARRIER SYSTEM

Our free standing ‘A’ boards are
ideal for creating awareness
around the workplace.
Manufactured from durable
rigid plastic these boards are
printed on both sides with
standard ‘Danger - Electricians
working’ or ‘Caution - Lockout
procedure in operation’
notices, as shown.

Create a 4m long highly
visible barrier in seconds!
• Flexible and lightweight.
• 16 articulating panels can
be set straight or curved.
•	Two non-marking wheels
enable quick and easy
deployment.
• Easily locked together
for compact storage.
• Dimensions closed (H x W): 600 x 350mm.
• Weight: 15kg.

Code

Description

FRS1E
FRS2E

Danger Electricians Working ‘A’ Board £21.32
Caution Lockout Procedure ‘A’ Board £21.32

Price

Signs, Labels & Barriers - safety barriers

Description

RPSC04ZX

Barricaddy Mobile Barrier System

LOCKED OFF BARRIER TAPE

BARRIER WARNING TAPES

ELEVATOR GUARD BARRIER SYSTEM

Ideal for prohibiting access to unauthorised
areas during lockout procedures.
• Quick and inexpensive to use.
• Manufactured from non-adhesive
quality vinyl.
• Size: 75mm x 250m.

Display your safety message on highly
visible tape.
• Made from non-adhesive polyethylene.
• Strong and highly visible.
• Ideal for warning of danger and
cordoning off potential hazards.
• Supplied in roll form.
• Sizes: 75mm x 100m
&150mm x 100m.

Use as part of your safe
system of work when
undertaking maintenance
routines. Complies with
Health & Safety Regulations,
Recommendation PM26.
Designed in collaboration
with the elevator industry,
this clever barrier system
connects to the opening by
extending 2.6m
non-conductive telescopic
poles. This innovative
feature means it can also
be used to provide a more
secure barrier where work
is being carried out
immediately behind doors
and entrances.The panels
are 1100H x 660W mm.
Complies with BS7255:2001

Code

Description

Price

RPBT1

Locked Off
barrier tape

£28.60

150mm x 100m
75mm x 100m

RBW26A
RBW26B

150mm x 100m
75mm x 100m

RBW44A
RBW44B

150mm x 100m
75mm x 100m
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Code

RBW27A
RBW27B

ECONOMY BARRIER TAPE
An inexpensive way of highlighting
hazardous areas.
• Highly visible red/white and
black/yellow polythene tape.
• UV coating and scratch resistant ink.
• Non-adhesive.
• Size: 75mm x 500m.

Code

Description

Price

RECT01
RECT02

Red/White
Black/Yellow

£16.53
£16.53

150mm x 100m
75mm x 100m

RBW64A
RBW64B

150mm x 100m
75mm x 100m

RBW61A
RBW61B

150mm x 100m
75mm x 100m

RBW24A
RBW24B

Description		
150mm x 100m
75mm x 100m

Price
£58.61
£38.29

Code

Description

RPSC8ZX

Elevator Guard Barrier System

Price
£340.62

Price
£220.85

PRE-PRINTED WALL MOUNTED
TENSABARRIERS
Perfect solution for restricting access without taking up floor space.
• 4.6m of retractable webbing
is housed within a heavy duty
wall mounted unit.
• Supplied with a wall clip which
is designed to fit opposite
the unit to enable the webbing
to fit securely in place.
• Webbing can be effortlessly
pulled out and will smoothly
retract back into the unit
when not in use.
• Highly visable webbing
messages are pre-printed
on both sides of the webbing.
• Other messages can be
made to order, please enquire.

Code

Description

RBUB250
RBUB251
RBUB252

Tensabarrier - Authorised Access Only
Tensabarrier - No Entry
Tensabarrier - Caution Do Not Enter

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

Price
£152.72
£152.72
£152.72

• New and improved version.
•	Legally required, introduced on
6th April 2009.
•	Clearly marked sections for
easy reading.
• Certified for authenticity.
•	HSE contact details and Incident
Helpline are clearly shown.
• 595mm x 415mm.
Code

THE ELECTRICITY AT WORK
REGULATIONS 1989
Each year around 1,000 accidents at work involve
electric shocks and burns! Guidance on the above
regulations recommends that a poster containing
emergency resuscitation procedures be displayed
in locations where people may be at greater risk of
electric shock.

Price

RFWC30

RWC140 600 x 400mm

THE HEALTH AND SAFETY
LAW POSTER

RFWC32 840 x 570mm

Signs, Labels & Barriers - regulatory signs

£14.75

RFWC05 590 x 450mm

Code

Description

RFWC32
RWC140
RFWC05

Electricity at Work Regulations
Electric Shock Resuscitation
PUWER 98 Regulations Wallchart

Price
£32.57
£18.01
£32.57

Ensure you comply with the
latest regulations with these
up-to-date wallcharts.
Educate your employees on
regulations relevant to your
workplace. Manufactured from
hardwearing 0.3mm PVC for
extra durability.
Size is 840 x 570mm.

RFWC43

RFWC34

RFWC37

RFWC39

RFWC44

RFWC45

RFWC47

Code

Description

RFWC34
RFWC37
RFWC39
RFWC43
RFWC44
RFWC45
RFWC47
RFWC48

Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulation 1999
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health Regulation 1989
Health and Safety (Safety Signs and Signals) Regulation 1996
Personal Protective Equipment at Work Regulation 1992
Lifting Operations and Lifting Equipment Regulation 1998
Work at Height Regulation 2005
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulations 2006
Restriction of Certain Hazardous Substances in Electrical and Electronic Equipment Regulation 2005

Price
£32.57
£32.57
£32.57
£32.57
£32.57
£32.57
£32.57
£32.57
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T&C’s
REECE SAFETY PRODUCTS LIMITED TERMS
& CONDITIONS OF SALE
BASIS OF SALE
1. All orders are accepted and all contracts are made subject to the following terms and
conditions provided that any special conditions in any quotation estimate or contract
shall prevail to the extent that they are inconsistent with the following terms and
conditions
2. If the Company’s terms and conditions (whether special or general) shall be at
variance or inconsistent with any printed conditions attached to the Buyer’s order the
Company’s terms and conditions shall prevail and be effective notwithstanding any
similar conditions otherwise applying to the Buyer’s order

ii) The Company reserves the right to operate a percentage deposit charge

WARRANTIES AND CLAIMS

4. The Buyer may cancel an order only with the written agreement of the Company
in which case the Buyer will indemnify the Company against all costs, expenses,
claims and loss incurred prior to or arising from the cancellation

PRICE

i) Claims in respect of faults readily discernible on a reasonable examination of the
Goods shall be made as soon as such faults are reasonably capable of discovery but in
any event within 2 months of the delivery of the Goods

5. (a) The price of the Goods shall be the Company’s price which shall be binding on
the Company, provided the Buyer shall accept the Company’s quotation within 30 days
(b) All prices are exclusive of VAT which the Buyer will pay at the appropriate rate in
addition to the price. The Company may raise an invoice for additional VAT on a supply
of Goods at any time if the Company has raised and the Buyer has paid an earlier invoice
for a lesser amount of or no VAT
(c) Except in respect of an estimate/quotation of acceptance of order where the price
is expressly stated to be fixed for a specific delivery period, the Company reserves the
right to alter its estimate or order prices in respect of the Goods by reference to the
price ruling at the date of dispatch of the Goods, by any additional sum as may from
time to time be necessary to cover the increases in the costs of materials and/or labour
(or any other factors affecting the cost of production or delivery) which may occur
between the date of conclusion of the contract and the date of dispatch
(d) Where in an estimate/quotation or acceptance of order a price is expressly stated to
be fixed for a specific delivery period or for any reason (except where the same is due to
the default of the Company) a supply is made under the estimate or order after the end of
the said period, the Company reserves the right in respect of such supply to charge the
price ruling at the date of dispatch of the Goods

DELIVERY
6. Where an estimate/quotation or acceptance of order specifies a delivery period but
the Company is unable to complete delivery without further information or details
from the Buyer and there is in the opinion of the Company a delay on the part of the
Buyer in providing the information or details, then the Company may if it wishes, give
notice extending the delivery period and without prejudice to the Company’s rights to
vary it’s prices under Condition 5 hereof
7. Any date or period set out herein for the delivery of the Goods or any part of
them shall not be of the essence of the Contract and if the Company is prevented
from delivering any goods at the time provided for delivery by reason of any cause
outside its reasonable control (including but not so as to limit the generality of the
foregoing fire, explosion, delay in supplies, plant breakdown, interference by labour
strikes or lockouts or non-availability of transport or materials) then the date or period
for delivery shall be extended by the duration of the occurrence

TERMS OF PAYMENT
8. All Goods supplied shall be paid for within 30 days from the date of invoice of the
Company unless specifically agreed otherwise in writing between the Company and
the Buyer. If any discount is offered by the Company then the same shall be deductible
only if the Goods are paid for within the said period and on no account shall discount be
deductible from Value Added Tax

T&C’s

i) The Company reserves the right to operate a minimum invoice charge and minimum
delivery charge

10.(a) The Buyer should satisfy itself by testing samples or otherwise of the fitness
for its purpose of all Goods ordered and will be deemed and conclusively presumed
to have done so if Goods delivered differ materially from their description or from
samples supplied or are by reason of faulty material, workmanship or packing
unshakeable the Company undertakes to replace such goods or (at the option of the
Company) to refund the purchase price or a fair proportion thereof. This undertaking by
the Company is subject and conditional upon the following provisions:

3. A quotation which is stated to be for a fixed price shall be deemed to have been
withdrawn in any event unless an order in respect thereof is placed within the period
specified in the Quotation
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claim made in respect of those Goods under Condition 12(a) or (b)

9. Non compliance with the Company’s terms of payment shall constitute default without
reminder. In the case of default the Company may then charge interest at the rate
of 3% per month from the date upon which the payment falls due. In the event that
the Buyer shall fail to fulfil the terms of payment in respect of any invoice the Company
may in its sole discretion demand payment of all outstanding balances whether due or
not and/or may cancel all outstanding orders and/or decline to make further deliveries
except upon receipt of cash or security. Except where the laws relating to bankruptcy
and liquidation prove otherwise the Buyer shall not be entitled to withhold or set off
payment for Goods delivered by virtue of any debt claim or allegation other than a valid

ii) Claims in respect of other faults including faults not discernible until the Goods have
been taken into use, or otherwise dealt with shall be made as soon as the fault is
reasonably discernible but in any case within 2 years of delivery of the Goods to the
Buyer
iii) All claims must be made in writing to the registered office of the Company
iv) The Buyer must afford to the Company the opportunity to examine any Goods which
are the subject of a claim before the Goods have been further used or otherwise dealt
with
v) The Company will not be liable for any damage to or deterioration of the Goods
which may occur after delivery whether the same may occur due to unsuitable storage
conditions or to abuse or to any other cause whatsoever
vi) Goods in respect of which any claim is made under this Condition shall be returned
to the Company carriage paid for inspection or (if return is not practicable) alternatively
the Company will inspect the Goods or procure the same to be inspected in situ. In the
event reimburse the Buyer with the cost of any such carriage but if the Buyer’s claim
shall not be upheld then the Company reserves the right to charge the Buyer for all or
part of the labour, travelling, carriage and other dues involved
vii) Subject to Condition 20 the undertaking of the Company to make a replacement or
refund shall be the absolute limit of the Company’s liability to the Buyer in respect of any
such claim. The undertaking is in substitution for any other claim or warranty (except as
to title) implied by statute, common law or otherwise in respect of the Goods
viii) Where Goods expressly state on the outer packaging of the Goods “Reece Safety
Products Ltd” guarantee this product for a period of 1 year from the date of purchase.
In the event that the product fails due to faults in the manufacturing process or defects
in material content, then we will replace the product free of charge. This guarantee does
not, however extend to misuse where the product has either been abused or used
for purposes other than for which it was designed. This guarantee does not affect your
statutory rights" these terms shall prevail over 11(i) to 11(vii) as necessary
(b) Whilst the Company warrants that any survey, advice, representation or forecast
given on the part of the Company from anything said or written in discussion or
negotiations between the Company and the Buyer or its respective agents prior to the
making of the contract is given in good faith and after due consideration of the facts
before the Company the Company shall be under no legal liability whether in contract
negligence or howsoever in respect thereof to the Buyer or any other person except to
the extent to which there is a breach of this warranty
(c) Nothing in these Conditions of Sale shall absolve the Company from liability for death
or personal injury resulting from the negligence of the Company or its servants
11. (a) No claim for short delivery of Goods or damage to Goods in transit can be
entertained unless either (where this is possible) a receipt is given to the carrier detailing
the shortage or damage at the time of delivery or alternatively notification of the shortage
or damage is made to the Company within 7 days from the delivery of the Goods by the
carrier
(b) No claim for non-delivery of Goods can be entertained unless the Company is
notified within 7 days from the date if its invoice

Order by 3pm for next working day delivery!

T&C’s

BUYER DESIGN
12. Where Goods are ordered in accordance with the design drawings and
specifications or samples furnished by the Buyer, the Buyer shall indemnify the
Company against all liability or alleged liability in respect of any infringement of patents,
registered designs, trademarks, trade names or any other rights of third parties arising
out of the manufacture sale or use of such Goods and against all claims demands
proceedings or damages costs and expenses arising in respect of such liability or
alleged liability

Then in any such case the Company shall immediately become entitled (without
prejudice to its other claims and rights under the contract) to suspend further
performance of the contract for such time not exceeding 6 months as it shall in its
absolute discretion think fit or (whether or not notice of such suspicion shall have
been given) to treat the contract as wrongfully repudiated by the Buyer and forthwith
terminate the contract and claim all outstanding monies due to the Company from the
Buyer

LIMITATIONS OF LIABILITY
SELLER DESIGN AND TRADEMARKS

18. These Conditions state that:

13. Where Goods carry the proprietary designs, trademarks or other specific features of
the Company the Buyer will apply all reasonable endeavours to protect the integrity of
the proprietary designs, trademarks or other specific features and report any actual or
suspected misuse or counterfeit occurrences immediately to the Company should the
Buyer become aware of such occurrences

(a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of this condition it is expressly stipulated
that in the event of any claim or any grounds being made by the Buyer against the
Company in respect of the Goods or any matter arising from or in relation to the
contract relating thereto the liability of the Company shall be limited (in respect of each
claim or series of connected claims) to the invoice value of the Goods and under no
circumstances shall the Company be under any further liability to the Buyer whether for
loss of profit or for any direct or consequential loss howsoever arising

PASSING OF RISK
14. The risk in the Goods shall pass to the Buyer when the Company delivers the
Goods in accordance with the terms hereof to the Buyer or other person to whom the
Company has been authorised by the Buyer to deliver the Goods whether expressly
or by implication and the Company shall not be liable for the safety of the Goods
thereafter and accordingly the Buyer should insure the Goods thereafter against such
risks as may be commercially prudent

CARRIAGE
15. All prices stated or referred to in the Company’s estimates/quotations or in the
Company’s acceptance of orders do not include any reasonable carriage or packing
charges which shall be paid for by the Buyer at the discretion of the Company

RESERVATION OF PROPERTY AND RIGHT OF DISPOSAL
16. (a) Until payment by the Buyer is made in full of the price and any other monies due
to the Company in respect of the Goods:
i) The Goods shall remain the sole and absolute property of the Company as legal and
equitable owner
ii) The Buyer shall hold the Goods solely and as a fiduciary for the Company and shall
store the Goods separately from his own Goods or those of any other person and in a
manner which makes them readily identifiably as the Goods of the Company and shall
hold the proceeds of sale of the Goods in trust for the Company and shall keep them
at all times identifiable as the Company’s monies and shall not mingle them with other
monies or pay them into an overdrawn bank account
iii) The Buyer shall insure the Goods against all normal commercial risk to their full
replacement value with an insurance company of repute
(b) The Buyer shall be deemed not to have paid the Company for Goods in the
possession of the Company at any time unless the Buyer can prove that payment has
been received by the Company
(c) At any time prior to the payment in full of the price and other monies payable to the
Company in respect of the Goods the Company or its agents may enter the premises
of the buyer and take possession of any Goods of which the Company is the owner and
remove and dispose of them as the Company thinks fit

BREACH
17. If the Buyer:
(a) Makes default in or commits any breach of any of its obligations (including as to
payment of price) to the Company hereunder or
(b) Is involved in any legal proceedings in which its solvency is in question or

(b) Notwithstanding any provisions herein contained, nothing in these Conditions shall
operate or be construed to exclude or restrict any liability of the Company for death or
personal injury resulting from the negligence of the Company

GOVERNING LAW
19. All contracts shall be governed by English Law in the event of any dispute whether of
interpretation or otherwise or as to the liability either of the Company or the Buyer arising
out of the sale use or operation or failure to operate of the Goods or any part thereof
the same shall be determined by the English courts or law to whom jurisdiction of the
Company and the Buyer hereby submit

FORCE MAJEURE
20. In addition to the right to extend the delivery period referred to in Condition 7,
the Company shall be entitled to suspend or postpone performance of the Agreement
in the event of strike, lock-out, dispute, breakdown, accident, force majeure or any
other circumstances beyond the reasonable control of the Company in the event of
such suspension or postponement beyond the period of 3 months the Agreement
shall, with the consent of the Buyer and the Company, (such consent not to be
unreasonably withheld by either of them so far as it remains unperformed) be deemed
to be terminated without prejudice to the right of either party arising before the date
of termination

PREVIOUS CONDITIONS
21. The Conditions supersede all previous Conditions of Sale of the Company

CONSTRUCTION
22. If at any time one or more of the above conditions becomes in whole or in
part invalid, illegal or unlawful in any respect under any law the validity legality and
enforceability of the remaining provisions thereof and the other Conditions herein shall
not in any way be affected or impaired thereby

RETURNS
23. The return of goods must be agreed in advance with RSP Ltd and sent to the
Lowfields Business Park, Elland, address. With the exception of goods being returned
due to fault or damage, the cost of return carriage shall be met by the buyer, not
by RSP Ltd. RSP Ltd will charge 15% of the invoiced amount as a handling fee for
returned goods. The return of goods must be made within 14 days (2 weeks) of receipt.
Customised items are non-returnable, except because of fault or damage.

Or
(d) Ceases or threatens to cease to trade
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(c) Is a company and any meeting is convened or resolution passed or petition is
presented (otherwise than for reconstruction or amalgamation) to wind it up or a receiver
is appointed
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